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ABSTRACT

The liberalization ofthe agricultural sector in general and the matze sub-sector in
particular, has been a major component of Zambia's structural adjustment program initiated in
1991. However, the government continued to intervene in the natze suþsector and it was not
until June 1995 that the maize market became frrlly liberalized. For the füst time the full
participation ofprivate traders in the marketing of malrc was allowed. This thesis examines the
whether the regional ma:øe markets have become spatially integrated following the liberalization
ofthe matze market. It also examines whether a vibrant private sector has emerged to fill the gap
left by the National Marketing Board (NAMBOard) and cooperatives.

Wholesale monthly natze prices at seven regional locations over the period 1993:7 to
1997:12 are used to test the degree ofmarket integration nZambiausing cointegration analysis
and a vector effor correction model (VECM). The study was also supplemented with data
collected from a survey of 188 farmers arird25 traders in 1996.

The main findings of the study are: 1) although real producer prices have risen since
liberalization, maize production has declined in the LOR region and increased in the non-LOR,
while rrlratzÊ retentions have increased in the LOR and decreased in the non-LOR region; 2) the
extent ofmarket integratiorl as measured by the magnitude of market interdependence and the
speed ofprice transmission between the regional markets, has been very limited; 3) although there
has been a rapid emergence ofprivate traders, the emergence of a vibrant trading sector that
would fill the gap left by the state has been slow; 4) Many of the private participants in the matze
market are constrained by inadequate finance, lack of storage facilities, lack of access to
information, and poor transportation infrastructure.

The study concludes that unless the government provides an enabling environment a
vibrant trading sector is unlikely to emerge and the ma:øe market will continue to be inefficient,
especially at the farrn level.
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CT{APTER ONE

INTRODUCTTON

The past eighteen years have seen a number of Sub-Saharan (SSA) countries, including

Zanbiu adopt market-oriented policies which have called for the reduction or total elimination of

government intervention in agricultural markets. The general consensus among economists and

policy makers has been that these market reforms enhance economic growth as opposed to

interventionist policies (World Bank 1981; FAO, 1937). Zarrbiafinally liberalized its agricultural

sector in l99l with the coming to power of the Movement for Multi-party DemocraÊy (Ì!A/D)

government led by Frederick Chiluba. The need for liberalization of the sector arose out of

Zatrtbia's colonial legacy as well as the dismal perfornrance of its copper industry, which has been

the lifeline of the country. Major objectives of the liberalization efforts in agriculture have been to

induce private sector participation tn naize marketing and improve the efficiency of lrflalE:e

rnarketing.

Implicit in the liberalization ofthe ntatze sub-sector are two assumptions. First, the functions

that were previously carried out by government parastatal organizations, i.e., the Nationallr4arketing

Board (NAMBoard) and cooperatives, would be taken up automatically by private sector trading.

Second, liberalization would result in the flow of information on local and international prices and

supply and demand conditions to traders and fanrrers across the country, leading to an efficient and

integrated system.

The general aim ofthis study is to determine whether the maize market has become efficient

and whether a vibrant private sector had emerged by 1997 to fill the gap left by the govenrment

parastatals.



This chapter is divided into five sections. The following section gives a briefbackground to

the problern The second section provides the problem statement and justification ofthe study. The

objectives and research questions ofthe study are given in the third and fourth sections, respectively.

A brief methodology adopted in the different chapters and an outline of the thesis follows in the

fifth section.

X."1 Bacþround to the Problem

In 1964 Zan:fJraboasted of a relatively high standard of living with a per capita GNP ofUS

$500. Arxrual inflation was then only 5 percent. Daily per capita calorie availability was about

2,100. Malnutrition, persistent hunger and the attendant diseases were infrequent (FAO, 1991).

This prosperity was based on copper, the country'5 major export commodity and source of

government revenue. The year lg7s,however, ushered in a severe down turn in economic growth

as the intemational market price for copper plunged to its all time low. When Zafrtbra failed to

adjust to this and the subsequent external shocks that occuned during the 1980s it compounded its

economic crisis by borrowing heavil¡ thereby leading to an economic stagnationthat has since been

charactenzed by declining real GDP per capita, increasing budget deficits and external debt,

declining export earnings,l declining formal sector employment, and high and growing rates of

inflation(Saasq 1995:Loxel¡ 1990and 1995;WorldBank, 1992;andJanser¡ 1988). Forexample,

between 1980 and 1994 while the population grew at3.4 percent per aûlurn, average real GDP was

virtually stagnant at 0.6 percent per annurn, resulting in negative growth in real GDP per capita.

During the same period, the external debt grew at about 6 percent per annum (GRZ 1996)-

1 Th" d"rr"*e in export earnings has been compounded by the diminishing access to sources of capital

thereby leading to an acute compression of imports.



The attainnnent offood securityhas also remained elusive, withmore than 3 millionpeople in

the co¡ntry estirnated to be food insecwe (Sipula" 1988).2 The government's objective offood selÊ

sufficiency has not been consistently achieved as FigUre 1.1 shows.

Figuro 1.{: Self-sufficiency ¡n Cêr€als
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Self-sufficiency n Zarrbia's cereals (rnaize, rice, wheat, sorghum and millet) during the

period l97l and l99l has been achieved in only 5 of the 2l years for which data are available.

Consequently, food imports and food aid in cereals have been sought (see Figure 1.2) to satisfy the

increased domestic demand resulting from increased total and urban population.

2 Eicher and Staatz (1986, p.216) define food security as, "the ability of a country to assure on a long-

term basis that its food system provides the total population acc€ss to a timely, reliable and nutitionally adequate

food supply."



Figure 1.22 Ce¡eal Supply Situtaion in Zambia, 1986'1996
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Source: Calculated from FAO (1997): FAOSTAT Data, Rome.

Furthermore, poverty indicators reveal that an estimated 69 percent ofthe population in 1990

was living in households whose expenditures could not meet their basic needs. The core poor (i,e.,

those whose expenditures were inadequate to provide enough food) at the national level were

estimated at 55 percent of the total population, while in the rural areas the core poor were estimated

at 76 percent (World Banh 1994).

The gøreral consensus on the causes ofthe economic stagnation and food crisis points to the

government's prolonged domestic policy failures (see Loxely,1995; Saasa 1995; and Seshamani,

1992). For a long time the Zambian government has intervened in virtually all the sectors of the

economy; and more so in the agricultural sector, in general, and the muze sub-sector, in particular.

Maize is Zambiø's staple food crop, which accounts for over 65 percent of the total

consumption per capita evsry year (see figure 1.4). It is the second most important economic

4



Figure 1.3: Maize Catories Per Capita Availability in Zambia, 1975-1997
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commodity after copper in terms of its contribution to GDP. From a political and social viewpoint

it is even more important than copper (McKenzie and Chenowetb 1991). It is produced by 80

percent of the farmers. Seventy percent of the total crop area is allocated to maize every (see Chart

l.l). Furthefinore, maize accounts for 90 percent of the total value of rrrarketed output ofmajor food

crops (Mwanaumo, 1994). Ninety percent of the smallholder farmefs'cash receipts come from

maize. Consequentþ, due to its importance in economic, social and political terms, maize has in the

past received the most attention both in terms of support and policies. The agricultural poliry ín

general, tended to be biased towards the maize sub-sector to the extent that the agricultural policy

became almost synonyrlrous to maize policy. Accordingly, changes inmuze policies have had and

continue to have important implications for the whole of the agricultural sector, other related

industries as well as consumer welfare.
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Ghart l.l: Percentage Share of Grops in TotalArea Planted (Mean 1980'96)

Source: Calculated from FAO (1997): FAOSTAT Data, Rome.

Given the importance of maize nZambt4- the government found it necessary to intervene

and it did so under the Agricultural Marketing Acts of 1969 and 1989. Through these Acts

govemment had the power to control rnatze prices and monopoluenatze marketing. Throughthe

policy of uniform pricing, government fixed pan-territorial and pan-seasonal prices,t making malze

prices invariable spatially and seasonally.

The producer prices for matzewere generally fixed at the beginning of the crop season and

at levels that were well below the world market (see figure 1.5). The policy of uniform pricing was

undertaken to achieve two objectives: ensure equity among farmers through increased income and

the provision of cheap food to the urban population But, as numy studies have shown (see for

3 
Pan-territorial pricing refers to the charging ofthe same price in all areas regardless of the dist¿nce while

pan-territorial pricing involves charging the same price all year round without consideration of storage costs'



Figure 1..5: Domestic Producer Prices and Import Prices of Maize in Zambia ,197l-19974
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example, Dodge 1991; Kydd 1988; Kalinda 1993:and IMF lgg7),these objectives became hard to

reconcile, the instruments used were inappropriate and consequentl¡ the policies led to an overall

negative effect on agricultural production and n)arzv production in particular. In particular, this

policy benefited the urban populace and taxed those farmers close to consumption centers. It also

shifted production from the fertile Line-of- Rail (LOR) provinces to the poor and remote non-LOR

provinces (see Loxely 1995 and; Kalinda 1993).

The policy ofpan-territorial pricing entailed setting the same producer prices throughout the

country irrespective of the significant differences in transport costs between the regions and the

availability of agricultural infrastructure. This was done due to the government's need to promote

equitable regional development. Using the policy of monopoly marketing, government appointed

parastatal organizations, which in the case ofmaize was the National Agricultural Marketing Boa¡d

(NAMBoard), and cooperatives to carry out the procurement, distribution and processing ofrnaize.

From 1969 to 1989 the r¡laize marketing firnctions were undertaken entirely byNAMBoard. Then

NAMBoard was dissolved under the 1989 Agricultural Marketing Act. Fo¡ the subsequent two

marketing seasons, i.e.,1989/90 and 1990/91, cooperatives were responsible for these functions.

During this period govemment set fann gate prices and into-mill prices and no private traders were

allowed to participate inthe marketing of maae.

Initial attempts to ll'beralize the trlrrizn market systern, which had become costly due to the

high marketing subsidies and the inefficiencies ofNAMBoard, were made in January 19g6. One of

the major objectives of the 1986 rnatza market liberalization w¿rs to encourage private trader

participationnmaizn marketing. This involved the decontrol ofproducer and consumer prices and

removal of NAMBoard's monopoly in rnaizÊ marketing. The 1986 market liberalization \il¿rs,

however, short lived as a result ofthe food riots that erupted in the main urban centres oflusaka and

9



Copperbelt following the increase in the price for white matze. This led to the reintroduction ofprice

controls and marketing restrictions in }'lay 1987.

This kind of interventior¡ however, proved costly over time as it involved an extensive use of

subsidies. The marketing margins between the producer price at which the government institutions

purchased the maize from the farners and the government set into-mill prices at which they sold to

industrial millers, were insufficient to cover the total marketing costs of these institutions.

Consequently, the marøe marketing subsidies andnatze related subsidies escalated over time, with

the former increasing from about K14 million to over Kl billion between 1975 and 1990 while the

Iatter rose from about K57 million to K3 billion over the same period. The budgetary implications

of these substantial subsidies were significarfi. Maue related subsidies as a percentage of the

government budget and budget deficit rose from 6.9 percent and 1.6 percent :li-1975 to more than 13

percent and 120 percent in 1990, respectively. Maize marketing subsidies as a percentage of the

government budget and budget deficit rose from 1.7 percent and 3.9 percent n1975 to 5.3 percent

and46.5 percent respectively in 1990 (Kalind4 1993,p.36).

A number of factors led the Zambian government to abandon the policy pan-territorial and

pan-seasonal pricing and that ofmonopoly maue marketing. First was the economic crisis and the

deepening reliance on foreign capital resources coupled with donor presswe for structural

adjustment. Second was the negative effect of direct government intervention on agricultural

production and on its fiscal budget. Under these circumstances Zarrbnwas compelled to liberalize

its agricultural product and input marketing as part of its structural adjustment progr¿rrt starting in

1990. However, the only substantial change that was made was to allow the milling industries to

purchase n'nrze directly from farmers and from cooperatives outside their provincial boundaries.

Initial efforts at liberalizing the agricultural sector were in 1989. These involved the removal

10



ofthe administrative price controls on all agricultural products except rrrrarza meal, maize gain, and

fertiliser. In 1990 the trade :mmîize and fertiliser becarne liberalised allowing the private sector to

e4port and import fertiliser, whichhad beenhitherto monopolized byNAMBoard and Cooperatives.

However, these policies had very little impact since maize, which is the most important crop,

remained controlled. Thus, efforts were seriously made in l99l with the coming to power of the

Movement for Multi-party Democracy (MMD) under the leadership ofFredrick Chiluba to make the

liberalization of the agricultural policies a major component of the govemment's structural

adjustment prograûL The price controls on maiz€ and maize meal were removed in late 1991.

In December 1992, a Policy Framework Paper (PFP), which fully amplified the new

govemment's policy for the agriculture sector in general" and the maiz.e market in particular, was

published. The state would cease its direct role in the marketing of food crops, including maizn and

agricultural inputs; and remove all subsidies, privatize parastatal companies inthe agricultural sector

and decontrolproducer prices. The provision ofsubsidies for rural credit and inputs was abolished in

1992. T}ic same year, the government withdrew from direct intervention in the procurement,

transportation, and processing of maizn. In order to faciliøte the transmission of local and

international information on prices and supply and demand conditions to traders and producers in the

various parts of the country, the govemment created the Agricultural Market Information Center

(AMIC) within the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries ( MAFF). The official producer

prices for maue were finally abolished n 1994 when government removed all floor and ceiling

prices.

Although the government initiated the liberalization ofthe rnîize marketing systenq in 1991

private traders did not participate firlly in maize marketing until 1995 due to government's continued

intervention in the marketing of matze. During the period l99l to 1993 private traders were only
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allowed to engage in intra-regional trade while cooperatives became buyers of last resort and were

solely responsible for interregional maize trade. This period was, therefore, a period of partial

liberalization. The government intervened in the marketing of maize through the appointment of

government agents and the maintenance of floor prices for producers and into-mill prices.

Cooperatives were buying marzß from farrners at government set floor prices and selling to millers at

government set into-mill prices, while the private traders could negotiate buylng ¿ad sslling prices

with farmers and consumers, respectively.

In the following season, i.e.,1992193, government eliminated monopoly-buying rights and

allowed traders to participate in inter-regional trade. However, government continued to intervene in

the maize market. It raised K15 billion to buy rnalr:e from farmers, selected the maize marketing

financiers, appointed government buying agents (i.e. provincial co-operatives in Central Southem

and Eastern provinces) on behalf ofthe lending institutions, set prices for grain bags, monitored the

use of the funds and set floor producer prices and into-mill ssiling prices (GRZ 1993). This system

of government financed, controlled and zubsidized operationreinforced the beliefthat, althoughthe

policies had changed, the players remained the same. Consequently, only a few traders participated

in the 1993 194 marketing serison.

Although thehbraluation ofthe agricultural sector has resulted in regionally and seasonally

differentiated prices and in increased role of the private sector, the government has continued to

intervene in the agricultural sector in general and the mau:e sector in particular. The proposed Food

Secwity Act of 1993, which was approved by parliament in March 1995 as the Food Reserve Bill

repealed the 1989 Agricultural Marketing Act. It also enacted a number of actions to create an

enabling environment for private sector participation, including, the establishment of a Crop

Marketing Agency to manage a national food security reserve; the establishment of a market
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information systern; leasing and/or 5slling of government owned storage facilities; registration of

traders and; the introduction and promotion of weighing and grading standards. In this case the

government was to restrict itself to the managing of strategic reserves of grains and to providing an

enabling environment for the effective participation ofthe private sector.

However, this did not happen. Government continued to intervene in key areas of the

agricultural sector. For example, due to the droughts that charactenz-edthe first balf ofthe 1990s,

especially the severe 1992 drought and the mild droughts of 1994 and 1995, the government banned

maneexports to avoid shortages in the country. It was not until l996thatthe maize export ban was

removed but the government nevertheless continued to intervene in foreþ trade by requiring traders

to obtain export permits for maize e4ports. Thus even if domestic maiz.s prices were coÍlpletely

liberalized n lgg4, they remained well below the import parity levels during the 1994-96 period

(refer to Figure 1.4 above) due to these restrictions. Second, through the purchases of maue by the

Food Reserve Agency the government continues to intervene in the development ofdomestic prices

and trade. In 1997 the government allocation (from the central budget) fot naun purchases was

estimated at K19 billion Third, even though fertilizer subsidies were removed in 1993, the

government continued to intervene in the marketing of fertilizer by appointing credit coordinators to

supply the fertilizer, thereby hindering private sector particþation in the provision of fertilizer.

These developments will continue to affect the private sector response unless government can create

an enabling environment.

1.2 Froblem Statement and Jusûification of the Study

The food crisis in Zambia appears to have been accentuated by its unique characteristics.

Zatrbiais very different from many SSA countries in two aspects: 1) it has been and still remains a
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mono-culture economy which depends heavily on copper for its exports; governmeît revenue and

employment; and 2) it is the most urbanized country south ofthe Sahara with more than 50 percent

of its population living in the urban areas.

The continued dçcline in fioreign exchange earnings from copper and the huge debt that

Zambia accumulated implies that food imports might not be forthcoming. This means agriculture

has to play a major role in providing an increased food supply. The growth in urban population also

suggests that the remaining rural population have to produce enough food for themselves, for the

burgeoning urban population and for the export rnarkets.

In the long-run this requires that on-farm productivity and incomes be increased. But there is

a dearth of prover¡ on-shelf technology suitable to low-rainfall environments and ønployment

opporh¡nities are limited, so substantial growth in rural productivity and hence incomes arg at best,

considered long-term possibilities. To ensure n¿tional and regional food security requires that the

food marketing system be efficient. In the short- and medium-term, an efficient food marketing

system gsnerates increased real purchasing power due to reductions ìn the prices ofgoods that form

large shares of household expenditures.a

By liberalizing the muze market, the Tambian government had hoped that this would

immediately and fundamentally transform the grain marketing system from largely a state monopoly

to one in which the private seçtor would play an important and legitimate role, that prices would

vary over time and space and that production of maÞe in areas close to the consumption centers

would increase. This study argues that an efficient maize market inZanbia has not yet developed.

This may consequently lead to gluts in some regions not being translated into adequate access to

n 
Io Zi*b"b*" , Jayne et. a/. (1990) estirn¿ted that a reduction in grain prices in rural areas through the

devçlopment of infa-rural trade would inctease real cash incomes among the poor grain deficit households by as
much as 20-30 percent.
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food in other regions, as staatz(r990) observed for Mari.

This raises three major empirical issues that form the central focus of this study. First, has

the decontrol of maize prices stimulated muzeproduction? second, has government decontrol of
prices resulted in an efficient maìze marketing system? Third, has the removal ofthe anti_merchant

policies' which have prevented traders from playrng a major rore in maizemarketing, induced
private traders to move maize from surplus r€mote rural areas to deficit urban and rural areas?

The performance of the state natzemarketing system in zanbiahas been heavily studied
(see for example, Kalinda 1993) but very little attention has been paid to the performance of the
private marketing sector' A few studies (e-g. Lele and candler, lggl; Malambo l9g4) have shown
that the "unofficial" system (private trade) accounted for a large portion of the food marketed in rural
areas' It has furtherbeen established that the official marketing syst€rn, as dominated and controlled
by NAMBoard provided a market in which farmers could sell their surplus maize but no back flow
for the purchase of process ed maize. Thus, farmers had to rely on the private market to buy
processed maize often at prices higher than official prices.

The Ministry of Agriculture, Food security Division, has in conjunction with the Food and
Agricultural organÞatiorq carried out some impact studies on various aspeçts of the liberalized
muze market, such as on-farm storage (MArr ßg4), maizemilling (MAFF, lgg4a), maizeprices

(MAIiF' 1995)' Another study looked at the characteristics of the emerging private matzetraders

during the 1994 marketing season (MAFF, 1994c). Thesc studies have also been mostry descriptive
and only give preliminary assessments of the maøe market few months after the market was
cornpletely libetalaed' No study has yet systernatically examined the response ofthe private traders
and examined whether the market is indeed integrated, and if not, why.

This study' thereforg comes at an opportune time as little ís known about the factors that
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might influence the capacþ and willingness of private traders to fill the vacuum left by the

government parastatals rapidly and efficiently. It is also not clea¡ how private traders relate to each

other and other market participants, especially farmers with regard to storage, finance and transport

facilities in their efforts to efficiently carry on the different market functions. r6tith the lack of such

information, policy makers and planners will tend to base their decisions on the implicit assumptions

of how the private sector, for instance, is likely to behave in the face of market liberalizatior¡ as

research elsewhere in SSA has shown (Weber et. al., I 988; Loveridge, I 988; Wehelie, 1989; Dione,

1989; and Weber and Staazt, 1990).

Thus, provision of answers to some of these iszues is an important input in determining

whether the emerging private sector has contributed positively to meeting the key economic

objectives of food security, income and enrplo¡anent generation and agricultural growth- Since

liberalization has advanced much further nZ,ambiathan in most SSA it is e4pected that this study

will also contribute to an understanding ofthe problems to private sector response in other countries

who are yet to completely liberalize their food markets.

X.3 Objectives of the Study

The overall aim of this study is to examine the emergence of a market for maize at the

national and regional levels and the response of selected fünners, traders and large millers to the

liberalization ofthe n,aize market. The specific objectives ofthe study were:

a) to assess the physical and economic environment prevailing in the country before and

afr er liberalizat ion (l 97 5 - | 997) ;

b) to determine the changes nmaueproduction, regional maize deficilsurplus position

and on-farm storage;
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c) to detemrine the spatial integration of regional markets over the period 1993:7 to

1997:12;

d) to determine private sector response to maizemarket hberalization and identifv the

constraints to an efficient matze marketing systenr; and

e) to draw policy implications to facilitate and promote market development for the

staple food crop, maize.

1.4 Ïtesearch Questions

The research questions that \¡¡ill guide this study are ¿N follows:

1) What is the nature ofthe physicat and economic environment that the private traders

are operating in?

2) Has liberalization resufted in any significant changes in production and on-farrr

storage in the line-of-rail (LOR) and non-LOR provinces and are these changes in

accordartce with emerging market forces?

3) Is the emerging marzÊmarketing system efficient in transmitting price information to

market participants, including policy makers?

4) \ilhat are the major characteristics and constraints ofthe emerging private sector?

1.5 Methodology

This study relies on a number ofmethodologies. The overall study will be achieved through

the use of both qualitative and quantiøtive approaches. The qualitative approach \¡rill be useful in

descnbing and understanding the structure of the emerging maize marketing system. The

quantitative approacl¡ on the other hand, will be used to amlyznthe data from the survey of farmers,
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traders and large millers. The quantitative approach will also be used to analyze the historical

montbly wholesale maize price data

Objective (a) will be achieved through a descriptive analysis of the prevailing physical and

economic environment using available secondary data (Chapter 3). Objective (b) will be realized

through the calculation of the changes in maize productioq retentions and by estirnating the

deficit/surplus position in each province (Chapter 4). One of the results of market liberalization is

the integration of markets (Hopcrafr 1987). Thus, objective (c) will be investigated using the

Johansen systems approach and a vector erïor coffection model CVECM) to estimate the long-run

and short-run integration, respectively, of regional maue market :r-z¿rrrrbrù price differentials

between regions will also be calculated to determine the spatial bebavior of prices (Chapter 5).

Objective (d) will be achieved through the use of suwey data we collected from fanners and traders

dwing in 1996. Descriptive statistics including tabular, cross tabs and chi-square tests will be used

for this purpose (Chapter 6).

The study is organized as follows. Chapter two provides the sources of data" the methods

used in collecting primary data as well as a brief profile of the research sites. chapter three

descnlbes the physical and economic environment. The changes in maize productior¡ deficit/sqplus

and on-farrn storage are discussed in chapter four. Chapter five provides an evaluation of the

integration of regional maize markets. The marketing of rnaize, or any commodþ, involves a

number of different actors that help transfer the commodþ from lower priced regions to higher-

priced regions at the right time and in the desired forrn Thus, chapter six attempts to explain the

factors that may be constraining the integration of the regional markets nZambnthrough a survey

of traders and farmers' response to policy changes. Chapter seven provides a slnthesis of the

findings, draws conclusions and gives polícy implications for flrrther market development.
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CITAPTER. T'\N/O

SOUR.CES OF'DATA, AI\ID PROF[[,E OF'TTTE STUT}Y STTES

2"l trntroducfion

The methods used in the collection of data are important if useful information is to come out

of a given problem statement. The standard approaches to collecting data are sufFcient where a

sample frame of the target group can be drawn from a known population. In the case of traders in

Zarbia,such a framework cannot b used since there is no knownpopulation of traders nZatrbia

as liberalisation has just been put into effect. Accordingl¡ this calls for a combination of data

sources and methods of data collection.

2"2 Abiectives

It is clear that the objectives ofthis study, as outlined in Chapter 1, cannot be achieved by

one source of data and/or one particular method of data collection and analysis. The objectives of

this chapter, therefore, are to amplfy on the different sources of secondary datq describe the

research instruments and methods employed during the collection of primary data; and give a brief

description ofthe study site.

2.3 Sources of Data

Since the database in Zambiq like in many SSA cor¡ntries, is generally very poor, as Lele

(19S9) has pointed out, the study had to rely on both secondary and primary data. The secondary

data were obtained from different sources including the Central Statistics Office (CSO); the Ministry

of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries (MAFF), and Agricultural Marketing Information Center

(AMIC); Ministry ofFinance; and the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) databank diskettes.
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These data sets included macroeconomic indicators (e.g., inflation, GDP), quantities of matze

produced and sold, marketed and retained for home consumptiorq volume of maize exports and

imporfs, and regional wholesale monttrly maizeprices-s

The primary data were from surveys fielded among farmers and traders using qualitative and

quantitative approaches. The trader survey sought information from private traders on strategies for

sales and acquisition of maize stocks, pricing strategies, storage sizes, seasonality of sales and

purchases and investment strategies. The farmer survey sought information on farmers' responseto

m4Þe market liberalization.

2.4 Suruey Ðesign and ltesearch [nstruments

2.4.1 Survey Design

In order to meet the goals of observing the response of private market participants to maize

liberalizatiorU determine the emerging networks and analyse market efficiency, it was decided to

conduct fieldwork in one surplus region of the country. The survey design proceeded from the

assumption that any substantial policy value about traders' potential responses to maize market

liberalisation will be higher in those regions of Zanbia with the highest potential for producing

marketable surpluses of maize and lower in those areas with the lowest potential. Therefore, Eastern

province was selected as the surplus province and Lusaka province as the deficit province.

Lusaka Province, which mainly consists ofthe City oflusak4 is the largest deficit province

in the country. It is the main destination of surplus grain from the major malø:e surplus provinces,

especially Éastern. Eastern Province located east of Lusaka has been an important agricultural

t 
Th" Agriculh¡al Marketing Infonnation Center (AMIC) in the Ministy of Agriculture has since 1993

been collecting weekly price data at desipated public markets in the provincial cenûers, towns in major production

cantes and border towns arorud the country (see Appendix 2'1).
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surplus region in the country with strong links to Lusaka Province'

The choice of Eastern Province \¡/as prompted by a number of factors. First, reports

obtained from officials from the M,{FF indicated that there had been a more favourable response by

private traders to liberalization in Eastern Province than anywhere else in the country despite the

provinces distance from the major consumption centres. Second, Eastern Province is the second

largest producer of surplus maü¿e in ZílrrùJia after Central Province' For example in 1996 it

accounted for 2Spercent of the total maueproduction and 17 percent of the total marketed maize

output. Third, the province had in the past bençfited more from the policy of uniform pricing

compared to other provinces. Fourtll Eastern province has strong links with Lusaka than any other

major urban deficit region, The destination of the bulk of surplus maløje in Eastern Province is

Lusaka (Katinda 1993; and Sipula 1993)'

The design of the survey and datacollection that was used to collect data from the farmers

and traders is shown in Figure 2.1.6 The survey and data design involved selecting first two districts

in Eastern Province that represented a surplus and deficit aÍea, i'e', Lundazi and Chipata'

respectively. Within each district, three agricultural blocks were chosen' to represent a productivg

relatively productive, ar¡d least productive block, making a total of 6 blocks (see Table 2' l)' A

number of criteria were used to arrive at the blocks selected in these two districts. Production of

major grains, particularly muze,and accessibility to the area were key factors. within each bloch

two agricultural camps were selected, a deficit and su¡pluq resulting in a total of 12 camps'

6 
Thi* survey desip was only used in Eastern province wbffe detailed research was c'onducted for

farmers and traders. Lusaka was included in the study soiely for purposes of tracing the movem€nt of maize by

traders from a surplus area (in this case Eastcrn Province) to a deficit area (i'e', Lusaka)'
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Figure 2.1: Survey and Data Collection Structure
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Table 2.1: The Resenrch Sites and the Selection Criterion

DistrictÆìlock Productivity of Block

Most Productive Productive læast Productive

Lundazi Disfrict

Chikomeni #

Emusa ##

Mwase Lundazi ###

ChipataNorth

Chankadze ##

Chiparamba #
Chitandika #

Source: Based on field notes, August, 1999

MostAccessible

Accessibility of Block

Accessible Least Accessible

!Tffi

ffi

t¿Jt
ffi
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2.4.2 Research fnstruments

To collect primary dataacombination ofresearch instruments was employed (see Appørdix

22). This involved the use of four rçsearch instruments, i.e., semi-structured questionnaires,

checklists, focussed group discussions and personal interviews. The semi-structured questionnaires

were administered to farmers and traders. There were three checklists that were administered to

heads of farm households, traders, and key informants.T The checklist for key informants solicited

inforrnation on the socio-economic characteristics of the community, the agro-economic conditions

ofthe seleçted areas, credit ¿nd marketing institutions operating in the area" types of farming systems

and activities, infrastructural development, availability of basic services and the views of key

informants on the impact of maiee market liberaliz¿tion. The other two checklists were administered

to group discussions held with groups ofheads offarm households and small-scaletraders. Personal

interviews wçre also conducted with various officials from the provincial agricultural departments,

non€ovemmental organizations (NGOs) and private companies that were involved in the marketing

of farm produce in general, and in the marketing of maÞe, in particular.

2.5 Sanple Selection and Data Collection

A pre-testing of the research instruments was done in Mumbwa district, a surplus district

located in Central Province, about 100 kilometres north ofl-usaka. After pre-testing, the necessary

changes were made to the research instruments in readiness for the actual field research in Eastern

Province. It would have been better to undertake a recorìnaissance survev in the areas selected for

1' Key informane included, but were not restricted to, exterision offi.cers, community leaders, e.g., chiefs,
health workers, teachers, NGO personnel and leaders ofcommunity based groups (CBGs).
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the study. However, due to limited resources this could not be done.

The field trip to Mumbwa was undertaken from 20th December 1995 to 8th January 1996.

Interviews with the relevant officíals in Lusaka together wíth the collection of primary data were

done betweenZ2ndJanuary and2ndFebruary 1996. The main fieldwork in Eastern Province had to

wait for the start of the agricultural marketing season, which usually starts in May each year. This

was conducted from 3rd to 24th August 1996.

The study used largely qualitative methods to obtain the ne¡essary information. Group

discussions were a key approach in obtaining information f¡om farmers. One group discussion was

held in each camp and each group had an average of about 20 farmers with a total number of 240

fa¡mers having participated in the 12 group discussions.s In addition to group discussions,

individual interviews were done with farmers that were selected randomly from each discussion

group held in the selected agricultural camps. The aim was to get more systematic information

about the characteristics of farmers, the factors driving their participation in the market and their

experience with the liberalized marketing system. Arr equal number of farmers were randomly

selected from each deficit and surplus camp yieldingatoial of 188 farmers, 98 in Lundazi and 90 in

Chipata.

Getting traders proved more problematic than getting frrmers, given the high mobility of

traders. Two approaches were used. First, a list of traders was obtained from the MAFF's Food

Security Dvision and traders operating in the survey areas were picked from the list. Howevçr, it

proved difficult to locate many of these once in the field and it was discovered many ofthese had

either not participated as per their original intention or had stopped trading. A few were unwilling to

8 
Id"ully, the group discussions should have been small€r. However, farmer's response was usually

overwhelming that turning away some of those tlnt "forced their way in would have undermined the study.
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be interviewed perhaps due to some controversies that surrounded agricultural trading with

politicians accusing traders of having beør exploiting farmers. Additional information about traders

was obtained from key informers while in the field and these were added to the list. The traders on

the list tended to be the more established traders operating at fixed locations.

The second approach was to interview all the traders that were found during the survey and

were serving the blocks identified, either directly or indirectly. This worked to capture small traders.

Where possible, group discussions were also held with traders and these totalled four (3 in Lundaei

and 1 in Chipata). Due to the small number of traders that were found, it was decided to interview

all the traders that were located. Thus, these two approaches yielded a total of 25 raders (16 in

Lundazi and 9 in Chipata).

Overall, a total of 188 fatmers, 25 traders and two large-scale millers were interviewed

during the survey. The two large-scale millers were based in Lusaka, the capital city.

2.6 Profile of the Study Site

As already mentioned, the second survey was carried out in six blocks (see Table 2.1) in two

districts ìn Eastern province. A striking feature about all the sites visited is the poor accessibility due

to the poor state of feeder roads. AII the blocks had feeder roads intendgd for motorized traffic that

were passable during the dry season but were difficult to use during the rainy seasorL particularly at

bridges. The situation appeared to get worse as one moved away from the district's centre. Thus,

agricultural inputs and products were dìfficult to deliver after December in many areas.

Developrnent of basic social infrastructural f¿cilities, suÇh as schools and medical centres,

differed from block to block. 'Whereas some blocks such as Chitandika had no health centre and

orily a few primary schools, others such as Mwase Lundaei boasted of21 primary schools and th¡ee
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health centres.

When compared to urban centres, the rural population has lower health status. The most

common diseases in all the areas visited are malaria and diarrhoea and these tend to become more

acute during the rainy season at the peak of labour demand when fields must be prepared for planting

and weeding has to be done. Poor health has been complicated by the advent of AIDS. In one

village visited, interviews could not take place on several ocçasions because four deaths occtrrred

within one week. Another factor complicating the health of the population in the sites visited was

the poor supply ofwater, particularly in the raìny season. Although, some blocks such as Chankanze

Agricultural Block in Lundazi had a number of boreholes and water wells, this was not the case in

other blocks visited.

The availability of credit, marketing and extension services also differed from block to block.

It is interesting to observe that in most ofthese areas marketing and credit facilities were reported to

be insufEcient for matze but were adequate for cotton and tobacco.

2.7 C\apter Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has highlighted the different soufÇes of data, both primary and secondary data.

It has shown that secondary data are scant in Zambia in as far as the private sector is concerned.

These datq thereforg had to be supplemented by the collection of primary data.

A number of problems rryere encountered during the data collection, the major one being the

reluctance of identified traders to participate in the survey. Another major constraint was the

availability of funds and time at the disposal of the researcher. Thus, a detailed study of the

participants in the ma'øe marketing chain could not be done.

Due to the lack of a known population of the traders, in the country as a whole and in the
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study areainparticulaE normal sampling procedures could not be employed during the collection of

the data. While in the field other approaches and methods of collecting data had to be devised. In

particular, the study relied heavily on the collection of qualitative data usíng a combination of

diffçrent research instruments that were administered to different farmers, traders and other key

informants, which included government officials and non-governmental offtcials.

Despite these problems and the fact that normal sampling procedures were not used in

identifring the traders, it is the view of the author that the methodology used to collect the data has

yielded datathat are relevant to the problem statement under investigation. This methodology is also

relevant to fi.lture data collection procedures. The combination ofboth the secondary and primary

data has also enriched the data set for the puqpose ofthis study.
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CHAPTETA. TE{R.EE

TT{E PR.EVAIN,TNG PTTVSTCAT,,dNI} MACR.O-ECONOMTC

POLICY ENVIRONMENT: IMFLICATIONS FOR.

MARKET T¡{TEGRATTON

3.1 Xntroduction

One of the major objeøives ofagricultural market liberalisation is to provide an enabling and

facilitating environment, both in terms of policy, physical infrastructure and provision of support

services like extension, input and output markets, credit facilities and market information, to the

emerging market participants. This means that the policies put in place by the government should be

credible and stable over a period oftime. This also means that the provision ofthe different services

should be improved and made efficient. The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to lay the backgrotmd

for the assessment of the problem under investigation by examining the nature of the physical and

economic environment facing the emerging market participants. Whether or not the regional maize

mat'kets have remained segmented will be analysed in chapter 5. Here we consider whether an

enabling environment lvas lacking at the time of liberalization and whether such an environment is

still elusive for the majority of the market participants.

The chapter is organized as follows. The physical environment is discussed in the next

section. This is followed by an examination of the macroeconomic policy environment obtaiûing in

the country in 1996. The last seÒtion is a summary ofthe chapter.
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3.? A. General Overview of, the Fhysücat Environment

3.2.1 Geographical Location and llemarcation of the Country

Zambia is a landlocked country covering an area of 752,000 square km. It is bounded by

eight countries, Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe to the south; MaJawi and Mozambique to the

east; Tanzania and Zairein the North; and Angola to the West (Figure 3.1). Being landlocked, its

major routçs to the seaports are through other countries and these are basically two, through

Tatrzatna to the Dar-es-salaam seaport and through Zimbabwe and Botswana to South African

seaports. Administratively, the country is divided into nine provinces, Central, Copperbelt, Eastenl

Luapula, Lusaka, Northern, North-Western, Southern and Western. The provinces are divided

fi.rrther into 58 districts, ofwhich nine are the main administrative centres (refer to Map 3.1). These

nine provincial centres are also the centres where price information is assembled and reported in the

weekly bulletin of the I\&\FF. The nine provinces are normally classified into the line-oÊrail (LOR)

and the nonline-oÊrail (non-LOR).t In the LOR region are Central, Copperbelt, Lusaka and

Southern while Eastern, Luapul4 Northern, Northwestern and Westem are in the non-LOR region.

Ecologically, Zarnbiais divided into four major agricultural zones (see Map 3.z).to Zone I

is in the northernmost high rainfall area of the country and covers the Northerr¡ Luapul4

Copperbelt, North-western provinces and some parts of Central province. It has an average rainfall

of more than 1,200 millimetres per annum and has weathered and leached soils characterised by

n 
Th" d"**"ation of the Line LOR provinces and non-LOR is based on the distauce from the old line-of-

rail. The former lie along the old line-of-rail whíle the latter lie away from the old line-of-rail. In general, the LOR
provinces are well located in terms of acc€ss to the best infrastructtual development and road tansport networks; are

locate in the best ecological zones with the best soils and raínfall pattern. The non-LOR provínces on the other hand

have the poorest infrastuchrral deveþment and road tansport networks and are located in the ecological zones that
have poor soils.

lO For a more detailed discussion of the zones see Howard, J.A. (1993): *The Impact of Inveshnents ín
Maize Research and Dìssemination in Zanú:rid'. Part I: Main ReporL MSU InternøìonalDevelopmcnt llmkìng
PøperNo.39/l, Deparfrnent of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State Uníversíty.
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Map 3.1: Location MaP of Zambia
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Map 3.2 F'dap of Zambiars Agno-ecological Zones
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extreme acidity. It is traditionally a cassava and finger millet producing region even though in

recent years its production of maize has increased. Zone 1 accounts for 46 percent of the total land

area. Zone 2 comprises the western semi-arid plains and receives less than 800 millimetres of

rainfall per annum. The major crops growrr are cassava, bulrush millet, sorghum and occasionally

m{tze. It, however, has a large cattle population . Zone 3 (which çonsists ofthe central and southern

plateau and the eastern plateau) is the most fertile of the four zones. It has moderate rainfall of

between 800 and 1,000 millimetres per annum. It comprises most of Central, Eastern, Lusaka and

Southern provinces. Although it ortly accourlts for 12 percent of the land, it produces most ofthe

agricultural surplus crops- The major crop grown is maize, although smaller amounts ofgroundnuts;

sunflower, cottorq soybeans and tobacco are also grown. Zone 4 comprises the Luangwa-Zarrrben

valleys. Although it receives less than 800 millimetres of rainfall annually, it nevçrtheless has a high

irrigation potential and good soil. The zone is, howeveq situated far from population and

infrastructure. It also has had limited agricultural development. This zoneis normally considered a

food deficit area.

3.2.2 The Country's Resources

Table 3 . I shows that Zambia has a tota.l area of T5million hectares with land area accounting

for 74 million hectares. The LOR provinces account for 31 percent (23 million hectares) ofthe total

land area and the non-LOR provinces occrrpy the remaining 69 percent (52 million hectares).

During l99l-94 the total agricultural land was estimated at 35 million hectares out of which 5

million hectares was land available for cultivation and 30 million hectares was graeing land.

However, of the 5 million hectares, only about 23 percent was consistentþ cultivated during thís

period (IMF 997).
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Table 3.1: Estimated Land Distribution by province (mirion ha)

Province-
Open Water National

Pa¡k
Game

Management
A¡ea

State Land Traditional
Land

Tota] Land
Area

Cental

Copperbelt

Lusaka

Southern

LOR

Eastern

Luapula

Northern

N/westei:r

Westem

Non-LOR

Total

1.88

0.46

1. I3

1.69

5.16

3.24

0.27

t.44

2.47

3.81

11.23

16.38

5.96

I.90

0.26

4.56

12.68

2.98

4.18

rl.t6

8.99

7.94

35.25

47.92

9.44

3.13

2.19

8.53

23.29

6.91

s.06

14.78

12.58

12.67

s2.00

75.29

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.25

o.27

0.00

0.44

o.3l

0.0û

0.03

o.78

l.0s

r.03

0.00

o.4l

0.94

2.38

0.41

0.15

1.77

0.63

0.89

3.85

6.23

0.55

0.78

0.39

l.t0

2.82

0.29

0.01

0.10

0.49

0.00

0.89

3.70

Source: GM,(1Þ

Table 3 '2 shows that zambia's population has more than doubled since 1969, from a mere 4
million people to over 9 million in 1995. The average annuar growth rate was estimated at j.2
perc€nt per annum between 1980 and 1990 and it is projected to grow at 3.6percent per annum
between 1990 and the year 2000' By the year 2Q25 zambia'stotar population is expected to be over
19 míllion people' rJtbanzanonis the highest in sub-saharan Africa. whereas n 1969 only 29
percent of the total population was living in the urban are¿rs, by 1995 the urban population had
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almost doubled to about 43 percent It is estimated that by 2025 over5O percent of Zantbia's total

population will be living in the major urban areas (Tabl e3.2).

Table 3.2: Rural-urban Distribution of population, rg69-lgga(6000)

Year

1969

1990

TotaI
Population
4,057

8150

9456

19130

Rural

2,865

4727

5380

7671

Urban

l,lg2

3423

4076

1t459

Percent
Urban

29.4%

42.Uyo

43.r%

59.gyo

1995

2025

Soruce: GRZ (1 997); Katinda f@

Available estimates at the provincial level indicate that Copperbelt and Lusak a aÍe the most

urbanized u/ith 92 percent and 85 percent of the total population living in the urban centers of the

respective towns during 1990. on the other hand, Eastern province is the least urbanized with about

86 percent of the total population residing in the rural areas in 1gg0 (Kumar, 1gg4). under market

ltberalnation, this high rate of urbanization has implications for the direction and magnitude of
maize flow.

3.2.2 T r ansport Network an d rn frastru ctu rar Deveropm en t

Zantbi4like many other Sub-Saharan African countries, suffers from a poorly developed

transportation and communication and infrastructure nefwork. An efficient marketing system

depends, among other factors, on the availability and state of a road network and transportation

system' In particular, the availability of a well-serviced rural road network in the remote surplus
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areas not only enhances competition among market participants in their supply ofinputs and ouþuts,

but also assures availability of and acçess to food at the household level. Market integration and

therefore, household food security arc unlikely to occur in a situation where the road network

structure is poor. In Rwanda it was found that the development of a network ofpaved primary roads

reduced interregional price dífferentials (Loveridge, I 9g g).

InZawrbi4 thç existence of a road nefworlq and in particular, rural road network is not the

major problem. Most households (81%)in the rural areas are located within a distance of less than 5

km and only 7 percent are at distances more than l0 km from a public road (GRZ, 1996). In general,

the road networlq especially the inter-provincial network linking the provirrcial headquarters is well

developed while the inter- and intra-district road nefworks and the network linking the districts to

the provincial headquarters are relatively well developed. What appears to be a major problem is the

availability of a good all weather rural road networks of feeder roads connecting villages one to

another and to the district centers.

3.2.3 The Structure of the Agricultural Sector

The agriculture sector inZambia comprises of three major producers, namely small-scale

traditional farmers, small-scale commercial farmersll and the large-scale commercial farmers. The

small-scale traditional farmers are by far the largest group offarmers accounting, in general, for over

80 percent of the total farm households. The small-scale and large-scale commercial farmers, on the

other hand' account for less than l0 and I percent ofthe total farm households, respectively (see

Table 3'3)' over the period 1980 and 1990, the proportion of small-scale traditional farmers

decreased in both the LoR and non-LoR provinces except in Lusaka province while the proportion

" Inzantbiarthe small-scale corrmercial farmers are often referred ûo as the smergent or emerging farrnersbased on the share ofthe marketed produce and tecbnology used-
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of small-scale commercial farmers increased in all provinces except in central and Lusaka provinces

where it decreased' similarl¡ the percentage share of the large-scale commercial farmers increased

in all provinces except in Lusaka province where it remained the same. This suggests that during
this period some transition from small-scale traditional to small-scare commercial had occurred.

Table 3'3: Frovincial composition of Producerc, I9g0 and 1990 (percent of toúal)

Province Large-scale
Commercial

Medium-scale
Commercial

Smalhscale
Traditional

Central
Copperbelt
Lusaka
Southern
LOR

Eastern
Luapula
Northern
N/western
Western
Non-LOR

1980

0.ó
0.0
0.5
0.5

0.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

r990
1.6

0.6
0.5

1.5

0.9

0.2
0.0
0.I
0.0
0.1

0.2

1980

16.0

2.4
9.t
12.3

7.7

2.8
0.07
0.08
0.14

0.0

2.s

t990
15. I
3.6
5.8

25.3

r l.l

r0.2
0.4
5.1

0.5
4.2
5.1

1980

83.4
97.6
89.8
87.2

92.O

96.4
99.9
99.9
99.9

100.0

97.2

1990

83.3

95.8

93.3

73.2

87.9

89.6

99.6

94.8

99.4

9s.7
94.6

Zambia 0.I 0.5 3.5 93 96.4 gf..zsource: calculated lÈom Kalinda, Henrietta ( I gg3) and GRZ ( I gg7): Agricultural statistics Bulletin, lgg5/g6.

Howeveç a study carried out by the Institute for African studies in lgg¡rzindicated that the

transition from small-scale traditional farming to small-scale commercial farming was becoming

very difficult' Its results seem to suggest this trend might actually be reversing and that many small-

scale commercial farmers were likely to revert to small-scale traditional farming. using different

L GRZ (1996): Agriculhral sector Performance ,{4dysis and A Review of Implernentation of the
f;ä#y- 

Sector lnveshnent Progran¡ I 996, Preliminny 'Rð; 
fb;ïå rurioi*y ot Agriculhre, Food and
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perfbrmance indicators (e.g., cattle owning, access to credit and use of modern inputs) the study

showed that the number of small-scale commercial farmers had deelined during the period 1990191

and 1994195. For example, the study recorded a decline of cattle-owning farmers among the small-

scale commercial farmers, from 65 percent in 1990/91 to 38 percentlli.lgg{lg5 whilethat for small-

scale ffaditional farmers was only from 16 to 14 percent. Similar results were observed using

indicators on farmer's access to credit and the use ofhybrid seed and fertiliser.

In terms of spatial distributioq Table 3.4 indicates that the majority Qa%) ofthe small-scale

traditional farmers in 1990 were loçated in the non-LOR provinces while the majority (83%) of the

large-scale comrnercial farmers are in the LOR provinces. Over half of the medium-scale farmers in

1990 were located in the LOR provinces.

The categories of farmers identified above differ not only in terms of composition and

location, but also in terms of size of land holding, the degree of mechanisatioq yields and quantities

of produce (especiatly maize) marketed. Although the large-scale commercial farmers are few in

numbeq they dominate thç farming community in terms of the sÞe of land holdings (over 70

hectares on average); yreld levels (30 bags per hectare); production and; marketed output (30% of

the total value of marketçd maize output and 65Yo of the value of the of the other marketed

agricultural products) (McKenzie and Chenowett¡ 1992). Compared to the other categories of

producerg the large-scale commercial farmers Ne at a better advantage. They are located in the

LOR provinces that have a well-developed infrasfructure and road network and the best land zuitable

for most crops including high value crops. They also have a strong resource base and are highly

mechanized and use mostly hired labour. Large-scale farmers also have easy access to credit,

mffketing, and farm inputs and storage facilities.
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Table 3.4: Percentage Share of Farmens by Categoly and Provincø, 1980 and 1990

Province Large-scale Commercial Medium-scaleCommercial Small-scale Traditional

Central
Copperbelt
Lusaka

Southern
LOR

Eastern
Luapula

Northern
N/western

Western
Non-LOR

1980

0.0

41.1

12.3

43.8

97.2

2.7

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

2.7

1990

3.4
34.0

3.8

41.8
83.0

12.4

4.4

2.4
0.6

t.2
t7.o

100.0

1980

2.4
35.7

8.9

37.5

84.4

14.5

0.2

0.4
0.4

0.0

15.5

100.0

1990

1.l
15.8

2.0

36.4

s5.3

33.7

0.5

6.4
0.3

3.7
44.6

100.0

1980

3.4

6.8

3.0

9.6
22.8

18.4

12.9

20.4
9.7

15.5

76.9

100.0

1990

3.0
9.1

3.4

10.9

26.4

30.5

t5.3
t2.3
6.8

8.7

73.6

100.0Zambia 100.0

Source: Kalinda, Hemietta (1993)

Small-scale traditional farmers arc al the other extreme. Although they constitute over B0

percent of the total farm households in the country and account for 60 percent ofthe total cultivated

land, they are highly disadvantaged in terms of location and accessibility to agricultural services.

They are concentrated in the non-LOR where infrastructure and road networks are poorþ developed.

These farmers also have poor access to agriøultural services. Small-scale traditional farmers employ

mainly family labour; use hand hoe technology with very little purchased inputs like fertiliser and

high yielding varieties of seed. As a result they tend to cultivate small holdings (less than}hectares

per household), and their productivity is generally low and average yields per hectare are less than

half that for commercial farmers (USAID, 1993). Production is largely for home consumption with

only a small marketable surplus.
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Small-scale cornmercial farmers, unlike the large-scale commercial farmers, have relatively

smaller holdings, an average of 3 hectares, but have larger holdings compared to small-scale

traditíonal farmers. As Table 3.4 above shows, the small-scale comm erctal farmers are found in

both the LOR and non-LOR regions ofthe country. In 1990 about 55 percørt were in the LOR and

the remaining 45 percent were in the non-LoR. However, within these two regions they are mostly

concentrated in four provinceq Central and Southern province (LOR provinces) and Eastern and

Northern (non-LOR provinces), Accessibility to agricultural services like credit, inputs and markets

is not as good as that for the large-scale commereial farmers, atthough it is relatively better than that

for small-scale traditional farmers. They rely on both hired and family labour. Theír yields and

production levels are higher than that for small-scale traditional farmers but lower than that forlarge-

scale commercial farmers. They account for over 30 percent ofthe total value of marketed maize.

However, when theír surpluses are added together with the small surpluses ofmaize from the small-

scale traditional farmers, they produce about 70 percent of the value of marketed muzeand 35

percent of the other marketed agricultural products (McKenzie and Chenowettr, lgg2\. Unlike the

small-scale traditional farmers, they market about 50 percent of their produce and retain the

remaining 50 percent for home consumption. In general however, amounts marketed depend on the

balance between supply and own demand.

Thus, the three categories of farmers are of different socio-economic backgrounds and are

located in different agro-ecological regions. It is particularly clear that the small-scale traditional

and the small-scale commercial farmers are not only disadv antagedin terms of technology, they are

also located in areas that are less developed and have poor soils and rainfall patterns (except for

Eastern provínce)- Their response to market liberalisation is, therefore, Iikely to be adversely

affected by these constraints compared to the large-scale commercial farmers.
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3.3 Macro-economic Policy Environment

One ofthe pre-conditions for a successful liberalísation is enzuring macro-economic stability.

Since 1991 the Zanbian govemment has been aspiring to meet this pre-condition albeit under

difficult conditions, such as the limited public sector capaeity,the devastating drough t in l99Z and, a

further fall in copper prices in 1992.

When copper prices fell in 1975 the fall in the major macroeconomic variables like the

curÍent acçount, government budget and GDP was immediate and by the beginning ofthe l990sthe

economy had accumulated huge budget deficits, double-digit inflation rates, balance of payments

problems and a rapidly depreciating currency. In order to create a stable macro-economic

environment charactenzed by low inflation, real interest rates and a reduced budget deficit, the new

government adoFed in 1991a comprehensive programme of stabilization and structural reform that

included a tight monetary and fiscal policy. A number of the macroeconomic policy measures had

been implemented by the end of 1993. For example, nominal interest rates and foreþ exchange

rates were liberalized in 1992 and 1993, respectívely. In an effort to contain the high inflation, the

govemment adopted a cash budget system ín January 1993.13 Then by the end of 1993 food

subsidies and direct agricultural market subsidies had been eliminated.

Although the impact of these reforms led to an improvement in the macroeconomic

indicators, the macroeconomic environment still remained precarious for the private sector. Inflation

as measured by the consumer price index (CPD fell from a high of 184 percent in 1993 to 43 percent

rn 1996, and to 24 petcerûin 1997 , Although the 1998 estimate puts inflation at almost 25 percent,

" This system entails the meeting of government expenses, bottr capital and recurrenl by the existing
domestic revsrìue and financing ofthe external debt servicing through donor external budgetary support (Saasa
1996, p' 22). In other words, the government can only commit itself to spending onty wrä tnLe i's enough revenue
to meet ìfs expenses.
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it is still high (n/ß, 1997). The decline in inflation has largely been due to tight fiscal policies,

particularly the cash budget adopted in 1993. The money supply was rising at a declining rate,

almost reverting back to the level it had attained in February 1995. The rise in Ml and M2 had

fallen from about 56 and 40 percent in December of 1995 to 35 and 36 percent in May 1996,

respectively (GRZ, 1996).

Nominal interest fates remained high even though they have fallen tremendously from their

peak of 200 percent in mid-1993. Howçver, a tight monetary policy that government has continued

to follow pushed up interest rates with the Bank of Zambia weighted lending base rate increasing

from 47 perçent in November 1995 to 54 percent in June 1996 (GRZ, 1996). The high interest rates

have had an adverse effect on the economy as a whole but also on the performance of the private

sector and especially.the financing of the agricultural sector. The high interest rates have resulted in

a sredit sque€ze Írmong both commercial farmers and the private traders. It has also reduced the

access of farmers to credit, consequçntly dampening their participation in agricultural production and

trade (GRZ,1996).

At the end of the study in 1996, the policy environment within the agricultural sector was

also still not conducive forthe effective participation ofthe private sector. Although the government

had completely liberalized the marketing of maize, it still continued to indirectly influencç the maize

market. For instance it has continued to intervene in the marketing and distribution of fertilizer by

appointing credit managers. This is a pilot scheme in which fertilizer is made available on credit to

stockists/dealers at provincial and district levels for onward lending to the farmers. The program is

currently, being carried out by the Cavemont Merchant Bank and SGS ZantbiaLtð. These two

organizations distribute fertilizer on behalf of the government, through credit coordinators, to

farmers in thç non-LOR provinces where the private traders are unable to reach. This meens that
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farmers have to sell to these institutions, an amount equivalent to the fertilizer credit and only the

balance if any, can be sold to other traders. The goverïrment has also continued to influence maize

prices through the National Food Security Reserve.

InitiallS the emergence of seasonal and spatial price variations were being dictated by

official policy as govemment continued to announce floor prices and to appoint bulng agencies.

Farmers inteqpreted the floor price as the maximum price at which traders would buy maize in

remote rural areas. Cooperatives, on the other hand, were made to buy the maize at the floor price

and thereforg farmers had an optiort of getting a higher price from the cooperatives. A number of

farmers, however, were uncertain about the ability of the cooperatives to pay them, particularly after

government withdrew the subsidy from them. However, the government now intervenes indirectly

by providing finance to private agents through private lenders and the management of the muze

reserve stocks. These intervçntions have introduced uncertainties a¡nong the different marketing

participants, especially the smallholder farmers and private traders. Farmers are still hoping for the

resurrection of the old system of appointing buyers. At the same time traders arç not yet sure

whether govsrnm€nt would continue to allow the maize prices to increase enough forthem to make

profitable marketing margins. These uncertaínties are likely to go on in the future unless government

can completely stop influencing the maize market. However, given that maize is a staple crop

complete withdrawal is unlike to come about in the near future.

3.4 Chapten Summary and Conclusion

Zambia has an abundant supply of resources and a climate that is conducive to growing a

number of crops. However, these resources remain under-utilized. In particular, the agricultural

sector has not taken full advantage of this fact. For instance, out of an estimated 9 mitlion hectares
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of cultivable land only 16 percent is cultivated annually. Based on the agro-ecological zones, except

for Eastern province the best land, soils and rainfall is in the LOR provinces. The population and, in

particular the urban populatio4 is growing at a faster rate. The chapter has also shown that the rural

road network in most of Zambia's rural areas is poor and is, therefore, likely to have serious

repercussions on private sector participatíon in the input and output markets. Thus, improving the

rural road networks and other rural infrastructure, like storage facilitiçs, would lead to the reduction

in market imperfections.

This chapter has further shown that even though the economy in general had started to

stabilize by the end of 1996, the continued high inflation and interest rates continue to make it very

dífficult for the private sector to participate fully in the agricultural sector. Inflation and real interest

rates still remain high even though they have reduced tremendously from their levels before

liberalization. High real interests are likely to rezult in a credit squeeze and consequently discourage

private sector participation in agricultural trade, in general, and in maizç trading in particular. Thus,

unless the macro-economic environment and the market imperfections are removed the fruits of

market liberalization will still remain elusive in Zambia.

Although the maize market was fully liberalized in 1994, allowing anyone to buy and sell

maÞe at negotiated prices, the transition to full maize marketing remains constrained due to a

number of problems. One of the problems in the beglnning was the devastating drought of 1992,

which delayed the liberalization ofthe market. Giventhat Zambia's agriculture is rainfed any future

droughts will lead to high prices, unless government can effectively stabitize prices and supply

through either the effective management of the Food Security Reserve or through the

imports/exports. Another problern is government's reluctance to completely withdraw from

intervention in the maize ma¡kçt. Although it has directly withdrawn it still continues to intervene
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indirectly through the provision of finance to private traders and to the Food Reserve Agency. These

continued interventions have consequently sent \ilrong signals to m¿rket participants with farmers

still hoping to get back to the system ofguaranteed markets and the private traders not yet zure ofthe

credibility of government's pronouncements. In the following chapters it will be shown how the

changes ìn production and on-farm storage have been affected by the natural and macro-policy

environment prevailing n Zanbia.
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CHAPTER. FOUR

TT{E EMERGING PATTERN OF R.EGTONAL MATUE

pR.oDUCTrOIq, CONSUMPTTON AFID ON FARNI STORAGE

4"1 trntroduction

Chapter two discussed the nature ofthe physical and macroeconomic environment inwhich

the market participants were operating at the time ofthe study in 1996. It revealed that although the

government attempted to create an enabling environment for the emerging private participants in the

matze market, the physical and economic environment still remains unfavorable for effective

participation of most actors. This has implications for the integration of the ma:r;e markets will be

shown in Chapter 5.

This chapter examines the changes in the pattern of maize production and consumption and

the amounts retained at the farm level in the nine provincial regions of Zarnbiaas a result ofmoving

from the system of uniform pricing and controlled movements of maize to a liberalized system. In

general we would expect, with the decontrol ofthe prices, an overall increase nmanze production in

those areas closer to major consumption centres and a decrease in maize production in those areas

away from the major consumption centres. On the other hand, consumption requirements are likely

to increase n maize deficit areas, especially in the major urban areas, relative to the mauc surplus

areas. One of the major consequences ofmarket liberalization is the change in storage responsibility.

Whereas before hbraluatior¡ the government parastatal assumed responsibility for natze storage,

with the abolition of the NAMBoard the private sector is e4pected to take on this responsibility. If

markets are well integrated such that matze readily flows from surplus to deficit areas, then the

quantities of natze retained will increase in all regions, but more so in surplus regip¡s than in deficit
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regions as fanners engage in speculative storage.

The purpose ofthis chapter is to detennine whether the h'beralization ofthe majzemarkethas

stimulated productior¡ regulated supplies to consumers and revitalized inter-regional trade as

producers engage in speculative storage. The central questionbeing answered is whether there have

been any changes tnnnueproduction, consumption, and amounts retained by farmers as a result of

moving from a fixed price and controlled system to a liberalized one. This chapter provides the

essential background for the market integration analysis that will be provided in Chapter 5.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives a briefdescription ofthe methodology

employed. Section 4.3 indicates the share of naizein regional production and consumption and 4.4

analyses the trends in maize production and consunrption Sections 4.5 and 4.6consider the changes

in maize deficit and surplus position at the provincial level and changes in on-farm storage. The

summary and conclusions are given in section 4.7.

4"2Methodolory

The trend analysis is based on annual data for the period 1980 to 1997 for maizeproduction

and retained quantities. The supplies in each province refer to field run production (GRZII{AFF,

1997), thus they exclude amounts imported or carryover stocks due to lack of such data at the

provincial level. Consumption is estimated for only six selected years due to lack of data at the

provincial levels. The estimates are based provincial population and the national per capita

consumption figures. Both total and per capita nflrzßconsumptio ndatain Zarnbia is only available

at the national level- To estimate the consumption requirements in each province \Me ass.,,ned that

the average per capita consumption at the national level applies in each province. If this is a

reasonable assumption given the limited data then maize consumption in each province is calculated
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as follows:

C¡= p0*pop¡ (4.1)

where:

i: 1..9 and t: time period

pc = per capita consumption at the national level at time t; and

PoP¡r: population in province I at time t.

Then the rlr,atzÊ deficit or surplus situation in each province can be defined as the difference between

provincial maiza production and provincial consumption requirements. The formula used to

calculate the deficilsurplus position in each province is given as follows:

dS¡t=Pi-c¡ (4.2)

where:

dsit: deficit or surplus position nma:ze in province i at time t; i:1..9,

Pit: production of maize in province i at time t; and

ci¡: rrÃiza consumption requirements in province i.

A negative result indicates that a given province is deficit tnnra:z;e and, therefore, imports

from other provinces or from other countries will have to be sourced. A positive result, onthe other

hand, suggests tl:ø;t agiven province has surplus maize that it can export to other deficit provinces or

to neighbouring deficit countries. When the result is zero, this suggests that a given province is self-

sufficient in maize. Note however, that this is a ruilrow definition of self-sufficiency since we have

not taken into consideration the stock changes, the incomes and price effects on consumption. Ifin a

given province, incomes were less and/or prices lower, then consumption might be artificially
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greater than would in fact be the case. Thus we might observe an apparent deficit when in fact there

is a'surplus' being generated. Therefore, caution should be taken when interpreting the results.

The amounts retained are estimated as the difference between production and the marketed

production, the latter beiog measured as the sales to industrial millers and large-scale traders. Thus

marketed production excludes sales to small--scale private traders and other large-scale traders not

reporting their sales (GRZIN4AFF, lg97).

In order to capture the effects ofhlberalization under different rainfall conditions we selected

sixyears,i.e., 1983, 1988, 1989,l9g2,l993and1996.Thefirstthreeyears,i.e., 19g3, lgggand

1989 represent the pre-hiberalization period and a¡e used as the base years. The second set ofthree

years' i-e., 1992, 1993 and 1996 depict the post-liberalization period with 1gg2 and 1993

representing the period of partial liberalization and 1996 representing full lfteratization of the

market. The lgg2partial liberalised system entailed the liberalization of intra-regional majzn trade

and controlled inter-regional maize trade, while during I 993 inter-regional marketing was liberalised

but the government still continued to intervene by appointing buylng agents, and financing the maize

pnrchases. In terrns ofrainfall, the years I 983 and 1992 aredrought years, I 988 and 1993 areabove

norrnal rainfall years while 1989 and 1996 are nomlal rainfall years. Thus changes in production,

consumption' and amounts retained were estimated by subtracting the post-liberuluationfigures

from the pre-liberalization figures for similar rainfall conditions.

4.3 share of Maize in Regionar production and consumption

The production of maize is generally concentrated in two provinces in the LoR region

(Central and Southern) and in two provinces in the non-LoR region (i.e., Eastern and Northern).

The bulk ofthe surplus maize,howevet, comes from Centra! Southern and Easternprovinces, which
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together accounted for over 70 percent of total production at the time of the study in 1996 (see

figure 4' 1)' on the other hand, the bulk ofthe mazeproduced is consumed by the two major urban

deficit provinces in the LoR (Lusaka and copperbelt), which together accounted for over one

quarter of the total estimated maize consumption in 1996. The other deficit provinces (Luapulq

Northwestern and Western) located in the non-LoR region, accounted for 2l percent of the

estimated consumption in 1996 (see figure 4.2)

Figure 4.1 Provincial Share in Total Maize production in lg96
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Sou¡ce: GRZ (1997): Agriculture Statistics Bulletin.
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FþuE ¿t.2: Prw¡ndal Shaß ln Total ConsrmpÈion In l99E (%)

stjlhãn

Sou¡ce: FAO (1998): FAOSTAT Data, Rome

4'4 Trends in Froduction and Estimated consumption

Although real producer prices of maize have shown an upward trend (see figure 1.5, p.g),
production of maae at the national level reveals a downward trend between l9g0 and 1997 (see
Figure 4'3)' Production fluctuated from a high of20 million 90-kg bags during the lggg/g9 season

to a low of 5 million 90-kg bags during lggl/gg2. By 1992/93it increased to arrnost lg million
bags' the highest it ever reached during the entire post-reform period. rn 1995/96it fell to 16
million bags and fitally by 1996/97 it had fallen to just below il million bags. with liberalization
of the mane market, the production of nnize was e4pected to increase in regions close to
consumption areas located along the LoR (i.e., Lusak4 central" southern and copperbelt) and
dec¡ease in regions far from consumption areas and located in the non-LoR (i.e., Eastern, Luapul4
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Flgure il.3: Maize Producflon In the LOR and Non-LOR: lgBO-1997
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Source: GRZ (1997): Agriculture Statistics Bulletin.

Mongu, Northern and Northwestern). However, the statistics suggest thaf the LOR has experienced

a downward trend nmaize production while the non-LOR provinces indicate an upward trend in

maize production during the period 1980 to 1997 penod. The decline in production \ryas largely due

to a decline in a¡ea planted (see figure 4.4), which in turn was a result of drought, especially during

the l99l 192 season. Although the area planted to maize showed an upward trend, it declined from a

high ofone millionhectares during the 1988/1989 seasont o S2}thousand hectares lr'lgg4/gsbefore

increasing to 676 thousand hectares in the following season. However, by 1996/97 season it had

fallen to 648 thousand hectares.
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Figure 4.4: Trend ¡n Maize A¡ea in Ûre LOR and Non-LOR: i980_1997
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Sou¡ce: GRZ (1997): Agriculture Statistics Bulletin.

To exclude the effect ofdrought on the surplus/deficit position o f Zanbia,the LOR and non-

LOR provinces we picked two years thatl:rld normal rainfall conditions, a pre-liberalization year

(1989)andapost-liberalizationyear(1996). Thestudyalsorevealedthatevenundernorrnalrainfall

conditions, full liberalization ofthe maize marketing did not bring about any significant changes in

lÛfiaize supply and arnounts retained at the farm level. If an¡hing, the analysis revealed that even

under normal rainfall conditions Zallrbia experienced a decline of 70 percent in its surplus position

after the maizÊ market was completely liberalized. This decline was, however, less than what was

recorded during the drought years of 1982/1983 and l99l/lgg (1065%). The deficit position in

Lusaka increased by 27 percent while that in Copperbelt declined by 37 percent between l9g9 and

1996- In the non-LOR the three deficit provinces still maintained their deficit positior¡ even if the
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magnitude of their mavþ deficits had declined: Westem by 36Yo, Luapula 25o/o andNorthwestem

l8%. The analysis also revealed that the three surplus provinces (i.e., Central, Southern and Eastern

provinces), that account for over 70 percent ofthe total maize produced in the country in most years,

e4perienced a decline in their surplus position after liberalization. The surplus position for the

surplus regions should have been greater than that before liberalization. But this does not seem to be

the case. These results suggest a limited response to price hlberalization by the farmers tnZambiaas

well as the presence of structural rigidities in the maize ma¡ket.

Table 4.1 indicates, in general, that the average annual contnbution ofthe tlree major

surplus areas (i.e., Central, Southern and Eastern provinces) to production has declined since

liberalization. Prior to liberalization the three provinces accounted for an average of 78 and75

percent in total maize production and hectarage, respectively. But this has fallen to 68 and 72percent

per annum over the respective periods. The contribution to total production has particularly been as

a result of the fall in Southern and Eastern provinces whose contributions have declined from an

average of 30 and 23 percent prior to hlberalization to 22 and 18 percent respectively after

liberalization. The contribution to total area planted increased for Southern province (from}} Yoto

24%) but declined for Eastern province (from 36Yo to 30%) after liberalization. On the other hand,

Central province increased it share to total production onty marginally from 25 percent prior to

liberalization to 28 percent per annum after liberalization although the area planted to maize declined

slightly from 19 percent per annum to 18 percent per annrurr. Note, in relative terms, the area

planted has not fallen as much as the production. This could suggest an improvement in

productivity. However, studies have found that in general the variations in maize production in

Zatrtbra is largely due to variations in hectarage rather than variations in productivity (i.e., yields per

hectare) (see Kalinda 1993 and Maleka et. a1.,1991).
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atize uc u
AREA (%) PRODUCTTON (%) MARKETED (%)

1980-1989 1990-1997 1980-1989 r990-t997 1980-1989 1990-1997

Central 20 18 26 24 32 30

Copperbelt 3 4 5 6 a
J 6

Lusaka 5 5 4 5 4 6

Southern 2l 24 26 2l 25 2l
LOR 49 51 59 56 64 63

Eastern 35 31 29 24 23 15

Luapula I 2 I a
J I 4

Northern 9 7 I 1l t0 13

N/western 2 J 1
a
J I a

J

Western 4 6 2 J I 2

Non-LOR
5l 49 4l 44 36 37

Zarnbia 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 4.1: ProvincÍal Share in M Prod tion, and Marketed O

Source: Own calculations based on Appendix-able7ìa.+Jl

Overalt however, the th¡ee surplus provinces still dominate the production ofmaize and still

account for the largest area allocated to maize. The reduction in Eastern province,s share (a

province in the non-LOR area far from consumption areas and prone to drought) intotal production

and area planted has not been as dramatic. At the same time the increase in the share of Central

province (a province in LOR area close to major consumption areas and less prone to drought) to

total production has only been marginal. This would suggest the effect of drought that has

chanctenzed the post -hiberalization period, particularl¡ the l992drought. This may also be due to

problems with access to inputs and credit due to the credit squeeze experienced by many farmers
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during the post-liberaluationas goverTtment withdrew subsidies for maize production and marketing

and liberalized the financial sector resulting in high interest rates. An alternative explanation could

be the non-emergence of a vibrant private sector.

4.5 Changes in Production and Consumption

Economic theory stipulates that an increase in price leads to an increase in production

whereas a decrease in price results in a decrease in quantities produced. Ever¡hing else being

equal" full liberalization should lead to higher prices in the deficit provinces and lower prices in the

surplus provinces. Therefore, production should increase in all the deficit provinces and the two

LOR surplus provinces (Central and Southern) and decline in production in the two non-LOR

surplus provinces. In the surplus non-LOR provinces it is e4pected that production will decline as

prices decline forcing farmers to shift to other high value crops like cotton, soybean and groundnuts,

especially in Eastern province.

Table 4.2 shows that production at the national level decreased by 48 percent from l0 million

bags in 1983 to 5 million bags in 1992 afr.er partial liberalization. The potential benefits ofthe partial

liberalization were however thwarted by the drought condition that prevaile d n lgg2. The huge

decline in maize production recorded at the national was as a result ofthe huge drop in production in

the th¡ee major producing provinces, Southern and Central in the LOR and Eastern in the non-LOR

provinces that were adversely affected by this drought. Production felt by 85 percent, 42 percent and

70 percent in the respective provinces. Consequently, both the LOR and non-LOR regions recorded

a decline nmaize production dwing this period. Although production increased in the remaining

deficit provinces, except for Lusaka, which recorded a decline of I I percent, this was not sufficient
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Table 4.2: Provincial and Regional Maize Production Changes .

Region

Central

Under Partial Liberalization and
Drought Conditions

Copperbelt

Lusaka

Southem

1983

LOR

3,30r
159

Eastern

495

r992

Luapula

1,808

r,920

Northern

5,763

359

N/western

%o Change

439

Western

Under Partial Liberalization and
Above normal Rainfall Conditions

(41.84)

3,095

280

Non-LOR

126.05

73

2,998

(11.40)

T,2T7

(84.s0)

95

Zarrbia

91s

1988

(47.e8)

148

4,391

323

Source: GRZ (l

4,628

800

793

u all the production figures given for the respective years are in .000 * 90 kg bags.

(70.4s)

988

184

1993

34t.82

5,987

10,391

4,406

153

(1997): Agricultural Statistics Bulletin, Central Statistics Office, Lusakã

(34.28)

2,374

l2,I59

882

94.18

9s2

o/o Qhange

3.10

6,481

5,140

Under Full Liberalization and
Normal Rainfall Conditions

5,372

0.33

(48.70)

288

11,381

rura

11.30

1,830

(3.s7)

Statistics

(48.30)

306

3,771

(r4.r4)

1989

527

419

(6.3e)

4,870

9,433

1,336

letin. Centra

667

326

(4r.82)

789

r996

520

2I,5gl

45.49

5,068

3,866

6,372

(26.e7)

11,394

847

6.42

849

o/o Change

(1.41)

17,753

6,004

3,184

(20.62)

(32.4s)

475

8,746

27.00

1,675

7.6s

(r7.78)

377

4,177

(37.18)

)))

4t9

(23.24)

9,086

1,256

38s

(30.42)

20,490

678

(1 1.88)

6,915

(2s.0s)

57

2.13

22.22

15,661

(23.e0)

(23.53)



to offset the decline at the regional and national levels. Thus, the decline in production at the

national level was largely due to the huge decreases in Southern and Eastern provinces. Both of

these provinces ¿¡re major surplus areas but are also more prone to drought compared to Central and

Northernprovinces, which are in the high rainfall zone.

When the market was fi.rlly liberalized we notice that production fell by about 24 percent at

the national level from 20 million bags in 1989 to 16 million bags in 1996 n spite of the good

weather conditions. iN,4a:øe production in both the LOR and non-LOR provinces declines after

liberalization by alrnost the same percentage points, 23 and 24 percent, respectively. At the

provincial level, we see a reduction in maize production in all four major surplus provinces, however

the decline is much more in Southern (37%), followed by Eastern (30%) and Northern(25%) and

then Central (21%). Production however increases in the deficit provinces, Copperbelt (27%)

Westem Q2%), Lusaka (8%) and Northwestemp%).

Under a well functioning ma¡ket and ever¡hing else being the same, production should have

increased in the two LOR provinces after liberalization. This did not happen Instead maizÊ

production declined in Southern and Central Provinces. In the non-LOR region production is

decreased in the two surplus provinces @astern and Northern) as expected. Overall therefore,

production does not increase as expected in the LOR region and at the national level. Instead

production at the national level falls basically because production in the LOR falls after fi¡ll

liberalization, zuggesting the limited response by the private sector to ntaizp market liberalization.

These results suggest that the private sector, especialþ the famrers in the LOR region were not

responding to the increased prices as expected. In this case the weather may not be responsible for

the reduction in maize production. Other factors, therefore, must be at play and it is our argument

that the marza market may not be working as envisioned or that the ntaue market is being
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constrained by non-price factors (see chapter 6).

The fall in production as revealed above suggests that consumption could not be met by
domestic production Instead the government had to resort to imports. During lgg2,consumption
increased by 27 percent when the market after partiar rfueralization of the maiz.qnarket (see Tabre
4'3)' Thus a totalof 720'000 metric tons ofmaize had to be importe d,u'rgg2to fill the domestic
production gap' The drought also led to a25percent decline in agriculturat real GDp (GRz 1992, as

quoted in Mwanaumo' 1994)' However, the increase in the estimated consumption under normal
rainfall was only 10 percent at the national level after full liberalization ofthe maizema¡ket.

4'6 changes in Nraiz*Deficits and surpruses after r,iberatization

This section examines the changes in regional naizeproduction and consumption by comparing the
ma17Ê deficit or surplus position ofthe provinces before and after liberalization under similar rainfall
conditions' under normal conditions (i.e., everything being equal), löeralization should increase

-arze surplus in the two surplus LoR provinces (central and southem) and reduce matzesurplus in
the two non-LoR provinces @asern and Northern). For the deficit provinces, the effects of
liberalization on the matze deficit position will depend on whether the resurting increase in
production after liberalization is greater than or less than the deficit before h.beralization. If the
increase in maize production resulting from liberalizing the market is greater than that before
h'beralization' then a deficit province is likely to become selÊsufficient after líberalization. on the
other hand' if the increased matzeoutput resulting from liberalization is less than the deficit before
lí&talizati'n' then a deficit province is likely to maintain its deficit position even after liberalization.
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Table 4.3: provincial and Regionar Maize consumption changes u

Region
Underprrim

Drought Conditions

Central

Copperbelt

Lusaka

1983

Southern

LOR

886

2,346

Eastern

r992

1,269

Luapula

956

Northern

1,212

5,456

%o Change

N/western

2,939

1,576

Western

underpurrffi
Above normal Rainfall Conditions

1,251

36.79

1,259

Non-LOR

799

2s.31

24.24

6,995

938

Zanbia

1988

573

31.60

1,591

903

28.03

879

Source: ottn ru 
hiñil;¡Note: u all the consumption fieures siven fr-rr rhe rac^o^c,,^ ! .^^^ -. ^ ^ -

1,075

4,465

1,439

2,960

r993

697

¿ t.I'l

r,491

9,920

9.95

1,000

l,16l

1,293

53.4rm
5,606

6,597

3,094

% Cknnge

1,679

10.68

ption figures given for the respective y"u., u.. in .000 * 90 kg bags,

12,5gl

1,577

1,309

20.30

z).55

Under Fu[ Liberalizatioããã
Normal Rainfall Conditions

1,005

7,373

8.17

1,092

12.54

26.91

693

1989 | tgga

1,709

t¿.65

1,040

939

11.93

5,409

1,095

1,509

'¿,9+4

723

8.31

(6.61)

1,643

I l,ó31

1,047

1,044

5,926

1,307

38. t3

6,726

1,506

2,292

4.33

% Change

t3,2gg

1,930

0.63

1,616

9.s7

19.00

rt2
719

7,135

(22.00)

r4.34

17.00

UU4

r,729

55

1,061

8e8 | Gs^oÐ

.00

6

5,203

.00

u¡e çalculatton was obtained from FAO

1,560

60

733

15

tl,g2g

1,003

,00

5,923

n7.00
(e.00)

1,3092

(s.00)

14.00

10.00

FAOSTAT I99S



The changes in surplus/deficit position at the national, regional and provincial levels

are shown in Tables 4'4 and 4.5 below- 'when 
the changes in deficit/surplus prior to and after

hberalþation under drought conditions are examined, we notice that the surplus in centralprovince

reduces by 71 percent after liberalization- In the other three surplus provinces the surplus decreases

in all of them with Northern province harrios the largest decline (32g%) followed by Southern

(215%) and Eastern (137%)- Note however that in the LoR regiorL both Central and Southern

provinces' surplus is reduced instead of increased after the partial liberalization Eastern and

Northern, non-LoR provinces, however, tum out as predicted, i.e., the surplus reduces in both.

Table 4'42 Maize surplus/Deficit situation at the Provincial and Regional LevelsBefore and After Liberalization ('000 * 90 kg bags)

lations based on equation 4.2.

Region Pre- Liberalization Post Liberalization

1983 r988 1989 r992 1993 r996
Cental 2475 3317 3't75 708 31 t3 2560
Copperbelt (21870 (2067) (2277) (2580) (22r1) (r435)
Lusaka (773) (s03) (854) (l 137) (72s) (r0810
Southern 852 4826 4024 (e77) 3832 1568
LOR 307 5s72 40óü (3e87)

G?o

4008

M
(5Ð

I6t I

Eastern 1844 4904 4498 2449
Luapula (726) (7r 8) (637) (556) (47e)
Northern 279 738 956 (640) (r72) (304)
N/western (478) (387) (427) (s12) (3e8) (348)
Western (755) 513) (506) (847) (s27) (32s)
Non-LOR 163 4024 3883 (3232)

@
446

4454

992

Zaul}ia 748 9960 855 I 2579
üource: Own Calcu
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Change in DeficiU Surplus
under Partial liberalizationr

Change in Deficil Surplus
under Partial liberalization2

Change in Deficit/ surplus
with full liberalization

'000 * 90 kg
baes

Percent '000 * 90 kg
bass

Percent '000 * 90 kg
bass

Percent

Central fl707\ (7lo/o\ (204) (6%) flzr6\ ß2%)
Copperbelt 393+ r8% 144+ 7% 841 * (37o/o)

Lusaka 364+ 47% 222+ 44% 227+ 27o/o

Southern û830) (215o/o) 1993\ Ql%) (24s6) (6lo/o)
LOR
Eastern Qs20\ fl37%\ f284t\ (s8%) (204e) (46%)
LuaÞula 170+ (23o/o\ 197* (27%) 158* Q5o/o\
Northern (918) (329%) (910) (123o/o\ (r26r) (132o/o')

Northwestern 34+ 7% l0+ 3% 79+ (r8%)
Western 92+ t2% l4+ 3% 181 * (36%)
Non-LOR
Zarftia (ú967\ lLo65%) (s506) (ss%) (se7r) (70%)

Table 4.5: Provincial Changes in Maize Delicit and Surplus Position (7o)

Source: calculated from Table 4.4.
Notes: I only inta-region trade is liberalized;

2 regional trade of maize is liberalised.
Key: 0 implies a decrease in surplus, * implies a decrease in deficit and + implies increase in deficit

With regard to the deficit provinces in the LOR region we note tbat inthe Copperbelt and Lusaka

provinces the results came out as predicated, i.e., an increase in deficit. In the non-LOR deficit

provinces, however, it was only in ftrapula where the deficit decreased \¡/hen the market was

partially hlberalized. InNorthwestern and Western the deficit increased. In the latter two provinces

therefore, mane shipments were required.

These results, however, are misleading because for one, 1992 entuled only partial

liberalization, and for the other, 1992 was a terrible drought year, the worst of its kind that the

country had ever experienced in its entire history. Thus, the mixed picture after partial liberalization

in the deficit/surplus position could actually be due to the severe drought. Take Eastern province for

example. The surplus could have reduced after liberalization not so much because of partially

liberalizing tbe maize market but because Eastern province, although suq)lus, is a drought prone

province. Similarl¡ Southem province is a major drought province and, hence, the reason why its
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surplus position reduced instead of increasing after partial liberalization. In both cases, the partiar
liberalization could have had liftle or no major effect on production. In any case the market had just
been liberalized and the private sector could have been stil unsure ofgovernment,s commitment to
liberalizing the maizema¡ket.

However' even after accounting for drought, the deficilsurplus position at the national,
regional levels does not change, only the rnagnitude changes. For exampre, the surplus at the
national level decreases afrer h'beralizatio nby Tlpercent n lgglcompared to r 065 percent n rgg2.similarl¡ the surplus in the LoR region decreases by 6l percent n rgg,,compared to 2r,percent in1992' The deficit in the non-LoR provinces on the other hand decreases by 36 percent afrer 1996 as

e4pected.

4.7 Regional Changes in On-farm Storage

In this section \ile try to infe¡ the lack ofmarket integration by exarnining the changes in on-farm storage before and afte¡ llberalization- unlike production changes we cannot predict what will
happen to matzeretentions at the regional and provincial levels. lve can onlypredict that due to theremoval ofpan-seasonal pricing maizeprices will likery be higher after harvest and rower at and just
after harvest inducing farmers and traders to engage in specurative storage. To the extent that thishappens' then retentions for those fanners and t¡aders with storage facilities and the financial
capacity to rent the government storage facilities win likery increase. However, it is possibre thatfanners in the non-LoR provinces may increase their retention of matzebecause the rowproducer

prices resulting from removal of pan-territorial prices win resurt in ress production and therefore
increase the need for home consumption' If these farmers are more concemed with meeting ownconsumption then we can e4pect on-fann storage to increase in the no-LoR provinces.
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4'7'l Ãmounts Retained as a percent of rotar production

Table 4'6 how much ofthe total production each province has retained during each ofthe six years

chosen for anaþsis' The Table indicates that on average, forty-s¡e percent ofthe total production

was retained at the fann level dwing the entire period under review for the country as a whole.
Amounts retained as a percentage oftotal production, however increased after libe¡alization from an

average of36 per cent before liberalization to an average of47 percent per ann.u* At the regional
level the LoR provinces retained average of 36 percent of their total production during the entire
period compared to 49 percent for the non-LoR provinces. At the provincial level, all the provinces

recorded increased retentions afrer liberalization. southern province in particular increased its maize
retentions by 30 percentage points ûom 4l percent before liberalization to 70 percent afrer
liberalization central province, on the other hand, increased its retentions by only 15 percentage
points after liberalization

Due to the effects ofthe drought in both periods it is not easy to conclude that the increased
quantities retained after hlberalization were in fact due to lack of ¿rccess to markets, thereby
indicating the lack of integration after liberalization. Also bearing in mind that the post-
ltberalization period is characterized by different stages of liberalizatior¡ i.e., partialand full
þ"taltzation coupled with the severe drought, such a conclusion may be misleading as the increases

may in fact be due to the drought- Thus, in the following section we isolate the pre-and post-
liberalization periods based on three scenarios, deficit, above nonnal and normar rainfal conditions.
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Table 4'6: Percent of Maize Retained By Farmers, Pre-and post-Liberalization Feriods

Region Pre-Liberalization Post-Liberalization Average

I 983 r 988 1989 7992 1993 1996 Total Pre-
Liberalization

Post-
Liberalization

Cental 32.24 4.88 7.72 28.70 22.69 34.37
1 ,,,,

| ,,,n

f ou.rn

J,,uo
I

| 
3s.87

I sz.et

I

| 
30.r8

30.69

45.10

55.61

49.07

4t.41

r4.95 28.s9

Copperbelt 43.26 24.38 27.44 48.55 27.43 40.10 3r.69 38.69

Lusaka 56.08 )? )\ 40.97 84.88 32.96 41.40 40.10 53.08

Southern 46.75 42.83 JJ.I5 99.49 45.27 65.53 41.10 70.10

LOR 39.14 26.33 22.74 45.91 34.12 46.9s 29.40 42.33

Eastern 48.32 43.64 s8.85 58.13 67.79 69.30 s0.27 65.07

Luapula 44.99 15.35 18.63 25.49 28.34 48.27

4t.43

26.32 34.03

Northern 46.33 13.30 r3.65 37.15 32.28 24.43 36.95

N/western 46.04 23.34 57.68 49.06 44.48 49.99 42.35 47.84

Wesfern 65.80 40.22 48.61 76.44 55.21 47.39 51.54 59.68

Non-LOR 48.26 36.04 47.74 47.10 55.53 59.74 44.01 s4.12

46.95
Zarnbia 43.20 30.57 33.83 46.44 41.80 52.60 35.87

Source: GRZngl 7): Agricultural Sa

4.7.2 Changes in On-farm Storage

During the drought years' 1983 and 1992 when the maize market was only partially

liberalized, the amounts retained at the fann level for Zarrbaas a whole declined by 44percent.

During the above normal and normal rainfr"ll conditions, the surplus maizeretained increased, with
retentions increasing much more once the maize market became firlly liberalized (Table 4.7). This

suggests a lack ofmarkets and the limited trader and farmer participation in speculafive storage.
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Table 4.7: Ch Retained Maizeanges In Ketained tû.atze at the provi lcial Level
Region Under Partial Liberalization

and Deficit Condition
Under Partial Liberalization
and Above Normal Rainfall
Condition

Under Full Liberalization
and Normal Rainfall
Condition

1 983 1992 %
Change

1988 1993 %
Change

1989 t996 %
Change

Central 1,064 5s1 (48.22) 214 1,000 366.59 376 1,329 253.62

Copperbelt 69 174 r53.69 193 242 25.25 r83 340 85.61

Lusaka 278 372 34.11 230 314 36.73 J¿J 3s2 8.79

Southern 845 279 (67.02) 2,565 2,327 (e.2s) 7,709 2,096 22.07

LOR 2,256 1,377 (38.e8) 3,202 3,883 21.28 2,591 4,706 58.48

Eastern 1,495 532 (64.4s) 2,929 2,556 (e.62) 3,533 2,995 (18.07)

Luapula JJ 82 150.27 44 119 168.63 88 202 128.36

Nofhern 564 297 (47.30) 243 431 77.22 229 520 t27.49

N/western 44 9l t06.93 71 145 102.83 217 192 (1r.4e)

Western 97 tt7 19.77 212 287 3s.34 270 321 19.15

Non-LOR 2,233 1,1 r8 (4e.e3) 3,400 3,539 4.08 4,337 4,131 (4.76)

Zanbia 4,499 2,495 (44.43) 6,601 7,421 12.42 6,929 8,237 18.89
Source: GRZ (l997)r Aen""lt*

studies have found that with the withdrawal of the public marketing institution a larger

amount of surplus maae is remaining on the fann as the emerging traders engage in immediate

turnover of their purchases with less speculative storage (see for example, GRz lgg4 and FAo

19es).

At the regional level the quantities of surplus maize retained at the fa¡m level declined by 39

percent and 50 percent in the LoR provinces and non-LoR provinces, respectivel¡ during the

drought years of 1983 and lgg2- In all the cases this is because the lgg2drought was much more

severe than the 1983 drought. At provincial level Southem and central provinces in the LoR region

reduced their amounts retained by 67 and 48 percent, respectively. In the non-LoR, the two surplus



provinces Eastern and Northern also reduced the amounts retained after liberalizatiou 64 and 47

percent, respectively. Thus, Southern reduces its amounts retained much more than the other suplus

provinces. Among the deficit provinces, all increase amounts retained except Copperbelt, which

decreased its amounts retained afrer liberalization

4.7.3 Changes in Retained Maize Quantities Under Normal Rainfall Conditions and f,'ull
Liberaliz¿tion

Table 4.7 shows that under nonnal conditions, when the maize market was fully hiberalized,

19 percent ofproduction is retained at the national level compared to 12 percent dwing the surplus

years 1988 and 1989 with partial hlberalization. At the provincial level both the two surplus

provinces in LOR region increase their maize retentions, while the two deficit two provinces in the

LOR region increase their maize retentions, with Copperbelt's quantities increasing by 86 percent

while those for Lusaka increase by 9 percent after liberalization.

In the non-LOR provinces, Eastern reduces its amounts by 18 percent while Northern

province increases its amounts by 127% after liberalization. The tremendous increase in quantities

retained by farmers in Northern province could imply that traders are not accessing this region due to

high transportation costs and so farmers should begin to diversify into other high value crops. For

Eastern province the reduced quantities after hlberalization does suggest that the amounts sold have

increased after h'beralization. One possible explanation could be that traders may still be accessing

the surplus in spite ofthe high transportation costs associated with transporting matzefrom Eastern

to Lusak4 the major destination for the bulk of the maue surplus. This would suggest in turn that

maae markets in Eastern province have become inefficient after hlberalization Another plausible

explanation for the decrease in amounts retained, however, could be because Eastern province is a

main e4port area of maae to Malawi. Although no figures are available it has been reported that
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substantial amounts of the mau:e surplus in Eastern province are e4ported to Malawi.

In terms ofthe deficit provinces in the non-LOR provinces, Luapula and Western increased

their retained amounts after liberalization (by 128% and l9%o, respectiveþ), while Northwestem

province amounts retained were reduced (by ll%).

4.8 Summary and Conclusion

The above discussion has shown that the changes in maize production and on-farm storage

have in general been affected by the drought and the stages of liberalization. 'When 
the rainfall

conditions were bad any liberalization efforts were obviousþ overshadowed by the effects of the

drought. Under normal conditions, however, the results also depended on the extent of the

hlberalization.

The picture that emerged under normal rainfüll conditions suggests that full liberalization did

not bring about any significant changes in maize supply and on-farm storage. If anything, the

analysis revealed that even under normal rainfall conditions Zambia e4perienced a decline of 70

percent in its surplus position after the naizemarket was completely fuberalized. This decline was,

however, less than what was recorded during the drought years of lg82/1g83 and l99l/199

(1065%). The deficit position in Lusaka increased by 27 percent while that in Copperbelt declined

by 37 percent between 1989 and 1996. In the non-LOR the three deficit provinces still maintained

their deficit positior¡ even if the magnitude of their maae deficits had declined: Western by36yo,

Luapula 25%o and Northwestern l8%. The analysis also revealed that the three su¡plus provinces

(i.e., Centraf Southern and Eastern provinces), that account for over 70 percent of the totalmalze

produced in the country in most years, e4perienced a decline in their surplus position after

liberalization. The surplus position for the surplus regions should have been greater than that before
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Iiberalization. But this does not seem to be the case. These results suggest a limited response to

price liberalization by the farrners nZallrlúlia as well as the presence of structural rigidities.

These changes in production and amounts retained suggest that in general the maizemarket

appears to be still segmented in spite of the full liberalization. The effect of partial hlberalization

(i.e., liberalization of intra-region trade) coupled with drought is on average to reduce marzl supply

at the national level and in both the LOR and non-LOR regions. At the national level production fell

by 48 percent while consumptionby 27 percent thereby resulting in a decreased surplus that was

attained in 1983. That is, the production in 1992 was much lower than that in 1983 before the

market was liberalized. At the regional level, there was not much difference in the changes in maize

production and consumptionwhenthe market became liberalized. However, the decrease in surplus

was much more in the LOR than in the non-LOR provinces. Amounts retained were also much more

in the LOR than in the non-LOR provinces. These changes can largeþ be attributed to the effects of

the 1992 drought rather than to the partial liberalization. This is confirmed by the low maize

production in the LOR surplus provinces that are prone to drought and even in the non-LOR Eastern

Province recorded a decrease in production because it is also a drought prone province. In other

words, the effects ofdrought are muchmore felt inthe drought prone areas ofCentral, Southern and

Eastern and since these also happen to be the major surplus areas, reduction in production in these

areas pulls down the production at the national level.

The lesson from all this is that liberalization under drought conditions will not have any

effect and in fact does disrupt the hlberalization efforts, as what happened n lgg2. Because of the

severe drought, government was forced to import mavl since by then a private sector had not yet

emerged' In addition, the government was forced to appoint a limited number of private

organizations and/or traders to purchase mau;e directly from farmers at the govemment set price for
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supplying the industrial mills. Also the fact that government only liberalized the intra-province

trade, Ieaving the cooperatives to deal with inter-provincial trade, meant in effect that cooperatives

provided a producer floor price and into-mill ceiling price. Thus, the pan-seasonal and pan-

territorial prices still remained in effect to the discouragement of any private sector participation.

Even when ma¡kets are liberalized ifthe environment in which the ma¡ket paficipants operate is not

conducive, hlberalization will have very limited results, if any.

In the next chapter we formally test the integration of markets and in Chapter 6 we seek to

identiff the constraints that have prevented the emergence of a vibrant private sector.
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CHAPTER F'[VE

EVALUATION OF TI{E EFFICIENCY OF,TTIE M.{TZE
MARI(ET

5.X. [ntroduction

The general consensus ¿rmong economists and policy makers has been that market refonns

enhance economic growth as opposed to interventionist policies (FAo, lggT;and onafowora and

owoye, 1998)' Thus, the past eighteen yeafs have seen a number of sub- saharan African

countries adopt rnarket-oriented policies which have called for the reduction and./or complete

elimination of the main ma¡ket distortions. within agricutture, particularly the food sub-sector,

these have include the removal of restrictions on inter-regional movement of food crops by

traders; elimination ofpan-territorial and pan-season pricing; and reforrn or complete abolition of
government parastatal marketing organizations, thereb¡ allowing greater private sector

participation.

Market integration is a central issue in many contemporary debates concerning these

iszues of market liberalization Market integration is perceived as a precondition for effective

market reform in ssA and indeed in other developing countries. "without spatial integration of
markets, price signals will not be transmitted from urban food deficit to rural food surplus areas,

prices will be more volatile, agricultural producers \¡¡ill fail to specialize according to long{erm

comparative advantage, and the gains from trade will not be realized,, @aulcþ 1997: p-477).

For spatially dispersed regional food markets, as exist in many sub-saharan African

countries' the nature and extent of market integration in the context of food market liberalization

is of vital importance since many of the regional food markets are charactenzed by periodic food
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shortages which have the potential to generate transient food secwity, ffid sometimes, even

chronic food security problems. Merely knowing that markets are integrated is not enough. One

needs to also know the extent of spatial market integration within the context of market

integration.

This chapter formally tests whether regional naize markets n Zarrbia have become

integrated. Cointegration analysis, which is used for this pu{pose also allows us to examine the

extent of the integration of the regional mau:e markets n Zar¡¡¡g-. The rest of the chapter is

organized as follows: the section that follows provides the main objectives of the chapter. Third

section gives a theoretical and empirical review of market hlberalization and market integration.

The fourth section develops the model to be utilized as well as the data used. The fifth section

provides an analysis of the results. The last section is a summary of the chapter.

5.2 Objectives of the Chapter

This chapter will argue that even though the regional trade barriers were fully eliminated in

1995, the markets were still not integrated by the end of 7997 ndicating the presence of obstacles

to private sector participation in the markets. In chapter six an attempt will be made to identify

these obstacles and to examine how the emerging market participants have organized themselves

in response to the challenges that the liberalization ofthe matzemarket has brought about.

The major aim of this chapter, therefore, is to evaluate the integration of the regional

maize markets. The specific objectives are: l) to test whether short-run *dlorrg-r* integration

has occurred in the regional ntasze markets; and 2) determine the extent of the impact of ma¡ket

liberalization on the integration of regional ntaizemarkets.
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5.3 Eacþround on Market Liberalization and Market Integration

5.3.1 Market Liberalization Experience in Sub-Saharan Africa

The liberalization of agricultural markets has been a major component of the structural

adjustment progr¿ütmes that have been embarked upon by a number of developing countries,

particularly SuþSalnran Aftican countries, including Zarrbia. Structural adjustment

proglffitmes, especially as they relate to food markets, have focussed largely on agricultural

pricing and on redefining the role of marketing boards. It was assumed that liberalization of the

pricing policy would result in higher prices to producers and reduced prices for consumers,

thereby stimulating production and regulating supplies to consumers. On the other hand, it was

assumed that by hberalizing the marketing of food crops private traders would respond and fill up

the gap that would be left by the govenrment parastatals and that this would result in improved

efficiency ofthe food ma¡kets.

Observers on agricultural reforms in SSA countries conclude that the success of these

reforms depends on the capacity of the private trading sector to respond rapidly and take up the

functions previously performed by state monopolies (Santorium and Tibaijuka 1992). A number

of studies indicate that liberalization has led to a significant entry of private traders in the SSA

food markets in the last decade, leading to fairly competitive and efficient food markets (see for

example, Lele and Cbristianser¡ 1988; Dione, 1989; Coulter and Golob,7992; Chisvo, Jayne,

Teft, Weber and Shaffer 1991, Kaluwa and Chilowa, l99l:' and Mendoza and Randrianarisoa

1998). However, the results indicate that the grain markets are dominated by numerous

small-scale traders and only a limited number of large scale traders. The participation of traders,

particularly the small-scale traders, appears to be limited both in terms of geographical and

volume e4pansion thus leading to less efficient food markets (see for example, Jones 1994).
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Although inter-regional trade barriers have been removed in most African countries,

allowing private traders to move food crops from one region to another, food restriction

movements are still in force in some countries, e.g., South Aftic4 and have been removed onlv

recently in Keny4 Sudan, zimbabwe and Mozambique (Jayne et.al.,1995).

5.3.2 Market Liberalization Experience in Zambìa

Until 1995 the Zanbian government intervened in the pricing and marketing of naize.

The pricing policies involved pan-territorial and pan-seasonal pricing whereby the govemment set

and announced the prices at which NAMBoard procured matzefrom the farmers and the into-mill

prices at whichNAMBoard sold rnarzßto mille¡s. The marketing policies involved the monopoly

n maize marketing by government parastatals, to the elimination of private sector trading,

especially in the urban areas. Any private sector particþation that existed in rnaize marketing was

mainly restricted to the rural areas (Lele and Chandler 1984;Malambo lgST). While in most SSA

countries (e.g., Malawi and Zimbabwe) private trader participation in grain markets was

prohibited legally prior to the liberalizatior¡ in Zambia the restitution (rather than the legal

prohibition to inter-regional trade) favouring the cooperative NAMBoard marketing system for

conducting inter-regional trade e4plains the absence of a significant private trading sector that

would compete with these government sponsored institutions (Kydd,l9gg).

This system entailed the transport of matze Êom long distances ûom remote surplus areas

to a parastatal mill located mainly in the major urban cities. Once the maue was milled it was

hauled back to the ru¡al areas over the sarne distance. A number of studies and reviews on the

marzß pricing and ma¡keting policies indicate that this system was too costly and inefficient

(Muntanga 1984; Mwanaumo 1987; Sipula 1993; and Kalinda 1993). Thus, in 1995 the
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monopoly of cooperatives in matze marketing was abolished through the Food Reserve Act and

rnøtza trade becarne completely liberalized, allowing for the füst time the participation of private

traders n naøe marketing. The pan-seasonal and pan-territorial pricing system was also

abolished allowing the forces of demand and supply to determine the producer and into-mill

prices.

The impact of these market reforms on the efficiency of the malae market as well as the

extent of nrarket integration has not been well documented n Zarrbia. The Ministry of

Agriculture, Food and Fisheries under the FAO project has carried out a number of market

liberalization impact studies on various aspects of the agricultural market liberalization in general,

and matze market liberalization in particular, in the three surplus provinces of Central, Eastern and

Southern For example, an impact srudy on the cha¡acteristics of the emerging private traders

carried out in the Centrat Eastern and Southern provinces of Zambia in November 1994 (see

GRZ, 1994b) revealed that private haders had responded quickly to the economic opporfunities

presented by the hlberalization of the matze market, but the marketing chains established were

longer and costly. This was attributed to the lack of a developed interrnediate link between the

producers and the consumers. The study also found that the two maize market trading sectors that

had emerged (ie., small scale trading sector and large scale trading sector) were vertically and

spatially segmented as they operated in relatively separated circuits with the small-scale trading

sector supplying largely the open public markets and the large scale trading sector suppþing,thiy

major industrial mills based mostly in the urban deficit centres oflusaka and Copperbelt.

With market liberalization, \ile expect prices to be lower at and shortly after harvest time

and higher just before harvest, reflecting the increasing and decreasing quantities of nalz:e

marketed respectively. The rnarketing season :rr'Zatrbia runs from May to April. A study of the
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development of wholesale rlrratzo prices at public markets (GRZ 1995) found that during the

1994195 marketing season, maize prices were consistently low from May to November but

sharply rose between December and February. This uneven development of wholesale matze

prices was attributed to a number of factors, such as dishess selling by farmers at the beginning of

the marketing season as farmers try to meet their cash needs; increasing marketing costs;

insufficient matze production due to the partial drought during the 1993/94 season; and leakages

of maize into neighboring countries, especially Zatre and Malawi (GRZ, 1995). Imports have

particularþ had an adverse effect on the development of maizs prices nZambia- Available dat4

although limited, show that when yellow nraiæ was imported during the 1992 drought and

injected onto local markets, yellow maize wasi priced at about l0 percent to 35 percent lower

than the price for white marzo produced inZ,anftia for comparable refined meals (Jayne et.al.,

1995, p.15).

In a liberalized setting, we expect marketing margins to be low where production and

consumption are relatively close together, haulage distances are shorter and storage periods are

shorter. On the other hand, if production and consumption are geographically separated, and

distances are longer, marketing margins tend to be higher. Zambia is characteraed,by one crop

production season with maize being harvested once a year and long haulage distances with

sparsely scattered production regions away from the main consumption areas. A number of

sfudies nZarnbiahave found that hlberatization has resulted in a reduction in marketing margins at

the retail and processing levels (GRZ, 1995; Jayne et.al., 1996; and Kähkönen and Leathers,

1999) but an increase in marketing margins at the farm level (Käbkönen and Leathers, 1999). The

GRZ (1995) study found that marketing margins were between 15 and 30 percent for those

large-scale traders supplying maize to nearby industrial millers and between 32 and 45 percent or



even up to 54 percent for those traders transpofingnane over longer distances. For the traders

supplying the public markets the retail marketing margins were between 15 and 30 percent (GRZ

1995a). These results indicate that \¡/holesale marketing margrns at industrial mills are lower than

the wholesale marketing margins at public markets, suggesting that the latter is less efficient than

the forrner. Jayne et.al., (1996) found that as a result of increased competion from the informal

millers and traders, the processing and retail distribution costs in the official marketing system

reduced by more than 20 percent after market reforrn Kähkönen and Leathers (1999) found that

the efficiency of mill-to-retail marketing of maize had increased since liberalizatior¡ while the

efficiency of fa¡rn-to-wholesaler marketing of maize had decreased. They firrthe established that

transaction costs of the mill-to-retail marketing had decreased while that of the

fa¡rr-to-wholesaler had increased during the same period. These two phenomenon suggest

limited competition of traders at the farm level, especially in the remote areas and therefore, lack

of integration of the surplus rural markets with the major urban deficit cities such as Lusaka and

Ndola.

Overall the results from these studies zuggest that although the response ofprivate traders

n Zambn has been overwhelming with the marketing of maize being carried out alnost entirely

by the private traders, the maize markets are still not well integrated. These studies are however,

limited in that they are mostly descriptive and they do not formally test for market integration.

They are also limited to marketing of maize \Ãrithin the three surplus areas with no attempt being

made to exarnine the linkages between these areas and the deficit areas inthe rest ofthe countrv.
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5.3.3 Market Integration

An indirect means of analyzing ma¡ket efficiency or private trader behavior is to test for

market integration (Hopcraft, 1987). Three types of ma¡ket integration are identified in the

literatwe, inter-temporal, spatial and vertical. Vertical ma¡ket integration is concerned with

stages in marketing and processing cbannels. Inter-temporal market integration relates to the

arbitrage process across periods. Spatial integration is concerned with the integration of spatially

distinct markets. The concept of market integration has normally been applied in studies

involving spatial market inter-relatedness.

A fundamental issue preoccupying ûutny researchers is whether market hlberalization

enhances the integration of spatial markets (Silumbu, 1992; Goletti and Babrl 1994; Goletti et.al.,

1995; Barrett 1996; and Dercoa 1995). Silumbu (1992), utilizing monthly wholesale prices,

tested for spatial and inter-temporal market integration of maize markets in Malawi. He found

that the integration of rnban markets had increased slightly even under partial liberalization of the

maizÊ markets. Goletti and Babu (1994), using different meâsures of integration and monthly

retail maize prices for eight regional markets in Malav/i, concluded that liberalization of the lrlrarzÊ

market had increased market integration. Dercon (1995) also showed that market liberalization

had improved short-run integration of the teff markets in Ethiopia. The Intemational Food

Policy Research Institute (IITPRI) has also carried out a number of studies on the effects of

hlberalization on market integration in five African countries focussing on maize markets (Ghan4

BenirU and Malawi) and rice markets (Senegal and Madagascar) (see Badiane et.al., 1997). The

results are mixed with market integration being higher in Benin and limited in the other four

countries, especially Malawi and Madagascar.
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5.4 Methodological Considerations in Market Integration

As the number of studies on market hlberalization have proliferated, so have the studies

testing for food market integration (see for example, Gupta and Mueller, 1982; Hytens, 1986;

Ravallior¡ 1986; Silumbu, 1992; Alexander and Wyetþ 19941" Goletti and Babu, 1994; Dercon,

1995). The initial empirical studies on market integration utilized static price correlation to test

for spatial market integration in agriculture (see for exaryIe, Jones 1968, 1972;Famlq 1970 and

Lele, 1972). This involves the estimation of bivariate correlation or regression coefficients

between the time series of spot prices for an identical good or bundle of goods at different market

places. A statistically significant coefficient implies that the two rnarkets are integrated. This kind

of modelling of spatial market integration has, however, been criticized for masking other

synchronous factors like inflatior¡ seasonality, etc. Among the main critics ofbivariate correlation

are Bþ (1973); Timmer (197Ð;Harriss (1979).

Time series methods have been introduced in the study of ma¡ket integration to counteract

the problems of cornmon trends and non-stationarity of food prices inherent in bivariate price

correlation models. These studies also formerþ model the issues pertaining to short-run and long-

run integration, seasonality and degree of market integration (see Boyd and Brosern, 1986;

Delgado 1986; and Ravallion 1986; Heyten 1986; and Timmer 1986).

Over the years a number of eryirical studies utilizing time series data have been carried

out to study the integration of markets. Four approaches have been utilized (see Baulch 1997),

namely, the "Law of One Price" (LOP) (Richsrdson, 1978), Ravallion model (Ravallion 1986),

Granger causality (Granger 1969; Alexander and Wyeth 1994; Goletti and Babu 1994) and

cointegration (@ngle and Granger 1987;Ardeni 1989; Goodwin 1992;Palaska and Harriss-White

1993; Alexander and Wyeth 1994; Silvapulle and Jayasurþ l994;Mendozaand Rosegrant 1995;
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Park 1997).

The LOP tests for perfect co-movement of prices within a single data period. The LOP

assumes that as long as markets are cointegrated, price changes will be conveyed from one market

to another on a one-to-one basis. That is, the current price changes in one spatial market is

influenced by the current price changes in another market. There are, however, problems to this

approach that the literature identifies (Ismet, Barkley and Lleweþ 1998). First, it is pointed out

that the approach presumes that trade must occur in each and every period. Second, occurrence

of transfer cost changes that are non-random may lead one to reject market integration even when

arbitrage holds. Third prices are assumed to be exogenously determined in one ma¡ket. Fourth,

the approach takes marketing margins to be either constant or proportional as a maintained

hypothesis. The LOP has been used to test for short and long-run relationships by

protopapadakis and Stoll (1986) and has been found to hold. Ardeni (1989), however, using

cointegratior¡ found the LOP not to hold when tested as a long-run relationship largely because it

did not take into account the stationarity ofprice series.

Unlike the LOP, the Ravallion model assumes that price adjustments between two spatial

markets take time. In this way both the long-run and the short-run ma¡ket integration can be

tested. The Ravallion model also assumes a uni-directional movement of price changes from the

central ma¡ket to the reference (rural) market. Thus, for non-stationary prices, an error

correction mechanism is incorporated, relating the contemporaneous change in price in market i to

the contemporaneous and past spatial price differentials and lagged price in market j. The

Ravallion approach to testing market integration has been modified in recent yeils. Faminow and

Benson (1990) revisited it by introducing base point pricing. Alexander and Wyeth (1994) revise

the Ravallion model by employing econometric integration and cointegration techniques.
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Granger causality method (Granger 19969; Alexander and Wyeth 1994) employs an elror

correction mechanism to determine the extent to which crurent and past price changes in one

market explain price changes in another. The error correction mechanism helps to alleviate the

problems of auto-correlation and multicollinearity of most food price series @aulch 1997).

While the above methods have utilized econometric techniques to analyze market

integratior¡ they base their conclusions for market integration on non-stationary price data That

is they ignore the properties of time series data such as stationarity and cointegration. The

cointegration approach takes these issues into consideration The approach tests whether two

markets are integrated in the long-run by assessing whether prices wander within a fixed band

@aulch 1997, p.5lS). An integrated market is one in which a long-run relationship exists

between pairs of price series @ngle and Granger,1987). If two price series are cointeglated, this

suggests interdependence while absence of cointegration indicates segmentation Goletti et al.

(1995) point out that if cointegration is rejected in both directions then the two markets are

segmented while the presence of cointegration in both directions indicates that markets are

integrated. Markets may not be integrated because they are not linked by arbitrage, i.e., they

represent autarkic markets or because there are impediments to efficient arbitrage like trade

barriers, imperfect market information or risk aversion (Ravallion, 1986 and Buccoþ 1983) or

because ofthe presence of imperfect competition (Faminow and Benson, 1990).

Another issue that has arisen in the literature is whether, the use of a bivariate approach

that assumes a radial configuration of markets is realistic. Given the nature of food markets in

many SSA countries, the assumption of a single central market does not hold since there are many

regional markets which have linkages that bypass the central market (Silvapulle and Jayasuriya

1994 p.370). Silvapulle and Jayasuriya a.rgue flrther that the existence of a central market is
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arbitrarily assumed rather than discovered from the data. In cases where a number of regional

markets have direct linkages with each other, important long-run price relationships may exist

¿rmong these markets and these could be missed out ifthe radial type of market is assumed.

Due to these problerns a number of studies in recent years employ the multivariate

approach to infer market integration (e.g. Silvapulle and Jayasuriy4 1994, Chang and Griffith,

1993). The use of multivariate analysis is the best approachto use if prices are endogenously

determined, which is usually the case for food markets in which prices are simultaneously

determined. The multiva¡iate approach was used by Silvapulle and Jayasuriya (1994) in their

study of the Philippines rice markets to study the cointegration of markets and and it was found

thtat the rice markets are cointegrated. Chang and Griffith (1998) applied the multiva¡iate

approach to Australian monthly beef prices at the farnU wholesale and retail levels and found all

tlree prices to be cointegrated.

Due to the appealing nature of the multivariate model and given the natu¡e of the

regional marze markets n Zarrbt+ this study adopts the multivariate approach based on the

Johansen cointegration procedure to test for market integration. This is discussed in the next

section.

5"5 Empirical Model

The success of market liberalization is dependent on how well price signals are transmitté#

(to the market participants) from one region to another. Analysis of agricultural production, like

inter-temporal demand analysis, is usually based on lagged response to price inforrration.

Moreover, if supply is taken in the broader context of stock build-up and draw-do\ilns as well as

production, one can also consider the speed at which traders and other suppliers to the markets
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react to price information (including overreaction to such information in the short run as indicated

by Ravallion (1987)).

The theoretical model of spatial market integration predicts that under competitive

conditions price differences between two regions in the sarne economic market for a homogenous

commodþ will difler by exactly the inter-regional transportation costs. Market integratior¡ thus,

involves a test of price efficiency by examining how food markets in different regions respond

jointþ to supply and demand forces. If price movements in different parts of the country tend to

behave similarly, reflecting costs of transferring the product between two regions, then markets

are said to be integrated.

5.5.1 Cointegrâtion of Regional Mâize Markets: Bivariate Approach

lvfarket integration is concerned with linkages ¿tmong markets, i.e., the interdependence of

prices between pairs of markets. The idea is to determine whether any long-run relation exists

between markets. To simplify matters we will start by assuming two markets, a local or

peripheral market (e.g., Chþata) and a central or reference market (e.g., Lusaka)- The two

markets are said to be segmented if the price changes in the reference market do not influence the

price changes in the perioheral market. That is, the two markets have no long-run relationship

with each other. But is the two markets posses a stable long-run relation with each other, then

the two markets are said to be cointegrated (Granger and Weiss, 1983).

Denoting the peripheral and reference market prices by P and R, respectively, then the

following relationship between the two price series can be written as follows:
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P,=6+aR,+e,
(5.1)

where P' and R, are wholesale prices for maize at time t in the peripheral (or local) market and the

reference (or central) market, respectively, õ and cr, a.re parameters to be estimated, and a

is the error term. If prices are measured in levels then the intercept denotes fixed marketing

margins and the coefficient for the reference market measures the cost of arbitrage between the

peripheral and reference market. That is the marketing margins in the peripheral market are

stricly proportional to the prices in the reference market. Thus, long-run integration in this case

requires tltat a = I and the intercept is a constant that can take on aûy value. Following Palaskas

and Harris-White (1993) and Alexander and Wyeth (1994) equation (5.1) is transformed into logs

in order to avoid the biased standard eûors of the cointegrating regression

To test if the two price series are cointegrated Engle and Granger (1987) proposed a two

stage procedure. In the füst stage, the individual price series are tested for the order of

integration (i.e., the number of times that each price series has to be differenced before it becomes

stationary) in order to determine whether they are stationary or not. A variable is integrated of

order, d, i.e., I(4,rf it is differencedd timesto become stationary. Avariable is stationaryin

levels if it is integrated of order zsro, I(0) and is integrated of order one if it has to be differenced

once, I(1) to become stationary. If the series is not found stationary when differenced once, then

the series is differenced a second time, in which case it becomes integrated of order two, I(2) and

so on. Most economic variables, especially price series, are not stationary in levels and, therefore,

have to be differenced once or more before they become stationary. However, most price series

are rarely integrated of order higher than two, and are usually (l) if non-stationary (Kennedy,
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r9e8).

To test whether a univa¡iate variable is stationary a number of tests are available in the
Iiterature and these include the Dickey-Fuller test @F) @ickey and Fuller, lgTg),the augmented
Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) ( Dickey and Fuller, I98r and the phitþs-perron 

@p) test (perron
1988).

In the second stage P is regressed on R and the residuals from the cointgrating equation
(5'l) are tested for stationarity using the same test st¿tistics mentioned above. If any of these test
statistics indicate tbat two prices, P, andR,' are integrated and cointegrated, then the existence of
long-run market integration is implied (Alexander and wyetþ rgg4).

5.5.1.2 Error Correction Model

The error correction model asserts that if Pr and & are cointegrated, then tre error tenn
Êom the cointegrating equation should be included otherwise a first di;fferencing regression
between tåe two prices will be misspecifie.d and cannot, therefore, be emproyed to test for ma¡ket
integration @alaskas and Harris-white lgg3,Dercon 199Ð. Engle and Grange r, (r9g')showed
that a series of market prices with a long-run rerationship but with significant short-run
divergences can be given an error-correction representation as follows:

o,,LP,-, rÐrtr,o&-, - rr(P,-r- eR,-t- õ)+ er,

and

^4=Ij=l

n-t/-¿
j=1

(s.2)

or¡AR,-, rZreorlr,-¡ - lz@,-r- aR,-t- ã)+ er,^&
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where: Â represents the difference operator (e.g., Âp1: p1- pt_r),

srt ând ra âre unconelated white noise processes,

0s, ys, are parameters to be estimated, and

(P"t - F&-t - o) is the lagged error term from the cointegrating equation (i.e., 5.1).

The advantage of the error correction model is that not only can the short-run and

long-run information be conveyed between markets but also the relevant direction offlow ofprice
infonnation can be determined. Therefore, Granger causality from R to p can be inferred from the
rejection ofthe following joint hypothesis:

(s.4)

similarly' Granger causality ftom P to R can be inferred from the rejection of the joint hypothesis,

(5.s)

The implication of equation (5.4) is that the null hypothesis that R does not Granger cause p is
rejected if the lagged values of aR are jointly significant and the coefficient on the error term is

significant' That is, the past price changes in the reference market (R) and the lagged price
differential explain the current price changes in the peripheral @) market. similarly the hypothesis

in (5'5)' (i'e'' P does not Granger cause R) is rejected if the lagged values of p are jointly
significant arrd the læged value of the error term is significant, implylng that the c'rrent price
change in the reference market (R) can be e4plained by the past price changes in the peripheral (p)
market and the lagged price differential.

5.5.1.3 Dvnamic Adiustments

Just knowing that markets are integrated is not enough. one also needs to know the
extent of market integration' since markets do not instærtaneously adjust, we need to know how
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markets adjust in the short-run. To do this we have to estimate a structural equation in which the

current value of the independent variable is included on the right bard side of the equation In this

case, the following structural version of equation 5.2 is represented as follows @ercon 1995):

L,P, =f ar,rc,-, * É /tz¡L|- - Ir(4-r- f&-r- õ)+ t,

and

J=l j=0 (5.6)

AR, = f pr,L&-, * É tt+¡LP,- - Lr(P,-r- þ&-r- 6)+ er,

r=r r=o (5.7)

The hlrpothesis of short-run market integration implies that price changes in the reference

market vyill be transmitted instantaneousþ to the perþheral ma¡ket. This involves the testing of

the following joint h¡rpothesis:

Fn=.--= Fh= Fzt=-.-= Il2r= 0;1" = l;Fzo= a
(5.8)

and

/ttt =...= þ3n = þ¿t =...= lr+n = 0;1", = l;lt* = u (5.e)

The null is rejected if none of the lagged variables are significant in the respective equations and

any change in the current va¡iable (R and P, reqpectiveþ) is conæyed according to the long-run

relationship and any departures from the long-run relationship is corrected immediately. Since all

the variables are stationary, standard F-tables can be used to determine if the null hypothesis is

rejected or not.ls If the null of no short-run integration is rejected, then this may indicate that the

two markets are efficient in transmitting information from one rnarket to another, since

15 Testing for short-run in this case includes testing for p:øvvhere ø is the coefficie,lrt for the
cointegrating equation wtrich is specified using non-stationary variables and is biased in small samples. Dercon
(1995) suggests that in a large enough sample the estimated ø obtained from a two st€,p procedure can be used eve,n

though this involves loss of power ofthe test statistic.
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transmission is faster.

Studying the dynamics involved in the transmission of prices Írnong markets can also help

us determine the speed of adjustment, i.e. the length of time (e.g., days, v/eeks, or months) it

takes for price information to be transmitted from one market to another. The speed of

adjustment to errors is reflected in the coefficients of the relevant error term. The value of the

coefficient ,t measures the speed with which the sytem moves to its long-run equilibrium. The

closer to one )., is "the faster errors relative to the long-run solution will be corrected,

suggesting an improvement in arbitrage relative to periods of slower ødjustment" (Dercon 1995,

p. n$. But as Goletti and Babu (1995) point out, the speed at which prices respond to the

enors is not necessarilv an indication that markets are efficient but an indication of how flexible

the markets are.

Dercon fuither zuggests testing whether the long-run solutions irnplied in the

cointegrating equation (i.e., equation 5.1) are consistent with those from the short-run equation.

This involves testing the following restrictions:

and

n n

o}pr,+Lþr,= a
r=l i=0

of p,,*
t=0

nsr
Lltq¡ = ü
t=0

(s.10)

(s.r 1)

According to Dercon (1995), if the markets under consideration are cointegrated then the above

restrictions should not be rejected because the long-run solution to equation 5.6 and 5.7

respectively, is:
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L 0,,
Lp = --È!--. ¡¡

r-Z P"
i=l

Zpo,
ÂR = --i=9--. ¡p

r-I,P,,
i=l

(s.r2)

and

(s.13)

such that 5.12 and 5.13 are just alternative ways of testing whether the coefficient on the current

variable (i.e., P and R) is consistent with the long-run value from the cointegrating equation (i.e.,

6¿). If the variables are cointegrated, then long-run market integration implied in equation 5.1

should be consistent with the long-run market integration inferred in equation 5.6 and 5.7.

5.5.2 Cointegration of Regional Maize Markets: Multivariate Approach

To avoid any estimation problems tl:rrt a biva¡iate model may pose e.g. simultaneity bias

and non-normality, three factors have to be taken into consideration when estimating any

cointegrated system: the existence of unit roots, the multivariate nature of the systeûL and the

dynamics involved (Gonzalo, 1994). Gonzalo (1994) points out that even though a number of

methods exist for testing cointgration of markets maximum-likelihood (ML) system estimation is

better than the single equation bivariate model discussed above or other multivariate approaches.

It is important to estimate a system of equations since using a bivariate approach may miss out

some of the linkages between markets. Also, price series tend to move together rather than

independently since they are linked by common stochastic trends (Stock and Watsor¡ 1988). Also
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the bivariate approach discussed above is based on the assumption that only one linear

combination of variables is stationary. However, given the nature of food markets, more thantwo

stable linea¡ cornbinations are likely to exist. Thus, a multivariate approach is suitable in the case

of Zartbia.

Having established that the variables are non- stationary, a maximum likelihood approach

based on a finite Vector Autoregression (VAR) model, as developed by Johansen (1991), can be

specified to determine whether the system of equations are cointegrated, i.e., have a long-run

relationship. A standard VAR model with lag length p, VAR(p) is specified as follows:

X, = Ao + ArX,-r+ ...+ AeXLo * V,
t:1,...,7, (5.14)

where:

p: lag length;

X : an (n x 1) vector ofendogenous variables;

X,-j: il (n x l) vector ofthe jth lagged vatue of>r,;

A's : (n x n) matrices of unknown parameters;

V: is an independently and identically distributed n-dimensional vector with zero

mean and variance matrix E'.

The next step involves specifying a VAR model in an error correction fornU i.e., a vector

error conection model (VECM) with p lag length using the VAR above. Following Johansen

(198S) and Johansen and Juselius (1990) a general system of regression equations is stþlated as

follows:

L,X, = fo + f,AX,-r*...*f oaLX,-1p-r) + fIX,-o + u,
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LX,
p-l

= f0 + I rr¡x, -j +nx,-o* v,
j=r

fo: Áo

(p-t\
-l r- L ¿,1,j =

\r=t/

(s.15)

where

fr= 1,2,"', p - I

and AX,; is a(nx 1) vector of{-j in first differences,i:1,2,...., 1. II and Ji0: 1,...,k) are n

by n nratrices of parameters and q is an n-vector of residuals whr-,, are assumed to be normally

distributed with mean 0 and have a contemporaneous covariance matrix 8". The long-run

information in Xt is summarised by the long-run impact matr¡q fI.. The fI is the rank of the

matrix of the \IECM that determines the number of independent cointegrating vectors. If the

matrix fI bas a ranþ r, greater than zero, then cointegration is present. If on the other hand, the

ra¡lk of II is zero, then the variablcs are segmeirted or do not have a long-run relationship and the

model translates into a standard VAR model in differences.

Johansen and Juselius,lgg0 propose *o ùmood-ratio tests statistics to based on

different assumptions about the the alternative h1'pothesis. These are the trace statistic tefrs,L7rorr-

and the maximum eigenvalue statistic test, irr. and are specified as follows:

À**(r)-
n

-TÐ ln(l-t,)
i-r+l

(p\
n = -[r- 

Ð, 
¿J,

9l

(s.16)



L*(r,r + 1) : -Tln(l- L*,) (s.r7)

|;l
Where 13: the estimated values ofthe eigenvalues fromthe estimated lI rnatrix

T: the number of observations used

Equation 5.16 tests the null hypothesis that there are r or less cointegrating vectors, i.e.,

rSl, while equation 5.17 tests the null hypothesis that there are exactly r integrating vectors, i.e.,

r: 1. The test statistics a¡e then compared to the critical values. If the calculated test statistics

are greater than the critical values, then the null hypothesis is rejected in each case.

Just like with the bivariate approacþ the VECM in a multivariate system conveys

infor¡nation on rates of adjustments and feedback effects. That is, the lI matrix can be

decomposed into the product of ct and B where lI : a F. The short-run dynarrrics among the

variables can be evaluated by examining the significance of and signs on the estimated lagged

coefficients. The dynamic of the qystem can be inferred from the parameter a which is interpreted

as the matrix of speed of adjustment coefficients. If the value of a is low then the system is said to

adjust slowly to the deviations from the long-run equilibriurn Higher values of cr suggest the high

response of the system to these deviations. If on the other hand, the value of c¿ is zero then the

system is not responding to the disequilibrium error. This implies that the variables may be weakly

exogenous (Chang and Griffith,1998). The parameter B represents the cointegration relationships

in which the disequilibrium error is stationary (Johansen and Juselius 1990).

The discussion in the next section will only apply to the results from the multivariate

approacþ preliminary estimation using the bivariate approach indicated that the multivaraite

approach represented the situation prvailing nZanbiabetter. AIso most current empirical reseach

employs this approach
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5.6 Results

5'6'1 study Area and Data [Jsed for Anaþsis of Regional Market rntegration

Maize is the staple food crop which is grown all over zanú]ia. some inter-regional trade in

maize occurs between some regions that are deficit and surplus in maize production. seven

region'al maize ma¡kets: Lusaka Ndol4 Mongu, Kasam4 chom4 Kabwe and chipat4 for which

data were available on a longer time period were selected to test for the integration of the ma",e

markets' Although price data is collected from various markets around the country (see Appendix

2.1) consistent data was onþ availble for these seven regional centers.

Lusaka located in Lusaka Province in the LoR region is the capital city as well as the

major centre of business and trade. It possesses the best infrastructure and is also the most

populous' Ndola located in the copperbelt Province in the LoR region ranks second in terms of
inftastructure and population. Both Lusaka and Ndola are the major urban naizedeficit regions

in the country' Mongu is a rural rnaize deficit region located in the western province in the

non-LoR region. Chipat4 located in the Eastern Province in the non-LoR region is a rural maize

surplus region in addition to being the exporting region for maize e4ports to Malawi. Kabwe is a

surplus region in central province in the LoR region and is located between two major

consuming regions (i'e', Lusaka and Ndota). It is also endowed with good infrastructure. choma

is a surplus district in southem Province in the LoR. It is located some 2g4lffirfrom the major

urban deficit region (i'e', Lusaka). Kasarn4 in the Northern province, is relatively su¡plus.

Inrports into the country are delivered through choma" Lusakq Kabwe and Kasama. on the

other hand' Kabwe is a maize e4porting region for exports to zarewhile chipata is an exporting

region for e4ports to Malawi (Mwanaumo,lgg4).

The price data used in the analysis are nominal wholesale monthly aveïage prices
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measured nZanbianKwacha for white ma'ze for the period 7993:7 to 1997:12. This gives us a

total of 54 montly observations. This period was chosen because it represents the period for whih

data was available on a monthly basis and for which monthly variations were observed.

The original data for the seven selected regional markets are shown in figure 5.la and 5.1b

while the logarithm of the seven regional market price series and their first-difference series are

presented in figure 5.2. As can be seen from Figures 5.1a and 5.1b the the price data for rmarze

shows that there is some spatial variations between the regional markets as well as some seasonal

variations.
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Figure 5.2: Monthly Lng Wholesale Regional Maize Prices in Levels and l)ifferences: 1993:7 - 1997:lZ
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Where:

LCHM: Logarithm of Choma monthly wholesale matze price series in levels.

LCHT: Logarithm of Chipata monthly wholesale mau;e price series in levels.

LKBW: Logarithm of Kabwe monthly wholesale maae price series in levels.

LKAS : Logarithm of Kasama monthly wholesale ma'øe price series in levels.

LLSK: Logarithm of Lusaka monthly wholesale maize price series in levels.

LMOG = Logarithm of Mongu monttrly wholesale l¡i¡aizÊ price series in levels.

LNDL : Logarithm of Ndola monthly wholesale rnarzÊ price series in levels.

DLCHM: Logaritbm of Choma montlrly wholesale maae price series in first difference.

DLCHT : Logarithm of Chþata monthþ wholesale maløe price series in ftst difference.

DLKBW: Logarithm of Kabwe monthlywholesale mzize price series in first difference.

DLKAS : Logarithm of Kasama monthly wholesale natze price series in first difference.

DLLSK: Logarithm of Lusaka monthly wholesale naize price series in first difference.

DLMOG: Logarithm of Mongu monthly wholesale maizg price series in first difference.

DLNDL : Logarithm of Ndola monthly wholesale marzÊ price series in first difference.

5.6.2 Testing for Integration

In order to detennine the level of integration of each price series, univariate tests were

done on the transformed series using the Dickey-Fuller (DF), Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)

and the Philips-Perron (PP) test procedures for tests of unit roots. All the three tests indicate that

the hypothesis that the price series are not I(0) could not be rejected at 5 percent or even l0

percent level of significance. This means that all the price series are non-stafionery in levels. The
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price series \ilere then differenced and found to be

significance (see Table 5.1). Since the variables are all

in differences the test for ma¡ket integration was tested

the previous section.

all stationary at the I percent level of

non-stationary in levels but are stationary

using co-integration analysis as outlined in

Table 5.1: The Dick Fulter, Augmented Dick X'uller and Philips Perron Test Statistics for
Unit Root Tests of

Variable Levels t I(1) V.I(0)l First Differences [(2)
v. r(1)l

DF ADF PP DF ADF PP

Choma -1.r9 -r.96 -1.65 -7.04 -6.05 -7.09

Chipata -0.19 -0.75 -0.54 -10.01 -7.1 -10.51

Kabwe -0.97 -1.73 -1.42 -7.09 -5.86 -10.49

Kasama -1.62 -1.64 -1.81 -9.76 -6.56 -7.25

Lusaka -0.8 -0.58 -1.18 -8.58 -5.93 -8.87

Mongu -1.18 -1.57 -1.54 -7.89 -5.23 -7.96

Ndola -1.38 -1.98 -1.57 -10.1 -6.06 -10.25

Price Levels

Source: Based on Data Collected by CSO, Lusaka.

Note: The null hlpothesis in the Dickey-Fuller, Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Philips-Perron Tests is that the

two price series under investigation are I(1). In all three cases the null is rejected whe,lr the calculated test

statistic is less than the critical value (c) with c:3.58 anð -2.93, and -2.60 at lYo,5o/o, and 10% levels of
significance, respectively, for 50 observations (Fuller, 1976).

5.6.4 Cointegration Results

For the multi-variable model, cointegration is tested using the Johansen's maximlrfit

likelihood procedure (Johansen and Joselius, 1990) using the two test statistics, the trace and

eigenvalue specified in equations 5.16 and 5.17. These two statistics use residual vectors

obtained from the cointegrating equation (i.e., equation 5.1).
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The variables used in the model are defined as follows:

X: [LCItf,, LCHI, LKBWt, LKA$, LLSK, LMOG, LNDL]

where, X is vector of logged wholesale prices for Choma [LCIIM), Chipata (LCHT), Kabwe

(LKBW), Kasarna (LKAS), Lusaka (LLSK), Mongu (LMOG) and Ndola (LNDL).

Then the lagged and differenced variables are defined as:

ÂX1-¡: [D(LCHM¡¡, D(LCHT)*-t, D(LKBSI),-¡, D(LKAS)'-i, D(LLSK)u, D(LMOG),-i'

D(LNDL)t_il

for i: 1,2,3,....,p;

The maximum lag was 2 and was determined using the Aikaike Information Criteria (AIC) and

the Scwartz criterion (SC). Table 5.2 provides the test results for cointegration of the seven

regional rrraizÊ prices. The results indicate that the rank of lI for the maximal eigenvalue statistics

is zero while the rank of lI for the trace statistics is l. That is, using the results of the mÐdmal

eigenvalue we find zero cointegrating vectors and seven common trends. This suggests that the

seven price series are segmented with no long-run relationship between thern On the other hand

the results from the trace test statistics reveal that there is one cointegrating vector and six

coÍrmon trends.r6 This suggests that the maizn market system is stationary in one direction and

non-stationary in six directions. That is, the system converges to a long-run equilibrium in one

direction. These results suggest that during the period 1993 and 1997 therc was one

cointegrating vector and six conrmon trends. This would indicate the Zarnbian maue markets a¡e

not tightly linked together and, therefore, the long-run equilibrium is less stable. In other words,

the maize market system is not strongly integrated.

16 The ¡umþ¡ sf ç6mmon trerids is calculated by subtracting the number of cointegrating vectors from

the dimension of the matrix, which in this case is equal to seven (smet et. al-,1998).
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able 5.2:

Null Hypothesis Maximum eigenvalue
(À",)

Trace Statistic (À""*) 95Yo Crfücal Value

r:0 0.64 145.86* 124.24

r:1 0.6 93.84 94.15

r:2 032 47 68.52

r:3 0.23 27.08 47.21

1:4 0.15 13.82 29.68

r:5 0.1 5.49 15.41

t:6 0.001 0.03 3.76

Coin Results

Notq - indicates rejection of the null h¡pothesis at 5% sigrrificance level.

Source: Based on Data collected by the Agricultural Market and Information Center (AMIC), Ministry of

Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.

5.6.5 Causality and Integration of Maize Markets

Before the Granger causality test was carried out the VECM model was tested for

presence of any diagnostic problems in order to check for adequacy of the model. The model was

found to have no major diagnostic problems.

The results for causality tests are inferred from the F-test statistic and are presented in

Table 5.3. The results indicate the strength of causality from regional market R to regional

market P and vice-versa. A Granger causality test to establish the appropriate direction of the

flow of price information is implied if the null that there is no causality from R to P, or vice-versa,

is rejected. The discussion is limited to those market pairs that are cointegrated. This means that

Choma which was not cointegrated (at 5Yo or 10%) with any of the markets is dropped from the

17The direction of causation shown in Map 5.1 is for 95%olevel of sipificance v¡hile the discussion is also

done for lD%olevel ofsignificance.



Table 5.3: C4qlqllty't'es

-

I FROM
I
I Market R

TO Market P

Lusaka Ndola Chipata Kabwe Choma Kasama Mongu

Lusaka 6.44** 6.56*+ 2.81* t.07 16.25** 2.81*

Ndola l.s2 2.88** 2.47** 2.87** 4.31** 1.77

Chipata 1.06 2.12* t.74 1.72 4.69** 0.97

Kabwe 2.31* 13.87** 72.47** 4.19** 15.34** 2.68**

Choma 2.87** 10.47** 12.58** 1.23 14.02+* 4.97+*

Kasama 034 0.51 2.29* r.t4 1.34 1.82

Monzu 3-49** 10.80** 6.33** 5.07** 4.46** 8.10**

Results

Source: B.dsed on bata collected by the Agricultural Market and Information Center (AMIC), Ministry of
Agriculturg Food and Fisheries, Lusaka.

Notes: 1.he figures indicate the calculated F values associated with the hypothesis that there is Granger causality

from market Rto market P and vice versa.
* Significant at the 10olo level
** Sigrrificant at 5Yolevel
- Statistically non-signifi cant
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Map 5.1: Direction of Causation for Cointegrated Regional Maize Markets



The results suggest that Lusaka "Granger causes" price changes in Ndola Chipata and

Kasama at 5 percent level of significance, and those in Kabwe and Mongu at l0 percent. Price

changes in Lusaka are, however, Granger caused by those in Mongu at 5 percent and Kabwe at

10 percent. This indicates a two-way causation of prices between Lusaka and Kabwe and Lusaka

and Mongu. The results for Kabwe and Mongu are as expected. Kabwe is a major surplus

regional centre located in the major naize producing a¡ea in the country, Central province. On

the other hand, Mongu is a regional centre of the largest matze deficit remote province (i.e.,

Western). The fact that Mongu Granger causes Lusaka could be due to demand pressure for

imports since imports come through Lusaka before they get distnbuted to the remote areas such

as Mongu. No causality was found from either, Ndola Chipata or Kasama to Lusaka This

implies that there was a unidirectional causation originating from these three regional centres to

Lusaka. In this respect Lusaka leads the price formation process as far as these areas are

concerned.

The overall picture that emerges is that Lusaka only leads prices in three regional centres,

i.e., Chipat4 Kasama and Ndola but there is a bi-directional causation between Lusaka and

Mongu, and Lusaka and Kabwe. Thus, Lusaka is not a central market. Ndola is the capital ofthe

largest urban deficit province (i.e., Copperbelt) in the country. The results reveal a significant (at

5%ó level of significance) unidirectional Granger causality culminating from Ndola to Kasama

only, an insignificant causality to Lusaka and Mongu and a bi-directional causality with Kabwe.

These results suggest that Ndola is a source of price formation for only Kasama and in this sense

it can be concluded that Ndola is not a major central market for the other regional centres.

Another interesting result is that Chipata does not have any apparent causative effect on

any other price changes except KasamA with which it has a bi-directional causation. Chipata
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however, is Granger caused by price changes in Lusaka, Kabwe and Kasama in a unidirectional

way. The uni-directional results are as expected, but the bi-directional results are rather

surprising.

Kabwe Granger causes all markets and its price changes are Ç¡anger caused by those in

Lusaka Ndola and Mongu. Thus, even though Kabwe is a major malze surplus area and is

located in the major producing province, it is not a price leader for three of the markets, Lusaka,

Ndola and Mongu. Significant bi-directional Granger causality was established between Mongu

and Kabwe.

The overall conclusion is that there is no dominant market whose price changes influence

all the other markets. The bivariate model reveals that price changes n Zarrùlta appear to be

organized around more than one market. These results are more in line with the nature of

markets in developing countries, in that markets are more complex than is portrayed by the

Ravallion radial configuration of markets. These results also confirm what Silvapulle and

Jayaswiya (1994) found in the Philippines rice market.

5.6.6 Dynamic Anaþsis of Maize Market Integration.

It is not sufficient to know that markets are integrated. It is also important to know the

extent to which markets are integrated. This requires distinguishing between the short- and long-

run impact ofprice changes emnnating from one region to another. The speed of adjustment, the

length of time needed for prices to be transmitted ûom one region to another, can then be studied

within the context of dynamic adjustments.

A vector autoregressive model was first estimated with 4 lags and the number of lags was

chosen based on the AID and SC. Beginning with four lags, the lagged variables were tested for
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significance of the lagged variables and only the variables that were significant were inctuded in

the final VECM. This yielded a VECM with rwo lags.

The finding ofjust one cointegrating vector and six coÍtmon trends means that one price

can be e4pressed in terms of the other six prices. For example, if we nonnalize the long-run

relationship by the price changes in Kabwe the result can be interpreted as the long-run price

response function for the other six prices. The long-run relationship nomalised by B that is

associated with the Kabwe prices can be written as follows:

LKBWl-r¡ = -3.00LLSI(-u +0.57 LNDLl-r¡ + 0.55LCHT(-r¡ -F0.63LKASI-1¡

+0.07LMOG<_u +0.34LCIM-1) _ 1.20.

This equation shows that a one percent increase in prices in Lusaka results in a 300 percent

decrease in prices in Kabwe, whereas a one percent increase in prices in Ndola increases prices in

Kabwe by 57 percent. Prices in Kabwe increase by 55 percent, 63 percent, 6 percent and 33

percent ifprices in Chipat4 Kasaln4 Mongu and Choma respectively increased by one percent.

Table 5.4 provides the short-run and long-run results. The short-run dynamics among the

variables can be evaluated by examining the significance of and the signs on the estimated lagged

coefficients. The short-run results from the VECM revealed tbat atl the estimated short-run

coefficients except for 6 were statistically insignificant at 5 percent level. They ranged between

0.01 and 0-66. This suggests that the transmission of price changes from one spatial market to

another during the same month is weak. This result is in accordance with the notion that price

information is transmitted with a lag.
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D(rrcw) D(I¿SK) D(LNDL) D(LciÐ D(rxAS) D(LMOG) D(LclM

Estimated ßs -0.60
G2.20\

0.34
(r.27)

0.16
(0.76\

0.10
(0.49)

-0.25
(-1.03)

-0.52

G2.36',1

-0.03
(-0.08)

Estimated as

D(LKBW(-1) 0.27
(1.10)

0.r2
(0.48)

0.09
(0.48)

0.18
(1.00)

0.53
Q.37\

0.20
(1.02)

0.47
(1.61)

D(LKBw(-2) -0.66
(-2.44)

-0.58
G2.18\

-0.29

Gr.43\
-0.30

(-1.s6)
0.20

(0.83)
0.02

(0.09)
-0.61

(-l.88)
D(LLSK(-1) -0.94

(-1.5s)
0.43

(0.72l.
0.43

(0.94)
0.47

(l.09)
-0.17

G0.32\
-0.76

(-l.ss)
-0.15

G0.21\
D(LLSK(-2) -0.34

G0.76\
0.23

(0.54)
0.42

n.27\
0.s3

(1.67)
-0.r2

t-0.30)
-0.30

t-0.84)
0.13

rc.24\
D(LNDL(-1) 0.31

fl.10)
-0.004
t-0.01)

-0.25
(-r.19)

0.01
(0.04)

0.07
t0.28)

0.01
t0.06)

0.09
(0.26\

D(LNDL(-2) -0.19
(-0.7e)

-0.38
Gr.62\

-0.1I
G0.62),

-0.44

G2.s9\
0.13

(0.60)
-0.28

Gr.47\
-0.29

(-1.004)

D(LCHr(-1) 0.43
(1.60)

-0.08
G0.32\

-0.20
(-1.01)

-0.31
(-1.63)

-0.07
(-0.28)

0.23
fl.06)

0.19
(0.s8)

D(LCrrf(-2) 0.27
(1.0s)

0.24
(0.93)

-0.03
(-0.16)

-0.05
G0.25\

0.29
fl.251

0.16
(0.76\

0.28
(0.91)

D(LKAS(-1) 0.19
(0.97\

-0.002
(-0.01)

0.01
(0.08)

0.07
(0.s0)

-0.15
(-0.87)

0.16
(1.0s)

0.02
(0.0e)

D(LKAS(-2) -0.28
t-1.93)

-0.22
(-r.s2\

0.06
(0.ss)

0.15

0.42\
-0.13

(-0.99)
-0.01

(-0.r0)
-0.18

(-1.04)
D(LMOG(-r) 0.06

(0.22',1
0.39

(1.ss)
0.25

(1.28)
0.02

(0.09)
0.03

(0.12\
0.23

(1.08)
0.41

(r.32\
D(LMoG(-2) 0.55

(2.02',1
0.50

(1.89)
0.26

(1.28)
0.42

Q.r6\
-0.20

(-0.82)
0.03

(0.15)
0.33

t1.00)
D(LCHM(-l) 0.34

(1.46)
0.32

(1.38)
0.35

(l.9Tl
0.28

(1.6s)
0.31

fl.50)
0.30

(1.s7)
0.32

(1.16)
D(LCHM(-2) -0.05

(-0.19)
-0.14

(-0.s9)
-0.19

(-1.07)
-0.27

(-1.59)
-0.01

(-0.04)
-0.09

G0.47\
-0.25

(-0.88)
CONSTANT 0.04

(1.66)
0.01

(0.4r)
0.001
(0.09)

0.01
(0.69)

0.0r
(0.72'l

0.03
(1.83)

0.004
(0.16)

Adi. R3 0.51 0.46 0.56 0.66 0.67 0.49 0.48
S.E 0.14 0.r3 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.16

Table 5.4: Long-run and Short-run Integration Estimates from the Vector Error
Correction Model

Note: The figures in parentheses are absolute value of t-statistics while the numbers
in parentheses in the füst column refer to the lag order.
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The adjustment coefficients had a wrong sign for thnee of the markets and were statistically

insignificant for all the markets except for Kabwe and Mongu suggesting that the remaining

markets are weakly exogenous to the systen The speed of the adjustment is given by the size of

the adjustment coefficient. The results showed low adjustment to the long-run equilibrium in all

regional markets except in Kabwe and Mongu. Price changes in Kabwe and Mongu during the

period 1993:7-1997;12 werc transmitted to the other markets at a rate of 60 and 52 percent,

respectively, within one month This is an indication that price changes in Kabwe and Mongu are

faster in adjusting towards the long-run equilibriunr On the other hand, adjustment towards the

long run is especially slower in the case of price changes in Chipata (10%) and Ndola (16%). In

terms ofthe pararneters estimates for the lagged variables the results indicate that of all the

possible combinations only five proved statistically significant after two lags. Given that the vast

majorrty of combinations of market prices are not significant, these results are consistent with the

conclusion that there is limited evidence of effective market integration as of 1997.

The speed of adjustment is represented by the coefficient on the error correction ternr

The error correction term in each of the equations was not statistically significant for most of the

regional equations, but had the right sign (i.e., negative). This suggests that the maize markets

are less connected in the long-run The size of the coefficient for the error correction term

indicates the speed with which the system adjusts towards the long-run equilibriurn For example,

in the case of the Kabwe maue price, 20 percent of the adjustments occur in less than one month.

Granger causality results zuggest no market dominates in the price discovery of maize nZanbia.

The overall results on market integration nZawtbia indicates that, although the seven regional

markets nZantbiaare cointegrated, meaning that they have a stable long-run relationship, they

are nevertheless, weakly integrated in the short-run. This suggests that the maize marketing
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systemwas operating only moderately well by 1997 andthat it could be improved upon in future

especially once all the structural obstacles have been identified and rectified.

5.7 Summary and Conclusions

The results indicated that the wholesale price series are non-stationary in levels but are

stationary in differences. This necessitated the use of an error comection model. The Granger

causality results reject the hlpothesis that Lusaka is a central market for price discovery of maize

nZarbia. Therefore, the findings in this chapter invalidate the use of a radial market approach to

market integration n Zarbia-

The regression coefficients suggest that the extent of maize market integration was

imperfect during the period under review as revealed by the less-than-unitary cross long-run

multipliers. These suggest that private matze traders in Kabwe, Chipata and Kasama do not

respond completely to price changes in the two urban deficit areÍrs nor to Mongu a rural deficit

area.

Short-run results indicate that the matze markets are not well integrated while long-run

integration is evident suggesting that the markets do eventually move together in the long-run.

Speed of adjustment appears to be linked by the inverse of distance and directly with ease of

transport. Thus, the study found that the further away the markets are from each other the lonser

it takes for the price changes to be transmitted between markets.

The multivariate model indicates that there is one cointegrating equation and six common

trends- This suggests that markets are weakly linked together in the long-run. The implication of

the policy implications of theses results is that structural rigidities resulting from poor

infrastructure and insufficient transportation network are hampering the easy flow of information
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between markets and, therefore, the integration of markets. Thus, in order for the marze surplus

regional markets to be integrated with the deficit regions, government will have to invest in better

transportation and infiastructure facilities. At the same time the provision of market information

would help private traders to accurately predict the price signals and respond appropriately and

speedily to price changes resulting from different market shocks such as drought.
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CT{APTER. STX

PRIVATE TR.ADER AND FARMER RESPONSE TO MAR.KET
[-,TEERALXZATTON

6"1. Introduction

Chapter three showed tbat even though the maize market had been firlly liberalized by the

time of the study in 1996 the environment under which the emerging private trading sector was

operating was not yet conducive as indicated bythe government's continued (indirect) intervention

tnmaizemarkets and the high inflation rates and interest rates. Chapter four revealed that although

real producer prices had gone up after liberalization, the general result was a downward trend in

maize production in the surplus LOR provinces and an upward trend in the non-LOR provinces,

zuggesting the failure of the private sector to respond effectively to maize market liberalization.

Also amounts retained in the non-LOR region decreased while those in the LOR provinces increased

further indicating the segmentation of the mau;e regional markets. Chapter frve formallytested for

market integration using cointegration analysis and found that for the period 1993:7 and 1997 :12 the

regional maize markets nZambiawere not yet fully integrated. This zuggests that "getting prices

right" (Timmer,l986) and dismantling public monopolies alone may not induce market participants

to take advantage of the incentives offered by market liberalization in the pres€nce of structural,

institutional and other constraints. This chapter attempts to explain the factors that could be

constraining the integration of regional markets nZamb:r- by investigating the response of the

private traders and farmers to market liberalization.

The maize marketing system, as pointed out in the previous chapter, invotves many actors

undertaking particular or several roles that together form a complete marketing chain. The key

actors are farmers, traders, creditors, transporters and millers. For the marketing channel to perforrn
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its function of transferring a commodity to where it is required at the right time and in the desired

form, all the actors have to perform their component tasks effectiveþ and efficientþ. A well-

functioning market requires accurate and timely information, well-developed transport network and

transportation, adequate financinl¿ìccess to credit and storage facilities. This chapter highlights the

characteristics of the major actors in the liberalized agricultural marketing system and identifies the

cor¡straints which may b€ restricting private sector participation The methodology used to collect

the information from the market particþants was elaborated on in chapler 2. This chapter will

concentrate on the major findings ofthe survey.

6.2 Private Sector Response

A number of studies elsewhere in Africa indicate that hlbralization has led to the emergence

of a fairly competitive trading sector in grain markets in Sub-'saharan Africa since the 1980s (see for

exarnple, Lele and Christiansen, 1988; Dione, 1989, Kaluwa and Chilowa" 1991, Chiwo, Ja¡lre,

Teft, Weber and Shaffer 1991; Coulter and Golob, 1992, Coulter, 1994; and Ba¡ret, 1997).

However, a number of constraints have limited the participation of traders both in terms of

geographical and volume expansion These studies reveal firrther that the majority of entrants into

grain markets are often those who had previousþ traded in general merchandise and had branched

into grain trading upon liberalization of the market (Staatz, Dione, and Dembele, 1989).

InZambiathe few studies that have been undertaken zuggest that there has been a rapid

emergence of traders. However, there appears to be segmentation between the large-scale and

small-scale traders as they seem to operate in different circuits withthe former supplying exclusiveþ

the industrial mills located in the major urban areas and the latter supplying the public markets,

mostþ in ru¡al areas (GRZ , 1994). Also the efficiency ofthe movement ofmaize between cities i.e.,
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farm-to-wholesaler marketing of maize appears to have decreased since liberalization (Kahkonen

and Leathers, 1999). The inefficiency ofthe farrn-to-wholesaler rnarketing ofmaize was attnlbr¡tedto

a number ofnon-price factors, such as inadequate transportation infrastructure, insufficient access to

informatiorU lack of access to credit, on-fürm storage and inputs and weak contract enforcement.

6.3 Research FindinEs on Farmen Response to Market Liberalization

6.3.1 Farmer Characteristic

The results are based on descriptive statistics including tabular, cross-tabulations and chi

squÍrre tests. In the tables where the nurnber of observations in each cell met the minimum required

for a chi-sqrpre test, such a test was made. However, all chi-square results obtained were not

statistically significant- This indicates the results obtained do not vary significantly among the six

locations sampled.

The farmers covered in this study were medium- and small-scale farmers who eke out a

livelihood mostly fiom agricultmal production. According to Zanrtbia's official statistics, medium-

scale farmers produce an average cropped area of between 5 and 20 hectares while small farmers

crop less than 5 hectares on average (GRZ,1996). Small-scale ñrmers rely heavily on hand hoe

cultivation with only a very small number using oxen and most of the farm labor is obtained ûom

unpaid family workers. They use little input technology, restricted mainly to fertilizer and seeds.

Livestock is mostly of local, indigenous breeds reared under traditional and semi-traditional

husbandry. This is contrasted to characteristics of large-scale (commercial) farmers with extensive

mechanization, use of high-level technology ¿ad management, rearing of exotic breeds and heavy

reliance on permanent and casual labor. The characteristics ofmedium-scale (emergent) farmers are
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found between these two extremes.ls

Table 6.1 shows the different cha¡acteristics ofthe sampled frrm household heads in the six

blocks visited. Seventy-eight percent ofthe total sample (188) were male and only 22 percent were

female. In Lundazi 71 percent ofthe sampled farmers (98) were male while in ChipataNorthmales

accounted for 85 percent of the total sampled farmers (90). The distribution ofhousehold heads by

sex in the six blocks is mostly men (70Yo and above) except for Chitandika block, where all the

sampled farmers were male.

The majority (5lyù ofthe total farm household heads was below 35 years of age while 37

percent were between 36 and 55 years old and only 12 percent were above 55 years old. The

corresponding age distribution for Lundazi was 460/o,42o/o and 127o, respectiveþ. For Chipata the

corresponding age distribution was 54%o, 3l%o and 15olo respectively. There \¡/ere no significant

differences at the block level in terms of age distribution except in Emusa where the majority was

aged between 36 and 55 years.

The survey established ftrrther over two-thirds of the total sample had attained primary

educatior¡ slightly over a quarter had secondary education and only 5 percent of the farmers

interviewed had no formal education At the block level more than two thirds had attained primary

education except in Chikomeni, where only 57 percent had primary education. Although these

figures indicate that farmers had attained basic education, which is irrportant in receiving and

processing agriculfural infonnation to raise their productivity, much of the literacy gained is often

lost. This can be attributed to lack of opportunities to consolidate upon wbat was learnt in school In

l8 Th"r" definitions are adopted from GRZ (1994d): National Census of Agriculture (1990/92): Census Report Part
I, Cenhal Statistical Office, Lusaka. See also GRZ(7996): Agricultural Sector Perþrmance Analysis and A
Revíew of Implementation of the Agricullural Sector Investment Program, Preliminary Report prepared for the
Ministry of AgricuÌture, Food and Fisheries.
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Chiparamba Chitandika Tglal

30 90
t00% 85%
0% 15%

17% 1J%
30% 37%
23% 2t%
t3% 10%
t7% t5%

Chipata North

29
82%
t8%

Chaqkgqpe

0% 3%
73% 7l%
27% 26%
0% 0%

tr%
39%
2s%
tr%
14%

Table 6.1: Farmer Characteristics by Agricultural Block

31

74%
26%

23%
42%
t6%
6%
r3%

98
71,%

29%

t0%
36%
30%
l2%
12%

8%
63%
28%
t%

Chikomegi

3%
66%
31,%

0%

28

71%
29o/o

t8%
29%
2t%
11%
Zto/o

14%
s7%
29%
0%

7%
74%
l9o/o

0%

40
70%
30%

Mwase lundazi

Cbaracteristics Lundazi

5%
28%
43%
t3%
t3%

30
73%
27%

Sex
Total nurnber
% male
% fem

Age
ts-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56 and Up

Education
no eduçation
Primary
Secondary
College

7%
50%
27%
l3%
3%

7%
67%
27%
0%

5%
65%
28%
3%

Source: Private Agrícultural Marketing Surtey, August, 1996.
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any cases, farmers when they report having gained primary education do not refer to havi.tg

completed the full sevenyears ofprimary education and hence this could be much lower.

6.3.2 Farming ActÍvities

The major crops growninEasternprovince are maize, cotton, groundnuts, sunflower, barley

tobacco. Minor crops grown include, soybeans, mixed beans, co\rypeas, finger millet and cassava'le

In spite of liberalization, maize still dominates in Eastern province. In fact when farmers

were asked to rank the crops they grow in order of importance mane ranked füst followed by

groundnuts, cotton and zunflower (Table 6.2). Atthe block levef maize also ranked frst in all the

blocks except in Chankanze where cotton was ranked first.

Table 6.2: Crop Production Preferences by Rank by Agricultural Block in Lundazi and

Ch

BLOCK CROP RA}TK

ChipataNorth
I 2 J 4 J

Chankânze Cotton Hvbrid maize G/nuts Finger milleU
Cassava

Soybean

Chiparamba Hvbridmaize Cotton G/nuts Irish potatoes n.a

Chitandika Hvbrid maize Cotton G/nuts Sweet potatoes Local maize

Lundazi

Chikomeni Hybrid maize G/nuts Cotton Finger millet Mixed beans/
Sovbean

Emusa Hybrid maize G/nuts MixedBeans Finger millet Sunflower/
Vesetables

Mwase Hvbrid maize Sunflower G/nuts Mixed beans Finser millet

Source: Field survey data, August 1996.

Note: Rank 5: most preferred crop, while rank 1 = least preferred crop

19B"for" liberalizæion of crop marketing, maize used to be the major food crop ¿ts well as the major cash

crop. BW with market tiberalization, input credit for maize is no longer readiþ available and as such, small-scale

faràers have been forced to switch to ihose crops which either have a source of input credit or do not require

fertilizer to produce and consequently, some farmers are no\il growing enough maize only for home consumption-
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An interesting feature that seems to be emerging, especially with liberalizatiorl is that more

and more farmers are switching from maize to other crops in Eastern Province. Although no time

series data on crop production patterns were collected from farmers, the picture that emerged from

the ansr¡rers given in the process of administering the questionnaire was that ñrrners were

diversiffing into other crops, away from matze. The Lundazibased farmers seem to have switched

to groundnuts, sunflower and coffon. In Chipata" the shift seers to be overwhelmingty in favor of

cotton. For instance, during the 1994/95 production season, total area under cotton production in

Eastern Province was 15,000; but dwing the 1995196, area supported by Clark Cotton alone was

15,000 hectares (GRZ 1993). There are at least tlnee other major organizations supporting cotton

production under out-growers scheme. Further investigation ofthis emerging production pattem

revealed that farmers were shifting to cotton for two major reasons. First there was a ready market

for cotton coryared to maize. In åct the coffon companies, Sable, Clarke Cotton collected the

cotton from farmers soon after hmvest from the farrners doorstep. Second, input required for cotton

gfowing were readily available to frrmers through the out-growers scheme vfrereas mzrzÊ did not

have such a structure. Thus, with the removal of fertilizer subsidies the cost of acquiring fertilizer

for maize has become 1e6 high for most farmers. AIso the elimination ofthe state marketing boards

without a concomitant emergence of private traders means farmers have to rely on the few traders

coming to their areas.

6.3.3 Pricing Behavior

A striking feature regarding the behavior of small-scale farmers and product pricing istheir

inability to negotiate for better prices for matze with private traders. Most small-scale farmers were

found to accept the price offered by private traders. It is this failure offarmers to negotiate for better
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prices that has led many farmers to exhibit strong feelings and views against crop market

liberalization Asked why frrmers are not in position to inffuence the product price levels, most of

the respondents attributed this to the abject poverty in which they find themselves. They argued that

they have no money most ofthe year and huge expenditure backlogs build up.

Econometric studies have shown that farmers are rational in that they respond positively to

relative prices. Thus, when farmers were asked if they would increase the area planted to maize if

they expected prices to increase, more than 63 percent and 43 percent of the farmers in Chipata

North and Lundazi, respectively responded that would expand their hectares (Table 6.3). For those

who indicated that they would not expand their hectares, the bias was in favor of cottorl groundnuts

and tobacco. rWithin Lundazi, 37yo,33yo, and 6l%ó of the fürmers in Emus4 Mwase Lundazi and

Chikomeni respectively, reported that they would be influenced positively by expected increases in

ñrm-gate prices. In Chipata North, the responses were 68yo, 58Vo and 63Yo in Chankanze,

Table 6.3: 'Would you be Encouraged to Expand llectare Based on Expected fncreases in
Price.s?

Block YES Ifo

Number Percent Number Percent

Mwase Lundazi t0 33% 20 67%

Emusa l5 37% 25 63%

Chikomeni t7 6IYo u 39o/o

Chankanze 2l 68% t0 32o/o

Chiparamba T7 58o/o 12 4lo/o

Chitandika t9 630/o ll 37%

Total Sample 99 53% 89 47%

Source: Field survey data" August 1996
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Chiparamba and Chitandika respectively. For the majority of the fürmers, however, non-price

factors, in particulm, the availability of inputs such as fertilizer and grain bags, were the binding

constraints. This suggests that non-price factors play a major role in hectare expansion.

Farmers were asked to ulhat degree they understood the lfteralized crop marketing system

(Table 6.4). The majority (69%) the ofthe farmers who responded to this question had httle (34%)

or no understanding (35%) while onþ 18 percent understood the new marketing system åirly well

and 17 percent understood it very well. Even for those who reported that they understood the new

marketing system 84 percent did not like the system while onþ 16 percent appreciated the system-

The majority (46%) indicated that they did not like the system because the prices they were

receiving for their maize were too low ufrile 16 percent were still expecting government guidance on

who should buy their produce and at what price.

Imolications of Market Liberalization

Mid-way thrsrrgh the 1996/97 marketing season, farmers were still approaching the District

Marketing and Co-operative Office (DMCO) to inquire about producer prices. This suggests that

fürmers do not have a clear and well-informed understanding of the irylications of marketing

liberalization. It seems, for the hberalized crop marketing to function as expected there is need to
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Table 6.4: Percentage Distribution of the Degree to which Farmers Understand the

Degree Mwase
Lundazi

lhankanzr Chiparamba Chitandika P¡T

\ot at all 33% 53% 43% 29% 2l% 17o/o 34%

fust a little 47% 25% 29% 42% 4s% 23% 35%

t'airlv well t7% 8% rt% t3% 21% 20% l4%

[ery well 3o/o 15% l8o/o l60/o 14% 40"/o 17%

Source: Field survey data, August 1996.



teach farmers some basics regmding the interactions of supply and demand as well as how to find

out about prices on offer.

6.3.4 Constraints to Performance of the Smallholder Sub-sector

A number ofproblems have suråced following the liberalization of crop marketing whicþ if

not addressed, are likely to depress the positive response from farmers. External factors and

environmental frctors, such as the drought of l99ll92 season have understandabþ conditioned the

performance of the smallholder sub-sector. Of all the crops grown in the two districts, maize was

identified as the most problematic crop to market compared to other crops like cotton and

groundnuts. Fifty-one farmers indicated maizÊ was difficulty to market compared to I and 13

fürmers for groundnuts and cotton In addition to marketing problems the following were identified

as the major problems constraining farmer response to market liberalization

6.3.4.1 Lim ited Access to Marketins Faci litie^s

Before liberalizatior¡ NAMBoard and the Cooperative Unions lløLd a well-developed

marketing structure whereby marketing depots were established in atl crop-producing areas. This

made it relatively easy and inexpensive for farmers to deliver their crops for sale. But with

liberalization, and the subsequent withdrawal of financial support by government to the

cooperatives, not only have these marketing depots become dysfunctional but also most of them

have closed down- The new selling points (depots) tbat have emerged a¡e not only few and scattered

(making them inaccessible to most fæmers) but are mostly mobile. In additiorl marketing points

have drifted away from the farming community to the nearest urban centers.

Due to lack oftransport and the nature ofthe road infrastructure most farmers are only able
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to sell their crops within their localities as opposed to other districts where they could sell at higher

prices (Table 6.5). Thus most fürmers may not actualþ be benefiting from regional price variation

given these problems of market accessibility.

able 6.5: Can You Sell Produce?

Block
Within District

Outside District

Sample
Yes No Not

Stated
Yes No Not

Stated

Mwase
Lundazi

30
57% 37o/o 60/o 43o/o 53o/o 4o/o

Emusa
40

50o/o 35% l5o/" 20% 73% 7%

Chikomeni
28

54o/o 39% 7o/o 2lo/" 79o/"

Chankanze
3l

48o/o 3f/o l3o/o 360/o 5s% l0%

Chiparamba
29

59o/o 4r% 41% 55% 3%

Chitandika
30

67o/o 30% 3% 53o/o 47o/o

Source: Field survey data, August 1996.

The Agricultural mmketing and Infonnation Center publishes weekly bulletins on input

and product price infor¡nation. This inforrnation is broadcast on radios. It was also observed that

farrners in the study areas had limited access to market information to enable them to make

critical decisions as regards to which crops to grow, where and to whom to sell the crops. Over

50 percent ofthe sampled farmers sarnpled in the two districts r€ported to be receiving price

informatior¡ but the majority (52%) rcceived this information from extension officers, 23 percent

from the radio, I I percent through negotiations with traders and the remainder though credit co-

ordinators (6%) and visitors to the æea (8%o). All the six blocks reported access to market

information but the levels of access varied geatty (see Table 6.6). Farrners in Chipata had better
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access comptred to farmers in Lundazi while access in Chikomeni was reported by only l8% of

the reporting farmers. On the other hand, in Chþara access was as high as 80% in Chitandika.

The difference arises from the fact that Chipata is the provincial capital of Eastern Province and

is serviced with better communication facilities than Lundazi

able 6.6: Do You Have Access to Market nformation? ("/o

BLOCK YES NO NOT STATED

Chipata

Chankanze 77.4 22.6 0.0

Chiparamba 58.6 41.4 0.0

Chitandika 80.0 20.0 0.0

Lundazi

Chikomeni 17.9 78.6 3.6

Emusa 27.5 70.0 2.5

Mwase 46.7 50.0 J.J

Source: Field survev data- 1996.

6.3.4.2 On-farm Storase

A better market information system in itself is not useful unless farmers understand the

meaning conveyed in the information and are able to utilize it in their decision making-ptocess.

Perhaps due to the fact that small-scale farmers appear not to understand or appreciate the

irnplications of a liberalized crop mmketing system (see Table 6.4), farmers were not taking

advantage of price variations and market information due to lack ofon-farm storage as is indicated

in Table 6.7. For the whole sarnple 80 percent of the farmers were not practicing on-farm storage
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while only 20 percent were practicing on farm storage. The few that practiced on-farm storage had

poor facilities, onþ the tradirtional type (nkhohwe),which was not appropriate during the wet sason

A few had the improved storage (silo) (see Table 6.8). Apart from the limited storage capacities,

fürmers also were unable to engage in sp€culative storage due to pressing cash obligations

immediately after harvest. Also the farmers spoken to feared that they would incur more in interest

rate charges ifthey stored their commodities so they preferred to sell immediateþ after harvest and

repay their loans as quickly as possible.

Source: Field survey daI+1996.

Table 6.7: Percentage of Farmers Practicing On-farm Storage

BLOCK NO YES

Number Percent Number Percent

MwaseLundazi 23 77o/o 7 23Yo

Emusa 32 80% 8 2Ùo/o

Chikomeni 20 7lo/o 8 29%

Chankanze 25 8lo/o 6 l9o/o

Chiparamba 22 760/o 7 34%
Chitandika 28 93o/o 2 7o/o

Total Sample
Reportine

150 80o/o 38 zOYo

Table 6.8: o Sto Used

TYPE OF STORAGE
BLOCK

TRADITIONALTYPE
INKHOKWE)

TMPROVED STORAGE
(SILO)

Chipata

Chanka¡ze 35.5 32.3

Chiparamba 34.5 3.4

Chitandika 23.3 16.7

Lundazi

Chikomeni 21.4 17.9

Emusa 25.0 5.0

Mwase 10.0 26.7

Source: Field survey dal+ 1996.
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6.3.4.3 Low Product Prices

The major conshaint to meaningfirl particþation by small-scale farmers in a liberalized

mmket environment is the abject level of poverty characteristic to most small-scale farmers. Low

prices was one ofthe corylaints lodged by M% ofthe 174 frrmerswho respondedto the question

about problems with maize mmketing. Because farmers are always in need of cash to meet their

cash obligations in most cases they are forced to sell their produce at very low prices even as low as

K5, 000 per 90 kg bag of maize.

6.3.4.4 Inputs

One of the major constraints facing frrmers is the lack of inputs, i.e., fertiliz€r, seeds and

empty grain bags. Lack of inputs \¡/as also another problem that that was cited by 32 percent of the

reporting fürmers (174). These inputs are not easily available within the localities and to a large

extent, even from the nearest urban centers. Farmers have to travel long disances to different urban

centers in search of these inputs especialþ, empty grain bags. This makes crop mmketing exha

expensive for the farmer. These problems are compounded by the fact that not many traders deal in

input trading. For inputs like fertilizer and grain bags, credit coordinators have come to the rescue of

farmers but even then it is only the registered farrners who gain. And even for credit coordinators

the zupplies ofthese inputs are erratic, as their avaitability is problematic.

6.3.4.5 Access to Credit

The survey results indicate that small and medium frrmers are constrained by credit

availability. Eighty percent of the farmers in Mwase Block in Lundazi indicated that they did not

have access to credit. The lowest percentage of farmers without ¿rccess to credit (aS%) was
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Chiparamba in Eastern Province (Table 6.9). However, most of those that had access to credit

obtained it from non-financial institutions and individuals. Agricuttrnal marketing firms in this

regard were identified as the most important. Credit was provided mostly through contract farming

and provided an important development in the marketing chain after liberalization

Table 6.9: Do You ltrave Access to Credit?

BLOCK NO YES
Number Percent Number Percent

Mwase Lundazi 24 80% 6 20%
Emusa l3 33o/o 27 67o/o
Chikomeni 9 32% t9 68%
Chankanze 9 29o/o 22 7lV"
Chiparamba t4 48% t4 48%
Chitandika ll 37% l9 630/o
Total Sample
Reporting

80 43% 107 57%

Source: Field survey dat4 1996.

The general perception on credit availability was that it was poorly administere d, e9%) nd

that it \¡ras difficult to obtain (26%) (see Table 6.10). Lack of credit is partly a result of the

liberalization of interest rates n 1992 that occurred in an environment of high rates of inflation,

which forced nominal interest rates to sli¡nocket.

6.3.4.6 fnfrastructure Constraints

The poor state of feeder roads has also constrained the response offarmers to maize market

liberalization Most roads in the survey areas are in dçlorable state and me usually inaccessible

dwing the rain season. (Table 6. I 1). The status ofthe roads in the study sites confirns what has been

observed for the country as a v¡hole. CSO (1996) established thaf 81 per cent offrrmhouseholds in

the country lived within 5 kilometers ofapublic road. Only 7.3 per cent lived more than 10
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Table 6.10: General Perceptions on Credit Availability

PERCEPTION

Adequate

Readily Available

Properly Administered

Inadequate

MWASELTINDAZI

Poorly Administered

Difficultto Obt¿in

Interest too High

No Response

Source: Field

EMUSA

7%

3%

5%

survey data,

53o/o

CHIKOMENI

23%

l0o/o

4%

996

3%

30o/o

CHANKANZE

l4%

38o/o

4%

r6%

29o/o

78o/o

CHIPAR.AMBA

32o/o

13%

4o/o

13%

t1%

l0o/o

r6%

7o/o

l9o/o

CHITANDIKA

70o/o

l0o/o

l0o/o

t3%

28o/o

14o/o

SAMPLE

t7%

8o/o

L3%

14%

L7%

r%

23%

77%

3%

7o/o

29o/o

t0%

26%

lo/o

1t%

1,26
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kilometers away from a public road. A GRZ(1996: p.26) report concluded, 'the poor state of

feeder roads, iryassable at critical times of the agriculturat s€ason, is the major problem- Other

sources ofworry are the lack ofbridges and other problems at watercourses." Due to the bad state of

feeder roads and perbaps low incomes, the most common mode of transport found was ox-carts,

particularly for shorter distances. Farmers who did not have any draught power at times hired ox-

carts. For longer distances, årmers used motorized transport but rnany found this costly. A few

farmers living in the communities had one or two trucks that were hired out to other farmers.

able 6.11: State of the Road from Local Area to Nearest Sellins Point
BLOCK

]TATE
CHANKANæ CHIPARAM

BA
CHITANDI

KA
CHIKOME

NI
EMUS

A
MWAS

E

A,lright 3.2 31.0 26.7 32.7 22.5 0.0

Seasonally
lad

323 20.7 6.7 3.6 125 10.0

\trot good 22.6 27.6 133 42.9 575 833

]ridse bad 6.5 0.0 3.3 3-6 0-0 0.0

Feeder roads bad 6.5 6.9 J.J 14.3 t.) 0.0

loads not
\4aintained

29.O 13.8 46.7 3.6 0-0 33

Source: Field survey data 1996.

It can be argued that low incomes is the major reason why farmers prefer to use ox-carts

rather than vehicles and hence even if feeder roads were developed the problem would continue. It

was, however, observed that those areas with relativeþ well-serviced roads tended to bave private

transporters moving farmers' inputs and products and chmging prices many farmers were able to

afford. Thus, a well-developed and serviced network is a prerequisite to the development of a viable

private led agricultural marketing systeur- A well-serviced network ofrural roads not only enhances

competition in supptying inputs and marketing agriculfurat goods, but also ensures timeþ delivery of

agricultural services.
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6"4 Research Results on Traden Response to Market Liberalization

6.4.1 Characteristics of Traders

This section presents a summary ofthe characteristics ofthe traders interviewed in Eastern

Province. A total of 25 traders, 9 in Chipata and 16 in Lundazi, were interviewed. Table 6.12

presents the main cbaracteristics ofthe traders interviewed. A general pictrne tbat emerged is one of

a market dominated by a youthful trading sector the majority (84%) of whom were male who had

cornpleted mostþ primary level education (407o). The majority had entered the maize hading

between 1995 and 1996, indicating the easy of entry once the market became fully hiberalized in

1995. The kind oftrading mentioned ranged fromselling rnerchandise inmakeshift shops situated

in strategic areas to importing and exporting ofgoods. In additior¡ although maize was the dominant

crop traded, other crops also feafr¡red prominently and traders appeared to prefer trading a

combination of crops. Thirty-two percent were trading exclusively in maize while the majority

(Mo/o) traded in maize and one crop and I percent traded inmaize and two other crops. The traders

interviewed were found trading in bulrush millet, groundnuts, mixed beans, cotton, soybeans, rice,

beans, potatoes, sunflower and sorghum-

The picture that emerges is also one ofa conshained trading sector interms oftranspofation,

storage facilities, and financial resources. The results indicate that traders had limited ownership of

market åcilities. Only 32 percent of the traders interviewed had transport of their owr¡ while 68

percent relied on hired transport. Only 16 percent ofthe traders had had their own storage facilities.

AIso the size ofthe storage capacity for the majority ofthe traders suggests that the majority ofthe

traders deal with small quantities of maize at a time. Apart from the lack of specialization, traders

a¡e also limited by financial resources, with most of their operations being financed though their
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Table 6.12 Characteristics of Traders
LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

Small-scale
traders

Large traders Small-scale
haders

Number of observations t0 6 9 25

%o ased between l5-25 years 40.0 JJJ 28.0
o/o ased between 26-35 vears 30.0 JJ.J 55.6 40.0
o/o ased between 36-45 vears r0.0 s0-0 16.0

To aseð between 46-55 years 20.0 16.7 I 1.1 16.0

%oMale 100.0 100.0 56.0 84-0

% that finìshed at most primary school
education

50.0 17.0 44.0 40.0

% that finished at most secondarv school
education

50.0 56.0 40.0

% that finished a college/tJniversity
Education

84.0 20.0

o/o that enteredmaize nadine before l99l 30.0 12.0

% that entered maize trading between l99l
and 1994

20.0 17.0 33.0 24.0

%othatentered maize trading between 1995
and 1996

50.0 84.0 66.0 64.0

% tradine in maize onlv l0-0 16.7 77.8 32.0

% hadine in maize and one more croD 60.0 83.3 M.0
% tradins in maize and two more crops 10.0 8-0

% tadins in other crops other than maize 20.0 222 16.0

% with own transport 20.0 83.3 11.t 32.O

7o who hiretansport 80.0 16.7 88.9 68.0

% wi*r own storage facility 0.0 66.7 0.0 16.0

Source ofinitial capital obtaineil from:

Own resources 7t-4 66.6 77.8 72.0

Relatives/friends 30.0 22.2 20.0

Commercial bank JJ.J 8.0

Source: Field survey dat4 August 1996.

own Íesources (72yo),20 percent from relatives and friends and onþ 8 percent from commercial

banks suggesting the limited access to formal financial institutions.

To take into account the variation in size the analysis that follows is bas€d on a division of

the sample into two main categories, large and small traders. Since the sample for the medium- scale
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traders was too small (2) for any meaningful analysis they we grouped them together with the small

traders- Hence, from now onwards we shall refer to this group as small traders. Large traders were

incorporated businesses with all the characteristics of a formal business entity. They were

characterized as those handled in excess of 500 bags (90 kgs) of maize in one marketing season

Medium-scale traders were classified as those handling between 101 and 500 bags while small

traders handled up to 100 bags.

6.4.2Trader Entry into Maize Marketing

Table 6.12 indicates that there was a rapid entry oftraders into maize trading after 1995

when the maize marketing became liberalized, i.e. among the small traders 50 percent and 66

percent had entered marketing inLundazi and Chipata, respectiveþ, while among the large-scale

traders 84 percent had done so in Lundazi. It would qppear that the main attraction to maae

trading was the perceived profitability ofmaize (48yù and the availability ofthe apparent

existence ofmaize rnarkets (25%). It is, however, interesting to note that for the small-scale

traders inbothLundazi and Chipataprofitabilitywas the main reasontbat attracted many small-

scale traders to maize marketing while for the large-scale traders it was the availability ofthe

market (see table 6-13). This result is consistent withthe conventional neoclassical model of

entry in which firms are driven by positive industry profits. But when we calculate the net

margins per 90 kg bag of ntø'zn that a typical srnall trader was getting, the mmgins are not thaf

high as perceived by the small-scale traders, they are very minimal (see Table 6.14). The table

indicates that if a small trader based in Lrmdazi sold his 90 kg bag ofmaize in Lusaka he would

only get a net margin of l3 percent and if he sold it in Chipata his net margin would be 14

percent. Surprisingþ, he gets even lower net margin if he sold it in Lundazi These net margins
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Table 6.13: Reason for StaÉing Maize

Source: Field survey data, August 1996.

Table 6'14: Estimated Net Margin (for a90 kg bag of maize) f,on a Representative
Small-scale Trader Based in Lundãzi.

TYPE SELLINGIN

CHIPATA

SELLINGIN

LUNDAZI

SELLINGIN

LUSAKA

Selling price 1s,000 l2$00 18,000

Cosb:

Buyingprice of 90 kC bag 7,000 7,ffiO 7,000

Transport cosilgO kg b*C 3,500 2,000 6,500

Handling charges ¿uu 100 500

Cost ofgrain bag t,)uu r,500 1,500

4ö€ 150 100 200

tævy )uu n.a 500

Total costs rr,ö)u r0,700 15,700

Transport costs as a % of total coG 27o/o l9/o t4%

I Net margin (% of seling"rice
I

-

¡joufce: F telrl crrn¡er¡ ¡lq*o Ã

l+"/o 7lo/o l3o/o

Field survey dat4 August 1996.

ile much lower than what wehelie (1989) found in Somalia for maize e}%)or rlayami et.al

found in the Philþpines (30%)- one ofthe reasons why small-traders in Eastern province may

a rad
REASON L{INDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

Small- and
medium-scale

traders

Large
traders

Small-scale
traders

22-2
Availability ofMarker 40.0 50-1 28.0Availability o f C lients 10.0 16,7 11.1 12.oProfit¿bility 50.0 16.7 66.7 48.0Availability ofMaize
supplies 12.0

ayailability storage I6_7 4.0No. of observations l0 l6 9 25

l3l



perceive higher net mmgins for maize is that they do not take into account some ofthe

transaction costs involved in maize marketing- A discussionheld with a group of smll tradeffi in

Chipata revealed that small traders only consider the transportation costs, while other just

considered the difference ktween the selting price and the buying price. This therefore calls for

education of the small traders.

6.4.3 Source and Destination of Maize

The responses from traders indicated that there were no hard and frst rules about where or

howtraders obtained their crops. The majority (77%lofthetraders obtained their maize fromwithin

the district oftheir operation, q¡hile 12 percent restrict themselves to within the province and others

are ready to transcend provincial boundaries (16%) (Table 6.15). The variations betweenthe traders

are also apparenL The rnajority of the small traders (74%) obtained their maize from within the

Table 6.15: Source of Maize

TYPE LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

SmalUmedium

scale taders

Large-scale

taders

Small-scale

hades

Within dishict s0.0 83.3 100-0 72.0

Outside district 10.0 t6-7 12.0

Outside province 40.0 16.0

No. of obssrvations l0 6 9 )\

Source: Field survey data" August 1996

districts oftheir residence while 21Yo and 57o from outside the province and neighboring districts,

respectively. Similarl¡ the majority ofthe reporting large-scale traders (83%)puchased thenmaþe
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from within the district while the remainder purchase maiza from outside the district of their

residence. Table 6.16 indicates that small-scale traders accounted for only 4 percent of the marzÊ

purchased by the sampled traders in 1996 while the large-scale traders accounted for the rest (96%).

Table 6.16: Quantities of Maize Purchased by Private Traders by Source:
1995196 marketins season

TYPE LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

SmalVrnedium

scale faders

Large-scale

taders

Srnall-scale

bades

Farmers 916 41,000 583 42Ags

Other Private Traders z0 30 50

Total 936 4l$00 613 42,549

Source: Field survey dat4 August 1996

When traders were asked how their maize is brought to their point of sale, 44 percent

indicated that it \¡ras brought to thenu 32 percent said they go and fetch it from the farmers

themselves and the remaining 24 percent said they make ordsrs (Table 6.17). Ofthose who hadthe

maue delivered to thenL received it from mostly from farmers (73%). Small traders had their maize

delivered exclusively by the ñrmers, while large traders were mainly $pplied by the small-

assemblers (50%). One large-scale trader intimated that preferred the maize to be delivered to him

because he incurred significant losses in the previous marketing season as a result of thefts by the

workers he sent out to purchase crops. Of those who had the maize delivered to therrL about 60%

had entered into contracts with the suppliers. (see Table 6.18). The most common contracts entered

into included agreements on order-price only (20%), quantity to be supplied (7Yo), both price and

quantity (67%) and price and credit arrangements inthe case of contract årming (7o/o).
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Table 6.17: How is Maize Brought to Your Selling Point?

Table 6.18: Did you make any promíse to Supplier of maize before delivery?

TYPE
LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

Small-/medium-
scale traders

Large-scale
traders

Small-scalc
tades

MAIZE ISDELTVERED TO TRADERBY;

Producers 100.0 25.0 100.0 72.7

Small assemblers 50.0 t8-2

Wholesalers 2s.0 9.1

MAIZE IS COLLECTED BY TRADERFROM:

Producers 100-0 50.0 r00.0 87J

Small assemblers s0.0 t2-s

Wholesalers

TRADER MAKES ORDERS FROM:

Producers 100.0 100.0 66-7 833

Small assemblers JJ.J t6-7

Wholesalers

Source: Field survey dat4 August 1996.

TYPE
LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

Small-/medium-
scale traders

Large.scale
haders

Small-scale
trades

%o who made promise to supplier before delivery
of maize

s0.0 66.7 66.7 60.0

Ofwhich:

Order-price only 60.0 t6.7 20.0

Order-quantity only 40.0 83.3 6.7

Order-quantity and price 75.0 66.7

Credit 2s.o 6.7

Source: Field survey data August 1996.
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Those who collected their own maize collected it mostly from farmers. And again small

traders collected it exclusively ñom the farmers, uåile large traders collected 50 percent from

farmers and 50 percent from small assemblers. Those who made orders, made them with mostly

farmers (83 %). Su¡prisingl¡ small traders in Chþara also made orders with smalt assemblers

(33%), although they made most of their orders with farmers (6g%).

The destination ofthe maizn, on the other han{ was mostly outside Eastern province.

Maize was sold mostly to millers (98%) while the remainder was sold to consumers at public

markets. What is interesting to note is that small t¡aders in both Lundazi and Chipata supplied

the bulk oftheir maize to public markets (46% and.glYo,respectiveþ), while the large-scale

traders supplied exclusively to industriat mills. In åct v¡hen the medium-scale traders me

excluded, we find that the small-sale traders in both districts exclusively supply the public

markets u¡hile the medium-scate suppty the millers, ie., local hammer-mi[ers based in Lundazi

and Chipata-

These results zuggest that the traders are segmented in their trade. These resufts are

consistent with those found by GM(199a). For instance, 32 percent of the traders (mostly

Iarge- and medium-scale traders) sold their rrrlatzlto millers outside their districts and province

(mostly Lusaka) (see Table 6.19). Small-scale traders on the other hand sold within their

province, mostþ to consumers af the mmkets in small quantities. The results indicated that at the

time of the survey' even though large-scale traders were small in number they accounted for the

bulk ofthe mai?ß sotd þ the sampted årmers, uibite small-scale traders tbat were large in

nurnber only accounted for 4 percent. Small-traders accounted for 4 percent awhile, large scale

accounted for 96 percent ofthe total maize sold by the smveyed traders in 1996.
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Table 6.L9: Quantities of Maize Sales by Frivate Traders by Destination
1995 196 Marketins Season

TYPE LTJNDA.Z CHTPATA TOTAL
SmalUmedium
scale haders

Large-scale
tradcrs

Small-scale
tradens

Millers 580 41,000 56 47,636

Consumers at public

Markets

486 s42 1,028

Total 1,066 41,000 598 42,664

Source: Field survey dat4 August 1996.

These above results, therefore, indicate that in general traders are buying maize from within

the districts and selling it to deficit districts and provinces. Very little of the ma:ze was being

elported to neighboring countries at the time. Thuq the flow ofcrops traded is from surplus regions

to deficit regions.

In order to determine ulhether traders were engaging in speculæive buyingiseiling, they were

asked to indicate the strategies they employ in buþg or selling maae. Table 6.20 indicates that 68

percent of the traders buy progressiveþ over the year but sell immediately upon purcbase of their

marze (48%) indicating quick turnover and lack of storage facilities. The scenario is the same for

small-scale traders. For large-scale traders, however, the majority (67%) buy at harvest and sell

immediately (50%), an indication that they are not involved in speculative storage. Part of the

reason is the lack ofmarkets and high costs ofstorage. Storage costs ranged bfween ZK30,000 -

2K50,000 per month for a district shed with a capacity of 30,000 bags and ZKI million per month

for a SIDA shed which has a capacity of 55,000 bags ofmaize.
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TYPE
LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

Srnall-/medium-
scale haders

Large.scale
haders

Srnall-scale
frades

BUYING STRATEGY

Harvest time 66.7 r6.0

Progressive brying over whole year 70.0 33-3 88.9 68.0

Progressive buying over whole year

with big buy before shortage

30.0 I t-t 16.0

SELLTNG STRATEGY

Sell immediaæly 50_0 50-0 M.4 48.0

Sell throughout the y€ar 20.0 t6-7 JJ.J 24.0

Hold until price increases t6-7 4.0

Contractual selling t6.7 I 1.1 8.0

Offer discount to client 20.0 8.0

No shafegy l0-0 1 t.l 8-0

No. of observations l0 6 9 25

Source: Field survey dat4 August 1996.

Table 6.20: What is Your Strategy for Buying and Selling Maize?

6.4.4 Constraints

Among the majorproblems facedbytraders,lackoftxansportwas the mostpressing (40tld

followed by lack of sufficient funds Q4%),lack of clients (20%) and last, poor storage facilities

(16%) (see Table 6.21)- Among the large-scale traders, lack of sufficient funds was the most

pessing while among the small traders in Lundazi it was lack oftransport. In Chipat4 poor storage

åcilities appeared to be the most problematic.
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Table 6.21 Problems Traders Encountered Ín Their Tradin n

TYPE
LUNDAZ{ CHIPATA TOTAL

Small-/medium-
scale traders

lange-scale
traders

Small-scale
trades

Lack of Clients 20.4 t6.? 22.2 20.0

Lack ofsufficient frmds 20.0 66.7 22-2 24-O

Lack ofmean ofhansport 60.0 222 40.0

Poor storage facìlities JJ.J 1ó.0

Source: Field survey data August 1996.

6.4.4.L Lack of Transport

Access to the means oftransport is essential to the private traders' operations. The majority

of small and medium scale traders did not owïr transport (68%) but instead depended on hired

transport like trucks, oxcarts, bicycles or a combination of oxcarts and vans/trucks. Others

hitchhiked whatever transport they could get. During the field study, several groups oftraders were

found who had not been able to secure transport for periods longer than one week- This general lack

oftransport had translated into very high transport charges. Traders' lack oftransport facilities was

due to the poor state of roads. Those that had transport, especially transporters, were unwilling to

service the remote surplus areas that had bad roads and bridges for fear of breakdowns.

Transport charges were norrnaþ based on per kg þer tone) load, distance or hours spent in

transit or their combination. For example in 1986 the hire charges for transporttng maize ranged

ûom KT5iton/lrrn to K270lton/lün. The price per ton was higher for remote areas than for urban

areas due to the poor road infiastructure. Because transport charges were found to be exorbitant,

50% of the traders were located within l0 km oftheir main point of sale.
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6.4.3.2 Lack of Start Up Capital

Inadequate funds mearìs tbaf traders cannot expand their operatiom- Discussions with a few

large traders indicated that access to formal credit was limited. The sfudy found that most traders

(72%) had used their own resouroes r¡¡hile the remainder either borrowed from friendV relatives

(87d and banks (8%), and the remainder from other sources. These results suggest that the majority

oftraders rely on their personal financial r€sources.

6.4.4.4 Lack of Storaee Facilities

One of the major assunrptions underþing mrket hlberaliation is that the private sector will

take advantage of the price variations seasonally. What is interesting however, is that most of the

traders including, the large-scale traders, do not seem to store their crops for speculafive pìqposes,

but rather sell everything at once (see Table 6.20). A major reason for this kind of behavior was

attnbuted to lack of storage åcilities coupled with the high storage costs involved, especialþ in

tenns ofrentals and spoilage ofthe crop. The generalpicture, however, is that very little storage for

speculative purpose is going on among the traders. For the large traders, the storage costs as well as

the buþ nature of agricultwal commodities discouraged many of them to store. The small-scale

traders, on the other hand, are mostþ opportrrnists who want to make quick money. They do not

seem to take advantage of the benefits of storing for speculative purposes. In any case they deal in

smaller quantities that do not require long-term storage. Also, they have immediate cash needs that

prevent them from waiting for such a time when prices peak later in the season.

6.4.5 Traders' Perception Market Liberalization

Table 6.22 shows the different opinions offered by the interviewed on different aspects of

government policies pertaining to market hlberalization It is clear from the table that the majority
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rketi ßsuesTable 6.22: Traders o on on ma

TYPE

LUNDAZI CHIPATA TOTAL

SmalUmedium-scale taders Lage-scale faders Srnall-scaþ trades

Government regulations

Good 70.0 66-7 66.7 60.0

Not favorable r0.0 I l.l r6.0

No opinion 20.0 16.7 22.2 24.0

Financing

Good 10.0 33.4 t2.0

Poor 70.0 33.4 ff -) 48.0

Not aware 20.0 44.4 16.0

No opinion 33.3 24.0

Transportation

Good 10.0 16.7 11.1 16.0

kradequate 50.0 16.7 24.0

Verybadroads r0.0 163 16.0

Expensive 20.0 t6-7 44-4 28.0

Not aware 222 8-0

No opinion 10.0 333 8.0

Leasing state storage facilities

Good 30.0 16-7 I l-r 16.0

Too expensivdinaccessible 60.0 16.7 22.2 36.0

kradequate r0.0 16.7 44.4 24.0

Not aware 22-2 4.0

No opinion 50.0 16.0

Marketing liberalization PolicY

Verygood 90.0 16.7 22.2 48.0

Good 10.0 JJ.J 55.6 28.0

Poorþ implemenæd 22.2 12.0

No opinion -0 50.0 12.0

Source: Field survey data, August 1996.
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oftraders (76W believe that libemlization of maize market was the best thing that government

ever did. This is in contrast to the feelings e>çressed by the ånners who feh ttrat govemment

should get back to controlling the agricultural sector. However, the table indicates that

govemment should not have rushed to withdrawal from the lraizß market br¡t should have

maintained some form ofregulation (60%). In additiontraders felt that government had poorly

administered the financing of maizr- arrd that its policy on leasing storage frcilities gave traders

limited accessibility to them as they were very expensive, not many of them could afford them.

Traders also felt that transportation was inadequate and that roads were bad.

Overall however, traders seem to have embraced the liberalization of the agricultural

sector corrpared to ñrrers who still were calling for the return of the marketing system-

6.5 Sr¡mmary and Conclusions

The liberalization of the agricultrral sector in general and the lrøuÊ market in particulm,

seem to have been embraced by the private traders compmed to the farmers- This is in spite of the

constraints that traders were frcing. The chapter revealed thaf the mîize market is segmented with

the private traders supplying different market circuits. Part ofthe reasonis due to the conshaintsthat

the traders are frcing. The large-scale seemto be constrained muchmre by lack of finances which

in turn have prevented them in reaping economies of scale and investing in storage facilities. Small

traders on the other hand are constrained mostly by lack oftransport, hence their åihne to pwchase

large quantities ofmaize at any one time. They also do not engage in speculative storage because the

rental charges me too high and they do not have their own storage facifities.

Farmers on the other have not responded positively to real producer prices due to the lack of

markets, credit, road infrastructure and storage åcilities. The removal ofthe fertilizers subsidies and
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the state marketing organizations has paused a big challenge to farmers. In the long-run this will lead

to reduction in maize marketing (see Mwanaumo 1995 and Holden 1993 as quoted in

Mwanaumo).Most of them are willing to expand their hectarage but the prices theyreceive are too

low and they lack access to agricultrnal inputs. They also do not engage in speculative buying due to

lack of on-farm storage or inadequate storage facilities.

The chapter also indicated that all the sites visited had limited accessribility due to the poor

state of feeder roads. All the blocks had motorized feeder roads that were passable during the dry

season br¡t were diffEcult to use during the rainy s€ason, particularly at bridges- The situation

appeared to get \¡rorse as one moved away from the district's center. Development of basic social

inûastructure Ècilities, such as schools and medicat centers, were also noted to be insufficient- The

most common diseases in atl the areas visited are malaria and diarrhea and this tends to become

more acute drning the rainy season at the peak of labor dernand when ñelds must be prepared for

planting and weeding has to be done. Poor healthhas been cornplicated by the advent of AIDS. In

one village visite4 interviews could not take place on several occasions because four deaths had

occurred within one week. Another factor corrylicating the health of the population in the sites

visited was the poor supply ofwater, particularly in the rainy season- The declining health status of

the rural population has made it difficult for small fanners to increase their levels of production.

An assessment ofthe situation in the study sites clearþ showd therefore, that liberalization

occurred at a time when a¡eas visited were ill-prepared for a private-led agriculttnal marketing

systern It was likelythaf poorþ maintained roads and the absence of storage frcilities would causes

the new agricuttural marketing system to marginalize the farmers in remote areas rather than

integrate them into a well-functioning market. In alt the places visited and though the group

interviews farmers indicated that they were generally dissatisfied with the curent marketing
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arrângement except in areas nearest to district centers where the road infrastructure was relatively

better. It was a general view that Govemrnent had withdrawn too rapidly Èom agriculh¡rat

marketing.

The srnvey results indicaled that in tbose areas where the road inùastructure is poor,

especially in the remote areas where transportation costs are prohibitive to mÍtny traders, private

sector mmketing activities have not yet ernerged- For the efficient movernsnt of goods within the

rural areas, in particular remote rural areas, a good transportation network is necessary. These

include things like bicycles, oxcarts and fuin-vfreel drive vehicles. For transporting goods outside

the producing areas to consunrption centers, it is irryortant to have proper and adequate road

networþ transport and communicafion networks. Characterization of the actors has revealed a

private sector that lacked the capacity to enter the rnarket and immediately take over completely the

fünctions previously perforrred by cooperatives- Ifthe objectives ofliberalization were to be met,

Government would need to initiate a progtam to irnprove the capacity of the private sector undertake

these firnctions.
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CI{APTER. SEVETq

S{TMMARY ANï} CONCT,{'STONS

7.1 Introduction

Z'aÍrbia'is endowed with abundant land resources and a climate that is conducive to growing

a number of crops. In comparison to other African counhies, the arable land per capitaavailable in

Zambt;¿ is higb estimated at 4 hectares in 1995. However, these resour,ces remain under-utilized.

Of the total available land for cultivation only 25 percent was under cultivation in 1995. Also the

share of agriculftne in total GDP has oscillated arot¡nd 20 percent per arìnum during the 1990s.

7'anrtbia's population has increased from a mere 4 million people in 1969 to an estimated 9 million

people in 1995. It is estimatd that by the yeat 2O25 Zaúta'spopulation will increase to over 19

million. As aresult, the demand for food is expected to increase substantially.

Prior to libralization in 1990, the governrent intervened in the agriculh¡ral sector. The main

objectives forgovenrment interventionwere to achieve sustainable domestic food supplies, i.e., self-

sufficiency in major food crops in order to feed an ever increasing urban populatioq to stabilize and

ensure low food prices for urban consumers; and to achieve an equitable regional development

(FAO, 1997a). At the end ofthe 1980s these objectives were b"iog achieved mainlythrough the

following strategies: controlled producer prices, consumer subsidies, transportation and storage

subsidies, and agricultural inputs and credit subsidies.

Studies indicate that these policies had an overall negative impact on agricultural production

of most crops, especially tnaiza, and the fiscal budget- As a result there was a reduction in area

under cultivation for most crops (FAO 1997a). Also the policies ofuniformpricing led to a shift in
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the production of the staple crop from the LOR provinces to the non-LOR provinces located away

ûomthe major consuming areas fKalinda 1993).

Zarnbta's aggressive reforrn agenda is \¡rith few parallels on the sub-continent. Within one

year of coming to power in 1991, the MMD Government had put in place a number of radcal

reforms targeted at macroeconomic stabilization and introducing new systems of managing the

economic and social sectors. At the macn) level an atteryt was made to reduce the fiscal budget

and reduce inflation. V/ithin the agricultural sector, the reduction of government intervention in

frBiæ marketing has been one of the major components of struch¡ral adjustment policies. Policy

instruments used included the abolition of the national marketing board (i.e., NAMBoard) and the

deconhol ofpan-seasonal and pan-territorial prices. The laffer implies thaf prices are to respond to

regional and seasonal price differentials. The forrner means the particþation ofthe private sector in

regional rrrize mmketing. ïVith these rleasures introduced, the Zambian govemment e4pected thaf

by the end of 1996 the new marketing systern, led by the private sector, would have developed fully

without a need for government to come in prop up the private sector. However, by early 1996 it

became clear that the marketing system was not working as anticipated: farmers were coûplaining

ofa lack ofmarket outlets for their surplus maize and that traders were swindling them in their trade.

Onthe otherhand, the traders appeared to be concerned withthe continued govemmentintervention

and the unst¿ble developments in real interest rates.

The main question that this thesis attempted to âns\¡rer is whether the spatial rnaurc markets

in Zambia were becoming integrared and ifnot why not. To answer this main question tbree

major issues were examined:

ô What has happened to quantities of maue produced and to naizeretention at the farm

level?
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ô Have the regional markets become integrated?

s Has a vibrant private trading sector emerged to fill up the gap left þthe govenürcnt

parastatal?

The rest ofthe chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 provides the major findings from

the study. A conclusion and policy irrylications follow this.

7"2 Summary of, Major Findings of'the Study

7.2.1Changes in M;atu;e Deficit /Surplus and Retention

Atthough real producer pricet o¡maize have shown an upward hend, production ofmaize at

the national level reveals a downward trend between 1980 and 1997. Production fluctuated from a

high of 20 million 90-kg bags during the 1988/89 season to a low of 5 million 90-kg bags during

lggllg92. By 1992193 it increased to almost 1 I million bags, the highest it ever reached during the

entire post-reform period. In 1995196 it fell to 16 million bags and finalty by 1996197 it had ållen

to just below 1 1 million bags. With liberalization of the nrai?Ê mmket, the production of maize was

expected to increase in regions close to consurytion areas located along the LOR (ie., Lusak4

Centra! Southern and Copperbelt) and decrease in regions far from consumption areas and located in

the non-LOR (i.e., Eastern, Luapula Mongu, Northern andNorthwestem). However, the statistics

suggest that the LOR has experienced a downward trend tnmølze production while the non-LOR

provinces indicate an upward trend in maize production drning the period I 980 to 1997. The decline

in production was largely due to a decline in area planted, which in turn w¿N a result of drought,

especially during the l99lt92 season Although the area planted to maize showed an upward tnend,

it declined from ahigh of lmillionhectares during the 1988/1989 seasonto 520 thousand hectares in
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lgg4lg5 before increasing to 676 thousand hectares in the following season. Howevet, by 1996197

season it had faìlen to 648 thousand hectares.

To exclude the effect of drought onthe surplus/deficit position at the national, regional and

provincial levels we picked two years thal had normal rainåll conditions, a pre-liberalization year

( I 989) and a post-h'beralization year ( I 996). The study also revealed that even under normal rainfall

conditions, fun liberalization of the mai?Ê marketing did not bring about any significant changes in

ma¡g1e supply and amounts retained at the farm level. If anything, the analysis revealed that even

under norrnal rainålt conditions Z,amba experienced a decline of 70 percent in its surplus position

after the mau;e market was conpletely liberalized. This decline was, however, less than what was

recorded during the drought years of 1982/1983 and 19911199 (10657o). The deficit position in

Lusaka increased by 27 percent while that in Copperbelt declined by 37 percent between 1989 and

1996. In the non-LOR the three deficit provinces still rnintåined their deñcit position, even ifthe

magnitude of their nìatza, deficits had declined: Western by 360/o, Luapula 25To andNorthwestern

18%. The analysis also revealed that the three srrplus provinces (ie., Central, Southern and Eastem

provinces), that account for over 70 percent of the total maize produced in the country in most years,

experienced a decline in their surplus position after liberalization- The surplus position for the

surplus regions should have been greater than that before liberalization. But this does not seemto be

the case. These results suggest a limited response to price hiberalization by the fa¡mers in Zambia as

well as the presence of structural rigidities.

An examination of the changes thaf have occr¡rred in on-årm storage revealed thaf maize

retentions by nau:e increased 58 percent in the LOR and declined by 5 percent in the non-LOR

provinces suggesting not onþ a limited rcqlonse by ñrmers but also a lack ofmaize markets.
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7.2.3\ntegration of the Regional Maize Markets

This study examined spatial integration of r¡aize markets as opposed to inter-teqroral or

vertical integration of markets. Spatial market integration implies the smooth transfer of price

signals and information ¿æros.s spatiatly sspa¡äfed markets. For a counfry like Zambia thaf is

sparsely populated, undertaking a study on spatial integration is important not only for ensuring

regional bahnce among food-surplus and food-deficit regions and regions producing non-food cash

crops @elgado 1986) but also for improving policies on market h"beralization.

The study used the Johansen cointegration procedure and a multivariafe vector error

correction model CVEClvf) to e>rarnine the long- and short-run market integration, respectively.

Using the Johansen procedrne, the study found only one cointegrating vector and six commontends

among the sevenmarkets zuggesting that the sevenregionalmarkets were weakly connected during

the period 1993:7 to 1997:12. According to Isrnet, Barkeþ and Lteweþ (1998: pp-287 - 2BS)

*[the] number ofcointegrating vectors supported by the multivariate test is an important indicator of

the extent of market integration among variables in the price system and is directly related to the

number of common stochastic trends (unit roots) in the system. . .. [Therefore] an increase (decrease

in such vectors is viewed as an increase (deffease) inthe strength and stability ofprice linkages."

The finding ofjust one cointegrating vector and six coûlmon trends means that one price can

be expressed in terms of the other six prices. We found that a one percent increase in prices in

Lusaka results in a 300 percent decrease in prices in Kabwe, whereas a one percent increase in

prices in Ndola increases prices in Kabwe by 57 percent. Prices in Kabwe increase by 55 percenf,

63 percent, 6 percent and 33 percent ifprices in Chipata Kasama, Mongu and Choma

respectively increased by one percent.

The short-run results from the VECM revealed that allthe estimafed short-run coefficients
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except for 6 were statistically insignificant at 5 percent level. They ranged between 0.01 and

0.66. This zuggests that the ransmission ofprice changes from one spatial market to another

during the same month is weak. This result is in accordance with the notion that price

informtion is hansmitted with a lag.

The adjustrnent coefficients had a lrrong sign for thee ofthe markets and were statisticalþ

insignificant for all the markets excep for Kabwe and Mongu suggesting that the remaining

markets are weakly exogenous to the system- The results showed low adjustment to the long-run

equilib'riumin all regional markets except in Kabwe and Mongu. Price changes in Kabwe and

Mongu dtning the pariod 1993:7-1997:12 were transmitted to the other markets at a rafe of 60

and 52 percent, respectively, \rvithin one month- This is an indication that price changes in

Kabwe and Mongu are frster in adjusting towards the long-run equihibniurn On the other hand,

adjustment towards the long run is especially slower in the case ofprice changes in Chþata

(10%) and Ndola (l6yù. The Granger causalityresults suggest no market dominate inthe price

discovery of maue n Zambra.

The overall results on market integration in Zambia indicafes that, although the seven

regional markets tnZanbiaare cointegrated" meaning that they have a stable long-run

relationship, they are nevertheless, weakþ integrated inthe short-run- This zuggests that the

mane marketing system was operating only moderately well by 1997 aú that it could be

inrproved upon in future especially once all the structr¡ral obstacles have been identified and

rectified.
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7.2.4 Response of Srnallholder Farmers and Traders

The surveys of traders and fanrrers was carried out to give some insight to the problems of

maize mmket integration tnZarrbiaalluded to in Chapters fow and five. However, caution should

be taken when interpreting the results since the sarryle sizes were too small.

Our survey results confirrn a rapid increase in the number oftrader participation. Ofthe total

reporting traders 20 parcent had entered the maize market by I 990. The majority (95W stated thir

mîize trading in 1995 one year after the rrtaizÊbecame hberalized. However, numerous small-scale

traders dominate the local maize rnarkets. There were only a handfirl of large-scale traders and

almost a non-existent middle-scale trade sector. Although the small-scale traders dominate the local

riralze market they only accounted for less thantwo percent ofthe total purchases made at the time

of the survey in Eastern province in 1996, compared to large-scale traders who accounted for 97

percent. The small-scale traders were found to be youthful, ineryerienced, d, lacking in

transport facilities, finances and storage facilities and consequently handle limited quantities of

maize at a time. These small-scale traders prnchased their maize mostþ fromwithinthe district of

their operation QaVl and sold it mostly at public markets or to harnmer millers within their district

ofresidence/operation. The majority (83'l") ofthe large-scale traders, on the other hand,

their maize in buþ mostly from large- scale farmers within the district (especially Lundazi) but sold

it exclusiveþ outside their province @astern province) at wholesale to large-scale millers in the

major wban centers ofNdola and Lusaka. These results confirm the segregated nature ofthe mane

market nZ,anlfllia with the large scale supplying exclusiveþ the industrial mills in the major rnban

centers and the small-scale traders supplying exclusively the public markets, mostly in rural deficit

areÍN. This finding is consistent with other studies carried out in Z,amblø (GRZ, 1995).
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A few ofthe large-scale traders had transport oftheir own, and most were corstrained intheir

trade eryansion by a lack of finance and like the small-scale traders most did not engage in

speculative storage due to timited ¿rccess to storage facilities that were also prohibitive.

Lack of access to informafion can raise transaction costs, such as search costs, trargaining

costs and screening costs (Kähkönen and Leathers, 1999). lnZarorfriathe Agricultural Marketing

and Information Center (AMIC) publishes a weekly rmrket bulletin that contains prevailing

wholesale and retail prices of selected ag¡icultural crops and inputs in the major cities. The same

informafion contained in the weekly bulletin is broadcast on the radio. Access to this infürmation

was a problem for 72 percent of the reporting traders. Only 28 percent had access to official price

information- Large traders however, bad more access fs this information coryared to small traders

(67% and 87Yo in Chipata and Lundazi respectively). The majority of the small traders obtained

their information from other traders.

The situation is, however, diffe,rent with millers who in most cases had been operating even

before hlberatization. They were the most capitalized players in the market owning not only the

industrial mills but also a sizeable fleet oftransport u¡ith storage facilities that stored around tbree

months of supply. Millers appeared to perform the function of maize trading much better than

traders thernselves. This tended to reduce the cost ofthe grain they milled br¡t had the disadvantage

of not making them specialize in mi[ing and gain from increased economies of scale.

The frrrrer survey revealed that two thirds of the farmers had only primary education, and

consequently most of them either did not completely understand (43%) or understood very little

{35%) the inplication of market liberalization, particularþ as regards to speculative storage.
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A fundamental reason why agricultural marketing hberalizafion proved disappointing for

many of the årmers is the existence of a number of structural rigidifies. Small-scale and emerging

farrners, who produce over 60% ofthe maÞe at the national leve! dominated the production of
maize in the study sites surveyed in 1996. TVide-scale adoption ofmaize production, although dafing

from the colonial era" resulted from an aggressive promotion by the Government with all the

agricultural delivery systems such as researcþ extension and rorketing targeted princþally u, maize

production' The result \ryÍN an agriculfurat system that was overwhelmingly dominæed by r-'ize

production that accounted for more than 50% of the mea planted to crops in most years. And,

consequently, maizn related technologies were the only ones that small and medium farmers knew

while extension officers themselves had little practical experience in advising on any other

technologies.

Also libemalization irylicitly assumed that market signals would make frrmers adopt the

production of crops in which their areas had a comparative advantage relative to other parts of the

country' However, the structure ofagricultural production presented a powerfirl lock-in ñctor that

could not make farrners change quickly. This was worsened by the poor human capital

characteristics prevailing in the n¡ral areas that made it difficult fur the small frrrners to receive and

process new inforrnation on production technologies very quickly and start growing other crops.

Our srrvey of frrrrers revealed that the struchue of agricultural production in Eastern

province has continued to present a powerful lock-in factor that will not make fanners change their

production patterns quickly in the near futr¡re. The survey results indicate thaf even after

liberalization maize still ranks as the preferred crop grown by farmers in Eastern province, despite

Eastern Province b"ing in a disadvantaged position, vis-à-vis the primry urban markets. Cotton

ranked as the second most important crop grown by farmers in Chipata North while growrdnuts
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ranked second after maize in Lundazi. Ma:zn being a staple crop it is unlikely that farmers will

cornpleteþ stop growing naizÊ in Eastern Province. If they do it will be because of lack of iryuts

and limited access to markets. This was echoed during the discussion groups held by farmers and

discussions with extension officers.

Farmers like the traders have not been able to take advantage ofthe opportunities resulting

from the liberalized ma¡kets due to a number of constraints. For example, seventy percent of the

årmers reported that the condition oftheir roads were bad tbroughout the year while 15% said the

roads are not maintained and the remaining 15% said the roads are bad during the rain season In

terßs of distance the mjorþ {53"/ù of the frrmsrs reported that the distance to the nearest peri-

urban town was between I and 5 lffn, while 37Yo said it was between l0 and 30 km and the

remaining 10% said it was over 30 km- Due to this infrastructtne problem it is very difficuþ for

most farmers inremote rural surplus areas to transport their produce to the market, especially during

the rain seÍ¡sorl.

Farrner particþation in the liberalized market has not onþ been constrained by the quality

and availability of the road infrastructure but also by the lack of access to price information. Our

study found 'tat few farmers bad access to this information and that over 50 percenf ofthese were in

Chþata a not surprising result since Chipata being a provincial capital has relatively better

communication frcilities than Lundazi. Instead the ma$ority of the fürmers relied on extension

officers for price information and a few received their information during negotiations with traders

and the remainder through credit co-ordinators. These findings are consistent with those by

Kähkönen and Leathers (1999) who also found only a few farmers having access to the published

price information In their sfudy however most farmers relied on other frrmers while our stuúy
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suggests that most farmers relied on extension officers'

One of the major consequences of marketing liberalization has been the withdrawal of

government institutiors from procurement and storage of crops. With liberalization the challenge

facing frrmers is the lack ofon-frrm sorage ñcilities. Producer incentives can be thwarted by lack

of on-farm storage facilities, since without storage facilities farmers may not be able to engage in

speculative storage. Lack of storage facilities also means that some of the maize crop would spoil

while fürmers wait to dispose oftheir matze.

With the decontrol of pan-seasonal pricing it was expected that fr¡mers would engage in

speculative storage. Our study found that 80 percent ofthe reporting farmers were not practicing on-

frrmstorage largeþbeczusetheydidnothaveproper storage facililiesor adequate storagefacilities.

In all the sites visited farmers had little storage capacity to store any part ofthe crop for marketing

purposes apart from storing for their o\Ðn consumption needs. Afthough the government has a

number of storage facilities, access to these storage facilities is limited for many smallholder

årmers. For one the rental cbmges are too high. \lfhile a gtoup ofabout 4 offr¡mers had got a¡ord

this problem by engaging in communal storage, not many farmers engaged in communal storage,

tradition and social nonns m7Ârrlbia,have hindered the development of communal storage (Tyler

and Sakufiwa 1994).

The Þct that farmers were not practicing on-farm storage is in conformity with the

observation made during the survey which revealed that farmers were dþosing of their rlau,e

produce immediatety after harvest and they did this at uihatever price level they received. However,

this could also be due to the need for cash immediately after harvest. These results are also

consistent with the reduction in maize retentions frr the province between 1989 and 1996. lvfaize

retained attbefann level declined by 5 percent for the non-LOR provinces but the decline was larger
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in Eastern province compared to other non-LOR province.

The ability of årmers to particþate in maize marketing also depends on the access to credit

or lack of it. Access to crçdit was a problem for 70 percent ofthe reporting farmers (157). Those

that had access to credit obtained it mostly from private traders. A few obtained credit tlrougb

contractual arrangements with credit co-ordinators and credit institutions that they owed money.

73 Conclusion and Folþ Implications

This sudy has shown that although a long run relationship exists among the Zambian

regional markets, the adjustuent ofthe regional wholesale maize prices to deviations ûom this long-

run equilibrium is slow, suggesting a weak integration of the rnalø,e markets. These results are

consistent with studies in other countries that have h:beralized their markets such as Bassolet and

Lutz (1999) on cereal markets in Burkina Faso and Palaskas and Harriss-White (1993) on rice

markets in S/est Bengal The shxly further found that, although there has been an increase in the

number oftraders nZalrbi4like in many other countries in Sub-'Saharan African countries (see for

exarnple, Dione 1988; Kaluwa and Chilowa 1991; Coulter and Golob,1992; Duncan and Jones

1993; and Coulter 1994), there is still a lack of effective competition among traders (especially

large-scale traders) at the farm level This result is largeþ consistent with the results we found on

market integration nZarnbia. It is also in conformity with other studies nZarrbiaand elsewhere.

These include, studies on nraize and cotton mz.ambta (Kãhkõnen and Leathers, 1999), on maize

marketing margins nZanbia (GRZ 1995), maizæ trade in Zatnbia (GRZ 1994),marzo, markets in

Malawi (Silumbu 1992) and maize markets in Matawi and rice markets in Madagascar @adiane

et.al., 1997).
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The lack of market integration nZ,aw:iclialike in many other countries is due to a number of

bottlenecks related to non-price factors. These were identified as lack of finance, storage and

transportation and poor road infrastructure. Withdrawing from agricultural marketing does not

meanthat Government abdicates corrpleteþ its responsibility innraking sure that private traders and

farmers are able to execute their marketing frmctions effectively. For the maize markets to be fully

integrated in Zambia the government will have to intensifr its efforts at providing an enabling

environment that will encourage private participation in not only maize markets, but also other

agriculturat products, storage, transportation and input and credit provision- This would involve the

provision ofeffective price informatior¡ improved road and storage infrastructwe, and credit.

The provision of an effective market information system is vital for the transmission ofprices

and efficiency of the marketing system. Atthough an attetnpt has been made by the Zambiart

government to put an information system in place, acÆess to the market information by farmers and

traders, especially in remote areas is limited. The government needs to take measures that would

strengthen the agricultural price and marketing information system targeted at both farmers and

traders.

The government has tried to provide price information for a number of crops through the

weekly bulletins and the radio; however, this information is not easily accessible to farmers due to a

number of reasons. First ïriith regard to the þ¿llstins, most farmers a¡e not able to interpret this

information because they are illiterate (see World Bank 1999). Second, even if the information is

disseminated through the radio, üìany årmers do not own radios and besides most are busy intheir

fields or busy with other activities to have the time to listento the radio. What is needed is for the

govenrment to make weekþ bulletins that are interpreted into local languages and that contain price

information specific to demand supply situations in their respective areas. The current price
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information is based on demand supply conditions in the provincial centers.

Government can also foster firrther private particþation and ma¡ket integration byimproving

the road and storage infrastructure. Improvement ofthe road infrastructure canbe achievedthrough

increased investment in not only road repair and maintenance but also in the construction of new

roads and better bridges particularly in those areas that get cut offduring the rainy season. The

rehabilitation of existing rural roads is particularþ important ifthe remote areas are to be integrated

into the market system. The rehabilitation and maintenance of roads nZanbiahas largely been the

responsibilily of government and to a lesser extent by non-govemmental organizations. However

government has not been able to carry out this responsibility effectively. The poor state ofthe roads

nZambia has been attributed to insufficient government funding of the road sector and the poor

institutional framework (Kähkönen and Leathers, 1999).

Given these problems and the importance of a well firnctioning rural road nefwork,

government needs to increase it's funding. However, given the limited funds from government,

alternative sources of finance will be needed. One altemative is to cbarge user-fees for road users.

T1rre Zarbian goveÍnment has since 1993 taken steps in this direction tluough the imposition of a

fuel levy which in1993 was reported to be n<4O per liter of diesel or gasoline (Kähkönen and

Leathers,l999). However, the funds from this levy are for road maintenance only. Given the

insufficient funds from government coffers and the inabilify of the private sector to invest in road

infrastructure, the role of donor agencies becomes more important. Funds can be solicited from

donor agencies through the Road Sector Investment Program (RoadSIP) under the Agricultural

Sector Investment Program (ASIP). The quality of road infrastructure has been shown to have a

positive effect on market integration (Goletti, 1994), enhancing total agricultural ouþut @inswanger
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et al., 1993) and increasing the use of fertiliser (Ahmed and Hossain 1990). Therefore, investment

in roads makes economic sense. However, as Minten (1999) points out, investment in roads alone

does not necessarily lead to increased market access but "soft infrastructure [complemented with]

hard infrastructure [would bel beneficial for ...... improved ma¡ket integration" (p.ilÐ.

Once a road infrastructure has been put in place the logical thing to do is to promote the

development of transport. This can be done either directly by the government or indirectly by the

private sector. The latter requires providing incentives to the importers ofvehicles and to the private

individuals, such as an increased allocation offoreign exchange and a deliberate policy on dúies on

imported vehicles.

There is also need to invest in storage facilities ifprivate traders and fürmers are to engage in

inter-temporal arbitrage. In particular farmers should be assisted to build on-farm storage facilities

so that they take advantage ofseasonal price variations.

Introducing agricultural marketing liberalization at the same time as financial liberalization in

an environment of high nominal and real interest rates undermined the anticipated private trading

sector response. The sharp increase in interest rates has also resulted in a failure by many farmers to

service their loans and, as a rezult, many are now not eligible for fi¡rther borrowing from the

traditional lending institutions, Lima Bank, ZambiaCo-operative Federation, Finance Services, and

Credit Union Savings Association (CUSA) ZarrbiaI-imited. The rising cost of farm inputs, relative

to prices of farm produce, has further exacerbated the situation. The terms oftrade for farmers have

deteriorated significantly. Whereas the farmer could afford one 50 kg bag of fertilizer from one 90

kg bag ofmaize before liberalization, nowthe farmer mayrequire up to three bags ofmaize to afford

one bag of fertilizer.

But the efficiency of the ntarzÊ marketing system in Zambia can be tremendously improved if
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access to credit by the farmers and traders is improved. The lack of credit has hindered private

traders' investment in storage, trarxportation and expansion oftheir operations. Farmers have also

been hindered from improving their productivity due to lack of funds to purchase fertilizer- In

general credit has hindered both farmers and traders ûom engaging speculative storage. Therefore

to improve access to credit requires putting into place certain measures. These could include banks

finding reasonable collateral requirements that traders and farmers can use when they borrow

money. It could also include the government stopping to give preferential access to credit to the

government appointed agents.

In summary, for market integrationto be achieved inthe matzemarkets, and indeed in other

agricultural markets n ZanbiU the government needs to continue providing an enabling

environment for the emerging private sector. As Due (1993) correctþ points out, this means a

continued commitment to creating a competitive, market oriented economy, with a positive

investment climate, well-functioning capita markets and ensuring a growing economy in which

inflation is under control. Although much progress has been made, especiaþ in reducing inflation,

our results suggest that much still needs to be done ifmaize markets are to become fully integrated.
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APPENDD( 2.1 PRICE DATA COT,LECTION POINTS

Agricrrlûral

PR.OVINCIAT, CENTERS
PROVINCES

Livinestone Southem

Lusaka Lusaka

I(abwe Central

Ndola Copperbelt

Sotwezi Northwestem

Monzu Westem

Chbafa Eastern

Kasama Northern
Nfansa Luapula

TOWNS ALONG THE LII{E OF'RAIL AI\D MAJOR PRODUCTION AREAS
Kalonro Southern

Choma Soutlern
Kaoirimoshi C€ntral

Mkushi C€rihal

Mpika Northern
Kitwe Coppe,rbeh

Katete Eastern

fase,rya Northweste,r:r

BORDER TOWNS AND TRADING AREAS
h¡údazi Eastem

Kaoma V/estern

ChililabombwelKapishi Copperbeh

Mufulira/lvlolømbo Coppe,tbeft

Chineola Copperbeh

LusakaRural Lusaka
Souce: Agriculn¡ral Ma¡keting Infmmatim Cente offuriculhne
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Ä.PPENDIX 2.22 RESE,{R'CI{ INSTRUMENTS

,4. Checktist for KeY fnformants

1.0 Community Profile

1.1 Socio-economic characteristics of the community

- Different ethnic (e.g. tribes, nationalities, races) groupings in the area

- Settlement Pattern of the a¡ea

- Estimated populatior¡ number of farm households in the area

- Number of female versus male headed households

- Religion

- Presenc€ of inward and outward migration and its causes

- on-farm and oflfarm economic and livelihood activities

1.2 'Weather and climatic characteristics of the area

- Water, climate, vegetation soil, etc-

1.3 Instifutions operating in the area - NGOss Government institutions, community- bas€d

groups, private firms etc-

1.4 Farming activities

- Agricultural productivity of the area

- Major cash crops gown, area cultivated and harvested, amount produced

- Major food crops groü'& areacultivated and harvested, amount roduced

- Type of livestock kept, number and breed

1.5 Level of infrastructural development and availability of basic services - health centets,

schools, financial institutions, consumer goods, transport/communication network

Health Facilities
- Distance to nearest health center
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- Quality ofthe health service

-Typeandnumbersofpersonnelatthehealthinstitution

- Drug suPPlY

School Facilities

- Distance to nearest school

- Whether number of schools is adequate

- Whether schools are adequately staffed or not

- Whether schools has adequate teaching materials e-g. text books

- Developments in drop-out rates and attendance rates'

- Reasons behind these developments

- General level of literacy in the area

- Presence of adult education classes

Financial Institutions

- AvailabilitY of credit

- Type - formal or informal

- Institutions Providing credit

- Their lending Practices

- Lending practices of infomlal lenders

- The commodities for which credit is available

- Perception concerning credit and the lending practices

Consumer Goods

- Distance to nearest shoP
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- Types of consumer goods available

- AvailabilitY of consumer goods

1.6 Transportation

- Type of transport commonly used in the area

- Distance to nearest road

- Quality of road linking area to the nearest main road

- How well is the area linked to the major towns

- The distance to the nearest market

- Means of getting produce (inputs) to/from the market

- S/ho maintains the road linking the area to other areas

- How often is this done

- Any communal road repair activities

- Major transportation Problems

1.7 Views on the availability and quality of agricultural services, i.e., extensior¡ researcþ

veterinary, marketing and credit.

B. CIIECK LIST FOR FARMERS

1.1 Marketing services

- Types of agencies (cooperatives and the different types of private traders) to

whom farmers sell their commodities

- Why farmers choose these agencies

- Access to markets

- Distance to markets
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- Availability and type of transport

- QualitY of roads

- Existence of outgrower arrangemeuts and the perceived advantages and

disadvantages

- Commodity prices for both inputs and outputs and consumer goods

- Availability of on-farm storage to take advantage of seasonal price variations

- Farmers views on the new marketing arrangements (the liberalized system).

- what are the perceived problems? What are the suggested solutions?

- Coping strategies to the new marketing system

1.2 Credit facilities

- AvailabilitY of credit

- TYPe - formal or informal

- Institutions Providing credit

- Their lending Practices

- Lending practices of informal lenders

- The different forms of informal credit

- The commodities for which credit is available

- perception of farmers concerning credit (availability, type and adequacy) and the

lending Practices

C. CHECK LIST FOR TRADERS

1.0 Profile of Traders

- The number of years traders have been operating

- Agricultural products/inputs other than maize traded in
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- Non-agricultural products traded in

- The background oftraders (what business conducted before entry into the market)

- Number ofbags traded in, the capital employed and number of
workers hired

- Ownership of such assets as transport and storage facìlities.

2.0 The Socio-economic Characteristics of Traders

- Estimated range of age and mode

- The participation of women engaged in agricultural marketing

-Generalindicationofthelevelofeducationtraders

- The ethnic groups engaged in agricultural marketing

3.0 Stocking Behavior

- Type of storage facilities, capacity and location

- The average rental charges/day/weelc/month

- Views onthe quality and adequacy of the available

storage facilities

- Views on rental charges

4.0 Patterru Nature and Direction of Trade

- Level of trading at different times of the year

- Growth oftrade (i.e. whether it is increasing, decreasing, constant or widely

variable)

-Viewsonfactorsdeterminingthevariabilityoftrading
- The nature of transactions (i.e. whether cash, barter with consumables or inputs,

credit etc.)

- Availabitiry of maize vs conzumables and other agriculfural products-
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- Sources of funds, e.g. credit

- Who sells what to whom and where?
- What do they selVbuy (i.e. commodities, inputs, consumabies, etc)'

- Views on the emerging pattern oftrade

5.0 Price Integration

- Purchase price at different times in the marketing season

- Selling price at corresponding times in the marketing season

- Source of pucbase and destin¿tion of sales by region at different times of the

marketing season

- What factors determine the choice of source ofpurchases and destination of sales

- Type of transport used, capacity (tons) distances and costs involved

6.0 Profitability:

- Interest charges andtheir effect as reflected in seasonalprices.

- Levels of profitability vu-a-vunew investments

- Market infor¡nation - sourc,e, relevance, adequacy and accuracy-

- Constraints and prospects

- Scale of operation

- Direction of trade movement, any limitations?

- Stocking behavior

7.0 Views on current agricultural market arrangement

- Government regulatiors

- Storage

- Financing
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- Transportation

- Processing

- General government PolicY
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I). Q{JESTIOF{NAIRE FOR. FARMEI{S

IDENTIFICATION

1. Date of interview.......

2. Province... ...District...

3. 81ock........ ..Carnp......

4. Enumerator................

5 Name ofTrader

6. 49"........... ...Sex: Ma1e.............Fema1e..........

7. EducationLevel........

1. F'ARMING EXPERIENCE

(a) How long bave you been in the farming business? Years.
(b) In order of importance, what crops do you produce:
(Ð
(ü)
(üi)
(Ð
(v)
("i) Other crops:

2. CROP MARKEING EXPERIENCE

(a) Who are the major buyers ofyour crops?
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(b) What were/are the product prices during the following crop marketing seasons?

Crops 1993194 1994195 1995196
tll

tlt

tll

tlt
ll

(c) Are the buyers locally based or not?

(d) If not to 2c. above, where do the buyers come from?

(e) Is there a large nurnber ofbuyers?

(Ð Can you easily sell your produce when you want to during any tirne period of the

year, especially after the rains have started?

(g) Are you able to sell to other markets other than the local markets here?

(h) Are you organized in any marketing group? Ifyes, do you feel you would get

significantþ high"t prices if you as farmers are organized in groups?

If no, don?t you think it would be beneficial for you to get organurÃ. in farmer

groups? Elaborate.

(f) Do you practice on farm-storage? If not, why?

3. PRICING

(a) On a scale of 1 to 10, how attractive are the prices received :rl'2b.

(b) On the sarne scale, how would you rank the previous marketing arangement in
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terms of producer price attractiveness?

(c) Given the product prices given in 2b., would you be encouraged to expand

Production or area cultivated?

(d) Are you involved in any outgtower scheme? If yes' specify'

4. INF'RASTRUCTURE

(a) what is the condition of the road network from the local afeas to the peri-urban or

urban areas?

(b) How far are the distances?

(c)'Whatisthemostcommonmodeoftransportationforagriculturalproduce?

If hired transport is used, what are the charges like?

(d) Do you ræeive any product or input price inforrnation from the MAFF of any

other source? SPecifr'

(e) If you receive any product price information' to what degree would you say it

helps you burgain for a better price for your produce? State on the rarik of 1 to 10'

(Ð Are you able to obtain credit for crop marketing purposes?

Ifyes, fromwhom and what are the terms?

Ifno, whY?

5. GENERAI, KNOWLEDGE

a) what problems do you face in crop marketing in general? And over what crops?
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b) What do you think is the solution to the problems?

c) Are you able to cope up with the problems?

If yes, to what degree? Choose from a scale of I to 10 and explain as to lrow you are

"óirb 
up witht¡ã problems associated with the liberalized crop marketing arrangement'

d) To what degree do you understand the liberalized crop marketing system?

Ð Not atl ü) Just a little bit'

iü) FairlY well iv) Very well

Ð If you understand it fairty well or very mucþ do you appreciate it?
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E. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR. TRADERS

IDENTIFICATION

1.

2.

J.

4.

5

6.
7.

Date of interview.......

Province... ...District...

81ock........ ..Carnp......

Enumerator...............

Name ofTrader..

GRAIN PURCHASES

What year did you start trading in grains?

9- What food grains do you generally trade in?....

10. How did you decide to trade nmaizrc?

a)
b)
c)
c)
e)

Ð

a)

b)
c)
d)

ßlalzÊ..-.-...
sorghum...
finger millet........
bulrush millet........
groundnufs
other-....---.

availability of the market
numkr ofclients.
storage facility
availabilitv

Ð profitability

11. Since you started trading where have you normally obtained your maize from?
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b) neighbouring districts...-.

c) other Provinces (sPecifY)

d) neighbouringcountry(specify)""

12. From whom did you purchase your maize last year and what quantity?

Source Quantrfybought (90kg bugÐ

Farmer

Wholesaler

Miller

Other private traders

Other

13. To whom did you sale your rrlaizß last year and what quantity (ie. no. of bags/tins) ?

Destination Quantþbought

Miller

ZCF

Lima Bank

CUSA

Cooperative Union

ûther (specify)

14. What is the reason for selling where you did?

a) no other alternative buYer

b) the buyer offered a higher Price

Ð other reasons (sPecifY)

15. How does ßaize get to yow point of selling?

a) it is brought to me........
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b) I go to fetch it mYself."""
c) I make orders--.--'.

16. If the maue is brought to yor¿ who brings it?

a) producers.-.....-.....-.-.... b)small Assemblers

c)wholesalers.-...-..'..-..'.. d)truckers

e) others (sPecifY)-"-'-.- ---

17. If you go to fetch the maize yourself from whom do you get it?

a) producers.------------------- b) small assemblers

c) wholesalers-.-'---..--.-.'-.-. d) truckers'

e) other (sPecifY)----..---..-

1g. If you make orders from whom do you order your rnaizæ?

a) producers.... - -... - -.. - -. -' -b) small assemblers

c) wholesalers..-.....-.--.....d) truckers

e) other (sPecifY)----

19. \ryhat were the major re¿rsons that motivated the choice of your selling point?

a) nurrber of clients..-

b) number of suPPliers

c) ProximitY to horne--..

d) profitabilitY
e) transPortation costs--.

Ð other (sPectfY)--..---....-

20. What is your strategy of buying mau,e?

a) Harvest time..-...-...

b) progressive bty.g over the whole year"""""
c) progressive buying over the whole year with big buy

before shortages.--

d) other (sPect$r-..-..---...

21. What is your strategy for selling maize2"""

ZZ. Ðid you nnke any promises to your suppliers hfore they delivered the maize?

Yes................... No..-'..."'..

If yes, which ones?

a) order-price only-...-..---

b) order-quantitY onlY--...-
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c) order-price and quantity
d) credit........

23- If you have a maize buying/selling contract and say maizæruns out, what would you do?a) revise the terms ofthe contract-.-.
b) import neighbouring province/country.........
c) break the contract
d) other (specfy)............

24. Suppose you observe that the normal season has failed and there is no stock of matze
within your district, what would you do?

a) go look for it in other districts/provinces....
b) import it Êom other counhies ifgiven apermit-.--......-
c) sell exclusively at retail the little that I have........
d) other (specfy)............

PRICES

25- what is the current selling/buying price for the foltowing grains?

GRAIN BLMNG PRICE SELLING PRICE
90kg lSkg 90kg 18kg 90kg lSkg

Maizn
sorghum
Millet
Groundnuts

26- How do you get to know about grain prices in other districts/provinces?
a) radio..... b) ewspapers.....................
c) other traders.......... d) GRZ bulletin-.....
e)visiting relatives...... f) other (specify)....

27 - what is your major decision variable for fixing 1fis 5çiling price?

TRANSPORTATION

28.Ðo you have your own means oftran

Yes................ No
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Ifyes what type (s)?

a) bicycle.. b) v4n...........
c) oxcart... d) trucks.......
e) other.....

If no, how do you transport your grain from place of purchase to your selling point?
a) hire a truck...... b) hire an oxcart...
c) hire a tractor.... d) other.....

29. What is the cost of hire based on?...........

30. What is the transportation cost per 90kg bag of maize?...

31. What is the distance which separates you from the rnost frequent point of
supply?.....
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32. What is the distance to your major selling point?

STORAGE

33.Do you own any storage facilities?

Yes..--......, No.........,..

If yes, what type of structure is it?....------

34. What is the capacity of your particular storage facility (e.g. how rn¿Lny bags of rnaize can it

take at a time)?.....

35. If no, do you rent any of the government storage facilities that have been leased and what

is the rental charge?

Yes.............. Rental charge.......

CREDIT

36. What is the source of your finances?

a) CUSA... b)Lima 8ank.........
c) ZCFIFS. d) GRZ.....
e) commercial bank..... f) other

INVESTMENT

37. How do you find trading ingrains, especially matze

38. What are the major problems that you encounter in your trade?

a) lack of clients
b) lack of zufficient funds
c) lack ofmeans oftransport
d) poor storage facilities
e) unclear government PolicY

Ð other (specfy)............
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39.Areyouinvolvedinanyofthefollowingactivities?

a) farming
b) farm inPut trading
c) transportation of goods and services

d) mi[ing enterPrise

e) other (sPecfy)..--........

40. what is your opinion on the following marketing issues?

a) government regulations

b) Financing..

c) transportation.......--...

d) leasing of storage facilities--.--

e) government PolicY in general-.
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540
623
455
547
507
582
588
610
723

1021
763
639
661

633
679
520
676
648

633
619
653

40 253
50 264
11 238
22 287
15 280
18 281
20 319
26 289
25 386
42 573
39 379
29 335
41 359
46 258
40 327
38 271
47 335
43 330

19
10
4
5
4
5
6
I

15
18
16
12
12
18
25
19
19
25

13
9

18

40
25
JO

42
47
46
50
56

190
45
41

37
50
71

48
46
46

53
57
48

Appendix4.l Data for Estimation and Trend Analysis

14

3
3
5
5
6

11

10

17
17

10

13

15
17
16

15
17

320
317
324

287 151
358 149
216 196
260 221

226 214
301 206
270 241
321 193
337 281
447 307
384 262
305 242
302 256
375 129
352 175
250 150
341 208
318 199

314 210
302 216
328 202

33
27
41

181

152
137
85
80
90

134
104
150
150
243
233
142
132
203
131
105
142
159

Table 4.14 Maize Area Planted By Province

12 10

31 35
723
825

10 25
15 32
17 34
20 44
25 43
29 33
22 26
18 29
20 48
30 29
30 31

26 20
36 31

39 27

11

I
15

1980 11

1981 156
1982 101

1983 147
1984 101

1985 119
1986 115
1987 106
1988 119
1989 142
1990 104
1991 116
1992 102
1993 113
1994 161

1995 98
1996 131
1997 93

Source: Calculated from GRZ(1997): Agricultural Statistics Bulletin, Central Statistics Office, Lusaka.

143
133
156

22 30
17 30
28 30

119
122
115

Average
1980-97
1980-89
1 990-97



Table 4.24

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Average
1980-97
1 980-89
1990-97

1

Maize Production

3,307
5,170
2,168
3,301
2,759
3,172
3,260
3,131
4,391
4,870
2,573
3,631
1,920
4,406
2,433
1,913
3,866
1,7M

3,221
3,553
2,806

214 260
481 487

113 390
159 495
183 460
322 720
404 6&
536 394
793 988
667 789
957 426
690 514
359 439
882 952
609 354
559 215
847 849
590 494

Provlnce and

6,147
2,307
1,808
1,607
3,086
2,978
2,508
5,987
5,068
3,194
2,063

280
5,140
2,151

938
3,184
2,799

3,137
3,672
2,469

,007 4
12,285
4,978
5,763
5,009
7,300
7,305
6,569

12,159
11,394
7,150
6,899
2,998

11,381
5,548
3,625
8,746
5,587

2,651
2,465
3,095
3,319
3,669
3,564
3,551
6,481
6,004
3,149
3,512

915
3,771
2,376
2,199
4,177
2,757

520 549
387 565
687 530

235
60
73
95

109
127
199
288
475
430
197
323
419
526
348
419
376

265
173
380

1,109
596
664

1,217
1,000
1,074
1,014
1,127
1,830
1,675
1,147

951
800

1,336
2,010
1,309
1,256
1,081

1,178
1,131
1,236

source: calculated from GRZ(1g92): Agriculturat Statistics Buttetin, Central Statistícs office, Lusaka'

332
130
67
95
93

112
114
169
306
377
255
291
184
326
484
373
385
425

7,428
9,177

167
603
102
148
170
207
227
201
527
555
411
326
153
520
398
343
678
4M

492

3,M2
3,910

4,215
3,358
4,629
4,677
5,171
5,045
5,247
9,433
9,086
5,391
5,278
2,374
6,372
5,794
4,573
6,915
5,083

5,479
5,684
5,2232,857

14,986
16,500
8,336

10,389
9,686

12,471
12,351
11,816
21,591
20,480
12,541
12,177
5,372

17,753
11,U2

8,1 98
15,661
10,669

12,907
13,861
11,714

251 343
179 291
340 409
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Table 4.34

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Average
1980-97
1980-89
199G97

Provincial Marketed Maize

1,519
2,674
1,685
2,237
2,118
2,233
2,651
2,114
4,177
4,495
1,860
1,880
1,369
3,406
1,260
1,077
2,638

919

2,2U
2,590

34
135
66
90

133
242
310
518
600
4U
293
293
185
640
278
319
507
195

192 2,199
358
252
217
193
267
317
374
758
466
486
486

66
638
204

85
498
278

3,039
1,642

963
1,076
1,5U
2,001

987
3,422
3,358
1,705
1,705

1

2,813
836
630

1,097
780

1,658
2,027
1 ,196

6,206
3,il5
3,507
3,520
4,326
5,278
3,993
8,957
8,803
4,345
4,365
1,622
7,498
2,578
2,110
4,640
2,172

4,528
5,218
3,666

1,184
1,273
1,600
1,849
1,781
2,116
2,011
3,653
2,471
1,370
1,370

383
1,215

680
542

1,282
371

1,438
1,868

901

296 u1
261 339
339 343

21

30
50
40
71

59
96

152
2M
387
136
13ô
240
300
344
162
217
196

328
ô49
653
751
738
833
929

1,{i86
1,447

667
ô67
503
905

1,378
787
735
476

source: calculated from GRZ(1 gg7): Agricutturat statistics Buttatin, central statistics office, Lusakar'

84t

42
50
F4

o/
7ti
80

11fi
23r,
160
10:l
103

94t

181

239
168
193
163

43
3tI
511

8g
92.

9B

9ô
31tt
28ii

5$
59
JÐ

233
l¿l
6il

35i'
85

1,030
1,6i¿7

2,060
2,395
2,Bi¿7

2,7,14
3,2:ì-4

3,301
6,01]3

4,7'19
2,335
2,3:Ì5
1,21i6

2,833
2,714
1,7'19
2,784
1,2.q1

2,6"/5
2,9f)9
2,11i8

160 788
115 807

216 765

4,974
7,832
5 706
5,902
6 348
7,O70
8,502
7 294

14 990
13 551

6 680
6,700
2,877

10 332
5,292
3,830
7,424
3.463

7,154
8,217
5 825

12'/.

9€i

155

111',

113
12X
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Appendix 5.1: Market Information FIow inZa;mbia

Source: furicultural and Marketing Information Center (AMIC), Lusaka-
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